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Mancini eye injury causes
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Grandparents show off
their pride and joy
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KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

Higher education P.A.D.D. honors Murray industry
cooperative spirit
unites MSU, WKU Fisher-Price
Murray State University and
Western Kentucky University
have devised an eight-point plan
to demonstrate "a commitment
to a cooperative spirit" as a
response to a higher education
need in Kentucky.
Murray State's board of
regents endorsed the
cooperative agreement, described as a "venture (that) can have
a positive impact on higher
education and economic
development in this state,
especially Western Kentucky,"
in a recent meeting.
Western's board has yet to
take action on the proposal
worked out by the schools' two
presidents, Dr. Kala M. Stroup
of Murray State and Dr. Donald

W. Zacharias of Western.
Noting that "the climate in
which higher education in the
country presently exists is one of
uncertainty characterized by
fiscal exigency, enrollment
decline and loss of credibility by
the public," the agreement lists
items of immediate mutual
interest.
The two universities, which
are three hours and 120 miles
apart, agree in the proposal to
work together to:
- Develop procedures for encouraging people in their areas
to attend college at an increasing rate to enhance career opportunties for young people and
(Cont'd on page 2)

Aides planning Ferraro trip
to Kentucky for next week
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Democratic Vice Presidential
nominee Geraldine Ferraro will
arrive in Lexington at 8:45 a.m.
Monday for a four-hour visit to
Kentucky, her campaign office
announced today.
Dale Dimisa of the MondaleFerraro campaign office in
Washington said Ms. Ferraro
will begin her visit by hosting a
reception from 9-10 a.m. EDT at
the Holiday Inn-North.
Ms. Ferraro then will go to the
studios of WKYT-TV for a
"teleconference- with runningmate Walter F. Mondale and
his wife Joan from 11 to 11:45
a.m., then leave Lexington at
12:45 p.m., Ms. Dimisa said.
Ms. Ferraro and Mondale,

who will be in Philadelphia,
reportedly will be appearing
"with a family representative of
the area they're in," said Mike
Kanarec, director of operations
for WKYT.
Neither Kanarec nor Ken
Kurtz, vice president for news,
had been told the purpose of the
45-minute session.
"The news department is not
really involved in this," Kurtz
said. "They have come in and
leased our studio and production
facilities."
This will be the first visit to
Kentucky by Ms. Ferraro since
she was nominated for vice
president. Mondale visited the
state fair in Louisville last
month.

recipient of
recognition
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
With representatives of
more than 70 Purchase Area
industries listening, Gov.
Martha Layne Collins last
night reaffirmed her campaign vow that she would include West Kentucky as an
important part of the state's
development.
"You are vital to what I
want to accomplish as governor," Collins told a group of
more than 1,000 people at the
fourth annual Industry Appreciation Dinner in
Paducah. "You are a tremendous asset to the rest of this
state. I want you to know I appreciate you and the contributions you are making."
Collins' speech capped an
evening in which the featured
industry was Fisher-Price of
Murray, a plant in operation
since 1973 and which employs
an average of 825 people
Frank Morgan, president and
chief operating officer of
Quaker Oats, Fisher-Price's
parent company, was the
keynote speaker.
With a payroll of $11
million, the Murray plant accounts for 45 percent of
Fisher -Price's total
shipments of merchandise,
Morgan said. The first
U.S.-built plant outside of
New York for the world's

Frank Morgan
Quaker Oats president
largest manufacturer of
preschool toys, the Murray
plant in 1983 shipped $107
million worth of products to
U.S. customers.
Other Murray companies
honored at the event were
Briggs & Stratton, Kenlake
Foods, Murray Fabrics,
Ryan Milk, Sager Glove,
Southeast Book Co., Vanderbilt Chemical and York Spring Co. Several business persons, government officials
and university personnel
represented Murray at the
dinner held in the Executive
Inn.
Sponsored by the Purchase
Area Development District's
Industrial Development Task
Force in cooperation with
area chambers of commerce,
the dinner was attended by
several state cabinet officials, including Secretary of

Martha Lyme OeUins
Governor ofKentucky
Commerce Carroll [(nicely.
Collins, fighting a bad case
of hay fever, focused on the
role of West Kentucky within
the overall development of industry and commerce in the
state. She said there have
been 69 new plants and 108 expansions in Kentucky announced during the first six
months of this year, representing an investment of more
than $750 million and 14,000
new jobs.
She credited Fisher-Price
as being "an important part
of making life better in the
region." In a joking reference
to Quaker Oats' recent expansions elsewhere, she said to
Morgan, "Instead of going to
Danville, Illinois in the future
for expansion, why don't you
come to Kentucky to
expand?"
Collins made a point of

Carroll KnIcely
Secretary of Commerce
reminding the audience about
her pledge to pay attention to
the Purchase Area, and Jerry
Hoover, past chairman of the
PADD industrial task force,
suggested she had made the
pledge good.
"We've been frustrated at
times because it seemed we
couldn't quite get the attention of the powers that be in
Frankfort to what we were
doing down here." Hoover
said: "Let me assure you this
administration and cabinet
has been in West Kentucky
more times in its first four
months than the previous administration altogether."
Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis, a PADD board
member, introduced FisherPrice Plant Manager Frank
Urbancic, who in turn
(Cont'd on page 2)

Local volunteers conducting Cancer Prevention Study
During the first two weeks of September, a
volunteer group of Calloway County residents will
call on families to complete the first phase of
follow-up work to Cancer Prevention Study II, a
large-scale, long-term research project of the
American Cancer Society.
The study, the largest of its kind ever undertaken,
is examining the lifestyles of more than 1.2 million
Americans to learn about possible medication, occupational exposures, pollution, low-level radiation, low tar and nicotine cigarettes, and passive
smoking
"Though the scientists are not able to report on
definitive findings about cancer development and
prevention this early in the study," said Norma
Frank, CPS II chairman of the Calloway County
Unit, "data from this first follow-up will allow them
to make preliminary analyses about potential
cancer risk factors in our lifestyles and
environment."
Information obtained in this follow-up and subse-

quent ones will be added to baseline data that has
already been collected and computerized, and will
enable researchers to begin to process of data
analysis. Two other follow-ups are scheduled for
September, 1986 and 1988.
Cancer Prevention Study II (CPS II, began in
September, 1982, when 75,000 "volunteer researchers" of the Society enrolled over 1.2 Americans
as participants. In Calloway County, 19 volunteers
enrolled 335 residents, primarily families and individuals whose whereabouts would be known to
them over a longer period of time.
During September's follow-up, these volunteers
will check with individuals they enrolled to verify
addresses and any name changes. They will also
report on the deaths of any study participants since
the start-up. This information will update the CPS
II data bank, which stores all the information contained in the questionnaries.
"We intend to keep track of all participants dur-
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ing the course of the study," said Norma Frank. habits compare among various occupational
"Because of the energy and dedication of groups.
volunteers involved in the study, and the overall inThe first analysis to be obtained from Cancer.
terest in cancer prevention expressed by the par- Prevention Study II was a report on changing
ticipants themselves, our follow-up goal of 100 per- smoking patterns among Americans. Presented at
cent should be easily reached."
the Fifth World Congress on Smoking and Health in
By the completion of the third follow-up, suffi- July, 1983, the report revealed a sizeable decrease
cient mortality records will have been ac- in the number of current cigarette smokers. The
cumulated. At that time, an analysis of suspected report, based on preliminary data from CPS II, also
cancer risk factors will be made by comparing the showed a switch to filter cigarettes and low-tar
number of deaths attributd to various cancers to brands among smokers.
Cancer Prevention Study Ills equal in size but
answers in the questionnaires.
In the meantime, preliminary analysis of various wider in scope than the first Cancer Prevention
topics covered in the CPS II questionnaires will be Study, which was conducted by the American
made. Researchers, for instance, will examine cur- Cancer Society from 1959 to 1965, then extended to
rent American eating habits, paying special atten- 1972. The study identified many factors related to
the development of cancer and other diseases. It
tion to the consumption of those foods thought to may be best remembered as the
study which suplower cancer risk. They will also evaluate the plied evidence conclusively
linking cigarette smokpublic's use of products such as artificial ing to lung cancer, heart
disease, and other cirsweeteners and vitamins, and learn how smoking culatory diseases.

Huddleston, McConnell debates coming

Tonight's forecast calls for
fair skies with somewhat
warmer temperatures.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Sunday through Tuesday
calls for a slight chance of
showers Sunday and again
Tuesday. Near normal
temperatures with an overnight low in the mid 508 to
around 60 and a daytime high
.in the low to mid 80s.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.4
Barkley Lake
366.4

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API After trading punches in campaign ads and at news conferences, U.S. Sen. Walter
"Dee" Huddleston and his
Republican opponent, Jefferson
County Judge-Executive Mitch
McConnell, will meet face to
face in a debate.
Now both sides will have to
_ agree on a time, place and
sponsor.
Huddleston, who kicked off his
campaign Thiirsday with
criticism of McConnell's
"hysterical, negative mudslinging," said he has agreed to a
debate on Kentucky Educational
Television.
Donna Moore, a producer for
KET. said both candidates had
been asked to debate for an hour
on Oct. 18. But she said she has
not heard from McConnell's
campaign and the plans for a

debate may change after
negotiations are held.
Meanwhile, a spokeswoman
for McConnell said Thursday
that the Republican also was
prepared to square off against
Huddleston on television.
"We accepted two debates
back in May at the invitation of
WHAS and WLEX in Lexington
to debate in prime time," said
Janet Mullins, McConnell's
campaign spokeswoman.
She said the League of
Women Voters also had asked to
sponsor a debate between the
senatorial candidates.
"If he has finally agreed to
meet Mitch face to face, we will
begin from that point and
negotiate a date, time and sponsor," Ms. Mullins said
Huddleston, at a series of
news conferences in Louisville,
Erlanger and Lexington, had a

few words about McConnell's
advertisements critical of Hud•
dleston's voting record
"There is a good deal of
snickering about his approach,"
Huddleston said in Louisville. "I
don't think the people of Kentucky will be misled by his TV
gimmickry."
He said he had been on the
Senate floor during almost 90
percent of the votes and asked
voters to consiger his 12 years of
seniority.
"I don't believe there is a
county in this state I haven't
helped," he said
Huddleston said he was not
worried that McConnell may
benefit from President
Reagan's re-election campaign
-I don't think the coattail effect my opponent is counting on
will amount to much," he said
"When (former President I Nix.

on carried this state (in 18721 by
300,000 votes, I was able to win
by 40,000 votes."
He noted his efforts in providing flood protection for
eastern Kentucky, improved
weather warning systems and
defending the tobacco program.
"There's still much on the
agenda - a new agriculture
policy.will be enacted next year
It is important that Kentucky's
special concerns are taken into
account and as the ranking
Democrat on the Senate
Agricultural Committee, they
will be if I am there." he said at
the Greater Cincinnatios,-7,-trt
He repeated his support for a
limit by the federal government
on foreign tobacco
"If Kentucky farmers have to
grow tobacco under a quota,
then those who produce in
foreign lands should too." he
said.
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Kentucky played role in U.S. Supreme
Court history, says Sandra O'Connor
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Sandra Day O'Connor didn't
disclose any inside information
about her colleagues on the LS
Supreme Court, but she was well
versed in Kentucky history

1

The first woman justice appointed to the high court said her
selection might not have been so
unusual if she had been from
Kentucky instead of Arizona.
Eleven justices who were
either born in Kentucky or practiced law here served on the
court during its 198-year history,
she said Thursday.
"When I was appointed as the
102nd justice, many people
remarked that it was a break
from tradition," she told an audience of more than 1,000

lawyers, law stuaents and
others. "I knew my appointment
was out of the ordinary, but
after researching for this
speech, I now know what the stir
was about — me coming from
Arizona."
Mrs. O'Connor noted that
Arizona has produced only two
justices.
President Reagan. fulfilling a
campaign promise, appointed
Mrs. O'Connor to the court in
1981 to replace Potter Stewart,
who had decided to retire Mrs.
O'Connor, now 54, had been sitting on the Arizona Court of
Appeals
"The seat I now hold has been
occupied twice before by Kentuckians," she- said. "And for
one year before the second

World War, one-third of the
members of the Supreme Court
were Kentuckians "
Mrs. O'Connor's speech was
one of a series given every two
years in memory of the late U.S.
District Judge Mac Swinford.
who served in the Eastern
District of Kentucky from 1937
to 1975. The audience gave Mrs.
O'Connor a standing ovation
even before she began to speak.
"I suppose you want to hear
what really goes on in the
Supreme Court .. how I make
my decisions ... what I think
about my colleagues," she said.
"But part of the justice's job is
to be judicious."
Mrs. O'Connor said the first
Kentucky justice was Thomas
'T'n1 appointed by Thomas Jef-

ferson in 1807, and the most re.
cent was Frederick Vinson, appointed by Harry Truman in
1946
"They were a very diverse
group But if you trace the
history of the Kentuckians on
the Supreme Court, you unravel
the history of the court itself,"
the justice said.
One of the greatest jurists
ever was Louis Brandeis of
Louisville, appointed in 1916 by
President Woodrow Wilson, and
he, Stanley Reed and Vinson
served on the court together for
a year, Mrs. O'Connor noted.
"People often think of the
Supreme Court as a remote and
distant Washington institution in
a large, federal building that is

ErnestTubbs
dies at age 70
in Nashville
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP )
— Honky-tonk music pioneer
Ernest Tubb, dead after a
long bout with emphysema,
was mourned as "the last of
the cowboys" and as a
"classic" singer and guitarist
who helped many of today's
country superstars get their
start.
Tubb. 70, known for such
hits as "I'm Walking The
Floor Over You," died Thursday at Baptist Hospital. He
had been in poor health for
about two years, and had
been hospitalized since Aug.
10.
"I think all of us who were
here back 45 years ago when
this thing started feel that
every time we lose one of the
old-timers, we lose part of the
foundation and I think that's
what he was," said comedian
Minnie Pearl, who like Tubb
has been a regular on the
Grand Ole Opry for more
than 40 years.
"I know he's gone
someplace where he's singing
'Walking the Floor Over You'
and they're loving it," she
added.
Opry general manager Hal
Durham said the show will
pay tribute to Tubb during its
broadcast this weekend.
Tubb, who always wore a
cowboy hat in public,
befriended many fledgling
singers who grew to stardom,
giving them air time on his
"Midnight Jamboree" radio
show that followed the Opry
broadcasts.
Johnny Cash, Elvis
Presley, Patsy Cline, Pat
Boone, Loretta Lynn, the
Wilburn Brothers and many
more appeared on the show.
"He was the last of the
cowboys. There can be no
replacement for Ernest
Tubb," said singer Merle
Haggard. "He is an example
that will never be forgotten
both as a man and as an
entertainer.
"Musically, he had a guitar
style and vocal style that
were classics and imitated by
many and as a man, he was a
legend for his generosity to
his fans."
Known as the "Texas
Troubadour," Tubb was inducted into the Country Music
Hall of Fame in 1965. He sold
about 35 million records and
recorded more than 250 in a
career that spanned parts of
five decades.
Funeral services have been
scheduled for 2 p.m. Monday
at Two Rivers Baptist Church
across from the Opry. Burial
will be in Hermitage
Memorial Gardens.

MSU, WKU...
(Cont'd from page 1)
to promote economic and
cultural development as an attraction to business and
Industry.
— Focus attention on the problem of adult literacy and to
determine resources available
on each campus to address the
problem.
— Support the delivery of
public 'education to the
Owensboro area, including exploration of the possibility of
Murray State's offering the M.S.
degree in nursing in the fall of
1985
— Review the off-campus
operations of each university to
find more ways to offer effective
programs in as many communities as possible.
— Continue to review

•WINNImpoo,.
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TEST PLOT TOUR — Johnnie Stockdale, second from left, talks with four county farmers whose test
plots of corn, mil° and tobacco were toured Thursday afternoon. At far left and right are Tripp and
Thurston Furches, center, Clifton McCallon, and second from right, Mark Paschall. After the tour
farmers returned to the West Ky. Exposition Center for a hog roast. Rockdale is vocational agriculture
Instructor for the Calloway County Adult and Young Farmer Program.

GM is auto union strike target; one week to go
DETROIT(AP) — The United
Auto Workers union and its
strike target, General Motors
Corp., say they can reach an
agreement before their contract
expires a week from tonight, but
they appeared far apart on the
main issue of job security.
UAW President Owen Bieber
announced Thursday that, after
a week of intensive discussions
with union leaders, he had
selected GM as the strike target
over Ford Motor Co.
Bieber's decision means the
union plans to concentrate on
GM and suspend most of its national bargaining at Ford until a
GM agreement is reached
Bargaining on local issues will
continue at both companies.
Both automakers said they
wanted to be strike targets so
they could get an agreement
more to their liking.
For that reason, chief Ford
bargainer Peter Pestillo said the
decision brought "no sigh of
relief" at the No. 2 automaker.
The union says it expects Ford
to match any GM settlement and
Ford fears GM could offer the
union more wage money than
Ford wants to pay. Contracts at
both companies expire the night
of Sept. 14.
At GM,chief negotiator Alfred
Warren said the world's largest
automaker was "pleased, of
course, with the opportunity to
lead this very serious situation."
However. Warren said, "We
think that now is the time for
development of an agreement
that will permit us to be
competitive."
The company said it intends to
resist union demands for restrictions on importing cars and car
parts from overseas and from
non-union plants, which can do
the work more cheaply than

master's degree programs to
determine need for new programs in the geographic area
and the feasibility of possibly
eliminating or combining
programs
— Foster faculty, staff and
administrative development
through joint training sessions
and the utilization of talent
available on each campus
— Emphasize outcome
assessments and to share information on programs and
measurements especially effective in documenting the quality
of students.
— Apply for a- license to
operate an FM repeater station
in the Henderson-Owensboro
area, to share programming activities and to include Henderson Community College in that
planning in a way that will
strengthen their ability to serve
the public in the listening area.

heavily unionized GM.
The union, as part of its job
security strategy, has insisted
on guarantees that the GM
workforce will remain above
300,000 workers. It stands today
at 350,000.
When talks failed at GM two
years ago, the union decided not
to strike and instead went to
Ford to bargain, achieving an
agreement there.
But Ford was suffering huge
losses then and GM's sales were

stagnant, and the union granted
$3.5 billion in wage and benefit
concession to the automakers.
The UAW says it will strike if
necessary this year, given both
automakers' record profits and
executive bonuses last year and
this year.
GM, Bieber said, "offers the
best opportunity" for union
members to win job security.
Warren said he was confident
an agreement could be reached
without a strike.

Elderly leading movement to country
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
movement of older Americans
away from the cities and into the
suburbs and countryside is continuing, new analyses of 1980
Census information shows.
After nearly two centuries of
migration into the nation's
cities, the elderly leJ the way in
reversing that trend during the
1980s, and continued to move
away from the urban crowds in
the 1970s, according to a study
led by Charles F. Longino of the
Center for Social Research in
Aging at the University of
Miami
The findings contradict an
earlier preliminary strudy by
Longino, similar to findings of
other researchers at that time,

Fiscal Court meeting
set Tuesday afternoon
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in regular session on Tuesday, September 11
at 1 p.m. in County Judge.
Executive George Weaks'
office.
The meeting is open to the
public,

The agreement concludes that
the two universities will foster a
cooperative spirit throughout
the institutions to encourage
joint efforts in their colleges and
departments to meet educational needs and to serve the
Commonwealth
An introduction in the agreement calls attention to the need
In higher education today for
academic management unlike
that exhibited since the late 19th
century
"It requires a combination of
educational policy and planning
with financial administration,
and suchaii strategy calla for
cooperation — cooperation
among the colleges and universities of this country and this
state," it reads
The agreement points out that
a recent surge of national
reports examining education encourages alliances and partner

that elderly migrants had
reversed direction after a
decade of outflow and resumed
their movement into cities.

Industry...
(Cont'd from page 1)
brought on Morgan. Fresh
from his first visit to Murray,
Morgan said "I come away
from a one-day visit very impressed with what I've seen in
West Kentucky."
Morgan, named Quaker
Oats president in 1983, cited
the work ethic and community spirit of the local population as factors in the Murray
plant's success.
He focused most of his
remarks on Quaker Oats'
overall operations, which include foods, pet foods, toys
and specialty retailing companies. Its fiscal 1984 sales
were $3.3 billion. FisherPrice is the corporation's
third-largest segment, accounting for 12 percent of its
sales.

ships among government, industry, education and social institutions and that the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education
has repeatedly called for
greater cooperation among institutions of higher education in
Kentucky.
Problems cited in it include
the low educational attainment
and college-going rate in Kentucky, the need for better coordination of educational efforts
and the concern among
legislators in the 1084 Kentucky
General Assembly about
duplicative efforts in higher
learning
"The presidents of Murray
State University and Western
Kentucky University are interested in serving the people of
Kentucky," the agreement says.
"We share the commitment that
a cooperative effort will be of inestimable value to the people of
the area '•

out of touch with the people of
the country, she said
But 11
you look at the history of the people who make up the court
their vision, integrity, reverence
for the law, their experience and
their backgrounds give life and
texture to all that the court
does "
Chief Justice Robert Stephens
of the Kentucky Supreme Court
said Mrs O'Connor "was prac-

tically weaned on a horse," had
visited a number of Bluegrass
area thoroughbred farms and
hopes to ride today
Her husband, John O'Connor
accompanied the justice to Lexington and also was introduced
to the crowd
Also Thursday, she fielded
questions from students in a constitutional law class at the
University of Kentucky

Kentucky News in Brief
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The tourist advertisement trumpeted
Kentucky's scenic horse farms and promised that one could "see
more for less" here That sounded good to Hans Forrer of Grabs,
Switzerland.
Forrer's response, which included a request for more information about Kentucky, first puzzled and then delighted state of.
ficials when they realized "our advertising dollars go farther
than I thought," tourism spokesman Jim Carroll said
Wednesday.
No one around the state tourism office could recall the slogan,
"See more for less in Kentucky," and the picture of the governor
on the page looked surprisingly like A.B. "Happy" Chandler.
A little research showed that it was Chandler, now 88, and that
the ad was copied from a 1938 edition of National Geographic
magazine.
Chandler, a former baseball commissioner, was governor from
1935 to 1939 and again in the 1950s. He also served as a U.S.
senator.
State officials are sending Forrer the usual tourism package, a
state highway map and brochures about state parks. But Carroll
Is inclined to treat this request a bit differently.
"I suggested we send him a 1938 highway map," he said. "What
the heck, that's what he asked for."
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The state is getting $20 million in
federal highway funds for various projects, including completion
of the Jefferson Freeway and widening of Interstate 85, according to a news release from Gov. Martha Layne Collins' office.
The state must contribute an amount equal to 10 percent of the
federal allotment for interstate-highway projects, but no match
Is required for the $2.5 million earmarked for the Jefferson
Freeway, Transportation Cabinet spokeswoman Mary Mulloy
said.
The Collins news release said other projects included widening
of two stretches of 1-65 in Jefferson and Bullitt counties.
Bids for the 1-65 projects will be accepted by the Transportation
Cabinet on Sept. 21, the release said.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An Army Corps of Engineers
employee died while working on Lock 4 on the Kentucky River at
Frankfort, authorities said.
Rescue workers recovered the body Thursday night after searching for several hours.
Authorities identified the victim as Ernest Cannon of Carrollton. Officials said he was wearing underwater gear while
welding under water.
Frankfort Fire Chief Joe Jennings said Cannon was trapped in
the lock and apparently ran out of air.
————
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — A $750,000 settlement has been reached
involving a 17-year-old Pulaski County girl who was injured by an
exercise bicycle that broke and impaled her.
Sperry and Hutchinson Co. Inc. of New York, also known as S &
H Green Stamps: Beacon Enterprises of Yonkers, N.Y.; and Saw
Mill River Industries, also of Yonkers, agreed to the settlement
Wednesday after a U.S. District Court jury found the companies
guilty of "gross negligence," said Larry Sword, a lawyer
representing Karen Brown.
If a settlement had not been reached, the case would have gone
back to the jury.
The girl was 15 when the accident happened in 1982. Sword said.
She suffered severe injuries but has since recovered, he said.
More than 15 people have been injured in similar accidents, he
said.
The bicycle has a hard plastic seat and the accidents occur
when the steel shaft broke through the seat.
————
PERRYVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Candidates, office-holders and
other party officials will speak at the annual Republican Family
Picnic at Perryville Battlefield State Park on Saturday.
U.S. Senate candidate Mitch McConnell will lead the speakers.
Also speaking will be 5th District U.S. Rep. Harold "Hal"
Rogers, former Gov. Louie B. Nunn, Reagan-Bush state chairman Larry Forgy and state Chairman Joe Whittle.
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The federal government has charged a West Virginia man with embezzling $1,100 from a United
Mine Workers local in Pike County while serving as its treasurer
in 1980.
Billie Endicott of Delbarton, W.Va., who was treasurer of
UMW Local 1532, representing miners at Island Creek Coal Co.'s
Big Creek No. 1 mine, was indicted by a federal grand Jury in
Lexington.
The indictment charges that he took $700 in July 1980 and $400
in August 1980 and converted the funds to his own use.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Charlie Dews called the indictment
"an isolated case." He said Endicott probably will be arraigned
before U.S. District Judge G. Wix Unthank in Pikeville next
week, after the indictment has been sent to the U.S. District
Court Clerk's office in Pikeville.
—— ——
FLATWOODS, Ky.(AP) — Some residents of the Indian Run
Road and Short White Oak areas are opposing annexation by the
city of Flatwoods, but a vote on the annexation probably will have
to wait until next year, city officials say.
"There's just not enough time to get it on the ballot," Flatwoods Mayor T.L. "Lardy" Groves told the city council this
week.
Under state law, annexation opponents may call for a vote on
the question by submitting a petition with the names of more than
50 percent of the property owners and registered voters in the affected area.
Warren Hensley, a spokesman for Indian Run Road and Short
White Oak residents opposing annexation, said one petition with
184 signatures of registered voters and property owners, one with
143 signatures of registered voters, and one with 24 signatures of
property owners have been submitted.
To put the question on the November ballot, however, the
signatures must be certified by the city and county clerks' offices
80 days before the election, which would be Friday.
"We just won't be able to certify all those names by Friday,"
Groves said, and City Attorney Bruce Leslie said that meant the
question would have to be placed on next year's general election
ballot
————
WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) — William D White, 23. of Flemingsburg, has been charged with kidnapping, robbery and auto
theft in connection with an incident at Paris.
White, who has been held in the Clark County jail since his arrest Aug. 28 in Winchester. Is accused of the Wal-Mart shopping
center parking lot robbery of Rita Sanderrof Cynthiana.
He is 'also accused of several ottfbr 'robberies of Women by
knifepoint in shopping center parking lots.
The arrest in Winchester was for the robbery the same day of
Carolyn Sue Carter, 38, at the Trademore Shopping Center in
Morehead.
A Rowan County grand jury has indicted White on robbery and
auto theft charges in connection with the Morehead case He's
also charged with kidnapping, robbery and auto theft charges in
connection with an Aug. 25 incident in which Pamela Miller, 22, of
Sandy Hook was abducted and robbed.
—— ——
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by mike royko

Hooked on life on the north side
To many of the people who live in
the suburbs or the outlying city
neighborhoods, life on the North
Side of Chicago can appear
cosmopolitan, exciting, even exotic. And it is. The little
restaurants, the singles bars,
boutiques. High rise life. Yuppie
life. Joggers in the parks. Street
fairs. A taste of this, a taste of that.
For many suburbanites, it means
marching from the house to the
driveway or garage. A short drive
to the commuter station. A peck
from the wife. On the train, read
the paper, a march through Union
Station to the street and on to the
office.
Most days, it's the same routine.
The only surprise might be a bike
left in the driveway or a sudden
change in the weather.
Compare that to the experience
of a North Sider. Specifically,
Richard Faltico, a chef who lives
on a pleasant-looking sidestreet a
few blocks north of Wrigley Field.
When Faltico leaves for his job
early in the morning, he doesn't
worry about commuter schedules
and such. He just gets on his

10-speed bike and begins pedaling
toward the restaurant, which is only a mile or so away.
That's what he did the other day.
It was shortly after dawn, a lovely
morning. Most people hadn't begun
stirring and his street was quiet.
As he moved out on his bike, he
noticed a young woman standing in
the mouth of an alley. He noticed
her even more, a few seconds later.
"She sexually molested me." he
said. "She came running up and
grabbed me around the you-know what."
Now admit it, surburbanites. No
female has ever greeted you that
way when you leave your house in
the morning, right?
As it turned out, the woman was
not some passionate young thing
who had been stirred by Faitico's
cycling style or his mature (age 58)
good looks.
"She was a hooker," Faltico
says. "We have them hanging
around the neighborhood.
"Well, she almost knocked me
off my bike, the way she was grabbing at me.

"Naturally. I told her to stop it.
But she kept grabbing and groping.
The next thing I knew, she had her
hand in my pocket."
How intimate.
-It was terrible. She was after
my money. And she got it. More
than $200
"See, I was going to start a vacation as soon as I finished work.
That's why I had that kind of
money on me. I was stupid enough
to have it in my pocket. And she felt
it. So she grabbed it and took off."
The hooker went clumping down
the street on her spike heels, while
Faltico gathered his wits, leaped
aboard his bike, and gave chase.
That's another facet of the
charm of city living. Out there in
the suburbs, you won't see a hooker
being chased by a guy on a bike at 6
a.m.
"She ran over to Broadway Ave
and was running down the middle
of the street. Then she jumped in a
cab. So I peddled harder and
caught up with the cab. I pulled
right in front of him and hollered to
him that she stole my money, but

sucLto
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looking back
Ten years ago
The home of Joe Beard at New Concord was
destroyed by fire last night.
Ground breaking on the five new tennis courts
adjacent to Murray High School will take place
on Sept. 10, according to Gary Hohman, Murray
Park and Recreation Director.
C.B. (Connie) Ford was honored after his
retirement as treasurer of the First United
Methodist Church. He had been treasurer for 30
years and retired because of falling health.
Mrs. Lochie Hart was honored with a dinner of
appreciation by the Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees and Library Staff. She had
asked not to be reappointed to the board.
The 23 homemaker clubs of Calloway County
wIl open the 1974-75 club year with meetings at
various places starting Sept. 9.
The Murray High School Tigers beat Reidland
25 to Sin the opening football game of the season.
John Hina is head football coach at Murray.
Twenty years ago
The Murray State College Band with Prof.
Paul Shahan as director will start its new season
on Sept. 9,
Don Pride and David Parker of Murray attended the 17th Annual Leadership Training
Workshop of Sigma Chi fraternity at Ball State
College, Muncie, Ind.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dougherty, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walker and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Sears.
Karen Clendenen and Debbie Nance Lee were
soloists for the program of the Carter School
Parent-Teacher Association. They were accompaned by Mrs. Rudolph Howard,
Letha Young, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Young, is a freshman in the School of Nursing at
Memphis State.
Thirty years ago
Cecil Baker, Carl Jones, Ruby Glenn Grogan
and Jackie Paul Crittenden have enlisted in the
United States Navy.
Pvt. Dan Keith Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J.T. Taylor, has completed eight weeks of Army
basic combat training at Fort Knox.
Holmes Ellis was reelected as general
manager of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association. Officers are Boone Hill,
H.H. Shanklin, S.C. Hudleston, Joe H. Pace,
Crate Boyd and Paul Paschall.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. C.O. McClure, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Byerly and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Rayburn.
Miss Angela Sue Parker, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E.C. Parker, and John A. Warner, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Guthrie Warner, were
married Sept. 4 at the First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Prentice Dunn is president of the New
Concord High School Parent-Teacher
Association.
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royko says

Unless one Is completely color-blind, it would be
difficult not to notice that patriotism is back in
style this year. Americans have become Yankee
Doodle Dandles again The Grand Old Flag and
both reasonable and some exotic reproductions
(such as dyed skin) are proudly shown and worn
everywhere More bands are struck up with Sousa
and "America the Beautiful" sounds more
beautiful than ever There is a big surge in flag
sales. And companies that put a touch of the red,
white and blue in ads and promotions have been
enjoying sizable sales increases
Much of the renewed sense of American pride
has been righlly attributed to the recently concluded Los Angeles Summer Olympics, which began
with an epic torch-running odyssey in which
millions of Americans participated and ended with
a record number of American medalists.
But there were pre-Olympics hints: A television
miniseries about George Washington was a big hit
— in contrast to one a few years back about that
of the family of another Founding Father, John
Adams.
The ongoing restoration of the Statue of Liberty, In which millions have helped with their contributions, serves as a reminder of our great fortune in being Americans.
Another factor, no doubt, is the 1984 presidential election. American politics with its many
faults — from exhausting primaries to exorbitantly expensive campaigns to boring conventions —
Is certainly preferable to that of most any other
nation. Despite their chasm of differences,
Republican and Democratic convention delegates
are competitive flag wavers.
Whatever the reasons, we're glad to see that
flag-waving and patriotism are back in fashion.
The red, white and blue tinge to summer's end is
a brighter way to view life than those gloomy New
Year's assessments by the media of the arrival
of George Orwell's 1984. Looks like everyone back
then was writing about the wrong George.
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he just swerved around me and
kept going.
"Luckily, a cop car came by and
I waved them down and they stopped the cab and grabbed her. Then
we all went to the station."
That is the police station, of
course, not the commuter station.
Faltico told his story while the
hooker pouted. She was frisked but
had only $95.
"I don't know what she did with
the rest of the money," Faltico
says, "and the cops didn't either
Maybe she slipped it to the cabdriver or something "
Then came the predictable
response by the hooker.
"She told the police that I had
sought her out to have sex,"
Faltico said. "Can you imagine?"
Well, yes, such things have happened. Men have been known to
seek out the favors of ladies of the
night. Or ladies of the dawn.
"Well, I told the police that was
unthinkable."
Why?
"I told them that I happen to be a
member of the gay community. So
what interest could I possibly have
in someone like her?"
The woman was charged with
theft and Faltico was told he'd
have to go to court to get his $95
back.
"By the time I take off work, I'll
lose money just to recover half of
what she took. Ills so unjust."
When he got home that night, he
found a note from the,hooker stuffed in his mailbox. It said: "I was
by. I will have something for you.
Liz."
"I can't believe it. After all that,
she leaves notes for me in my
mailbox?"
Maybe she is going to refund
your money so you won't show up
In court?
"I don't know. But can you imagine — she signs her note Liz. like
we're old friends."
And some people think city
dwellers aren't neighborly.

heartline
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business mirror

by john cunniff

NEW YORK (AP) — An
magnifies this.
would be less affected than in
automotive industry strike would
Says Merrill Lynch: "If a strike
previous strikes is steel. In 1983,
have consequences far beyond
against GM were to begin on Sept.
says Merrill Lynch. 23 percent less
wages, benefits, job security, cor14 when the contract expires, thirdsteel was used in cars than in 1970.
porate profits and other factors inquarter real gross national product
But suppliers are more diversified.
volved in negotiations.
growth would come in at about 3.7
and a strike's impact may be too.
It could hurt the presidential
percent at an annual rate by our
OTHER INDUSTRIES — There
aspirations of Democratic canestimate rather than roundly 5 perisn't any large, unionized industry
didate Walter Mondale. It could put
cent in the absence of a strike."
or any blue-collar union that isn't
pressure on President Reagan to
In the event a GM strike should
following in great detail the discusallow more car imports from
last until Election Day, it says.
sions now going on in the
Japan. It might defeat any hopes
GNP growth in the year's final
automotive industry. Among the
for protectionist legislation.
quarter could be cut to about 2 perissues are whether union and
It would probably cause a decline
cent from the 3.3 percent now
management can support a mutual
in the nation's gross national proprojected.
interest rather than oppose and
duct, and it would put instant
SUPPLIERS — The impact
conflict with each other; whether
pressure on automotive suppliers
could be quicker than before. Car
they can cooperate against inflaboth domestic and foreign — incompanies now operate with
tion; and join efforts to raise procluding many minority businesses.
smaller inventories, relying inductivity. These are issues comIt would affect labor relations in
stead on suppliers to deliver on
mon to all Industries, and unions
many other industries. If prolongshort notice. Thus, suppliers
and managements will be watching
ed, it would cause the layoff of nonthemselves must maintain larger
and planning their moves
union workers both in the affected
inventories. But one industry that
accordingly
company and others. Even
management personnel could lose
their jobs.
Conceivably, and if viewed in a
limited perspective, a strike could
bring some good news. It could
was "hanging by a thread,"
WASHINGTON )AP) — House
help lower interest rates, for examDemocratic leaders have apDemocratic presidential canple, simply because business acdidate Walter F. Mondale and runpointed 29 members to a Housetivity would decline and car and
Senate conference committee that
ning mate Geraldine Ferraro opother types of loans would not be
pose the bill. White House aides
will try drafting a compromise vermade.
have said that the version is unacsion of controversial legislation
Here are some of the possible
ceptable to President Reagan, at
overhauling U.S. immigration law.
consequences.
least in the version that passed the
The House and Senate have passMONDALE — He accepted the
House.
ed widely divergent versions of the
endorsement of the United Auto
bill, which grants amnesty for
Workers union. Business'Week
millions of illegal aliens but also
WASHINGTON 1AP) — A
magazine points out that a strike at
imposes new penalties upon
federal judge has declined a reGeneral Motors, "with an almost
employers who hire undocumented
quest by retired employees to block
immediate impact on the delivery
workers in the future.
the $176.3 million sale of U.S. News
of cars and on jobs in related inThe version passed by the
& World Report to Boston realdustries," would be deeply and
Democrat-controlled House is less
estate developer Mortimer B.
widely resented.
strict than ,one passed by the
Zuckerman.
REAGAN — Pressure might
Senate last year.
U.S. District Judge Barrington
develop on the president and ConIf any kind of compromise is
D. Parker also refused on Thursgress to lift the so-called voluntary
worked out by the committee,
day to raise from $10 million to $34
restraints on imports. thus allowwhich was named on Thursday, it
million the money to be set aside
. ing more Japanese vehicles to
must be approved again by both
for the settlement of suits against
•
enter the domestic market at the
chambers, something that even
'the magazine and its directors
very time competition is lessened
backers of the bill say will be difThe former employees, all of
ECONOMY — Motor vehicles
ficult in an election year
whom retired before 1981, allege in
represent 4.5 percent of the
Sen Alan K Simpson. R-Wyo
their suit that the directors conFederal Reserve's index of inthe Senate sponsor of the legislaspired to keep the appraised value
dustrial production, but the impact
tion, said earlier this summer that
of the company's stock artifically
on other related industries, and
because of the election-year mood
low Further court hearings in the
eventually on unrelated industries,
in Congress. the future of the bill
case are scheduled.

washington briefs
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Ilea ruin,' is a sem ice tor ...11611.
citizens. Its purpose is to anstt.•r
questions and vole, problems. It
:1011 ha
a question or a problem
niit ansttered in these columns.
%t rite to Ilea rtline, iiiEast Da
PNI le‘a nil ria Ohio 11:is I.
en 0 ill receit e a pr
p1 replt
but t all
I include a sett addressed. stamped ern,elope. The
I useful replies tt ill be printiql
in this
HEARTLI NE: I am currently.
and indefinitely, laid off from my
job. I don't believe that I will be
called back. I need to find a job._
and that's going to be hard at the
age of 57. Are there certain kinds of
jobs that offer more promise of get•
ting hired at this age than others?
ANSWER: l'es, there are certa in
categories of jobs that offer mole
promise to the retired or oldet
worker because 01 their accessibili•
ty, part-time nature, or income
potential. %%lien t'oti are checking
the classifieds. pay special attention to sales jobs, real estate.
retailing and clerical jobs. Also.
the U.S. Government is one of the
largest and most impa rtm I
employers of Older persons. so
check with Civil Service also.
HEARTIANE: I have just turned
age 65 recently and now have
Medicare My children have been
urging me to buy a Medicare supplement. I have been healthy all
nty life and ant MIA id that if I purchased a Medicare supplement insurance policy. I te ill just be pouring mOney dote n the drain. I
haven't had an illness ou injury in
over 30 'years. What do you think?
C.R.
ANA w ER : 11e hope that it You do
have health insurance of any kind
that you never have to use itRemember: with many kinds of insurance you may never receive
anything back or if yen do receive
anything, it may not equal what
you hate paid in premiums.
Almost everyone has fire in viiia tun If your house does not
burn down, do you consider your
fire insurance premiums as money
C asted? keep in mind that there is
a greater chance 01 you incurring at
great a mon 01 4f doctor and
hospital hills than there is 01 your
house burning down, statistically
speaking.
Howev0t, it you simply ran not
afford a health insurance policV,
tee would recommend state aid
rather than spending all of your
none' for health insurance to the- b
point where you are not eating properly 'and going without medicines
and other essentials.
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School lunch menus for next week released
gravy, hamburger;
Wednesday - chicken
nuggets, chill dog:
Thursday - french
bread pizza, ham and
cheese sandwich; Friday - spaghetti/meat
sauce, cheeseburger
Salad bar and a variety
of fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.
East. North
and Southwest
Monday - crispy fish
and chips, grilled
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - lasagne, hot dog;
Wednesday - sliced
turkey and gravy, hamburger; Thursday pizza, barbecue sandwich; Friday - sack
lunch - peanut butter
and jelly sandwich,
bologna and cheese
sandwich. A variety of
fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.
---MURRAY CITY
---Murray High
Monday - pizza
pocket, barbecue beef;
Tuesday - corn dogs,
chicken fried steak;
Wednesday - fried
chicken and rolls,

Menus for the various
lunchrooms in the county and city schools for
the week of Sept. 10 to 14
have been released by
Joanna Adams and
Ganda Jeffrey, food service directors for the
Calloway County and
Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus are subject to occasional
change because of the
availability of food and
other spcial occasions.
Menus are as follows:
---CALLOWAY COUNTY
---Calloway High
Monday - taco salad,
grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday - sliced
turkey and gravy, fish
sandwich; Wednesday
- chicken nuggets,
barbecue; Thursday roast beef, submarine
sandwich; Friday • spaghetti meat sauce,
corn dog. Pizza, hamburger, and a variety of
fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - taco salad,
fish sandwich; Tuesday
- sliced turkey and

•:

Special Discount Prices
During September

•
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ravioli and rolls, Thurs.
day - tacos, nacho
dogs; Friday - steak
nuggets and rolls.
spaghetti and rolls. Pizza, cheeseburgers, hamburgers, salad bar and a
variety of fruits,
vegetables and drinks
are available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - barbecue
beef sandwich; Tuesday
- spaghetti and rolls;
Wednesday - chicken
nuggets and rolls;
Thursday - taco dogs;
Friday - chuckwagon.
Pizza, hamburgers and
fries, salad bar,
assorted vegetables and
salads and drinks are
available daily.
Carter and
Robertson
Monday - spaghetti
and bread, hamburgers,

RAJNEESHPURAM,
Ore. (API - Homeless
people from as far away
as New York are being
bused to this town settled by disciples of
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh for an experiment in communal living, spokeswomen say.
The "street people"
are guests of the Rajneesh Humanity Trust,
according to the
spokeswomen for
followers of the Indian
guru.
One said the Rajneeshees want to
"share some of the
beauty we have here."
But county officia s

Sept. 9, 1984
1:30-4:30
Refreshments, Door Prizes
Reg. Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10-10; Sun. 1-5

CERAMIC BOUTIQUE
Farmington, Ky.

COINO@

Tennis play Tuesday

Student auditions for singers and dancers in
the upcoming Murray State University production of Gilbert and Sullivan's comic opera titled
-The Gondoliers" are scheduled. Singers will
audition at 7 p.m. Monday, Sept. 10, in Lovett
Auditorium and dancers at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Sept. 18, in the dance studio backstage of Lovett
Auditorium The event will be produced jointly
by the Department of Music and the Department
of Speech Communication Theatre Nov. 15, 16
and 17 in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Dr. Carl Rogers said students with sufficient
musical and stage background may audition for
either a principal role or for membership in the
chorus. Applicants should be prepared to sing a
song and read dialogue from the show, as well as
go through a brief dance-movement audition.
Any student wishing to participate in any of the
auditions should call Rogers in the Department
of Music at 762-4288.

Youth meetings planned
The First United Methodist Church invites all
children, ages 4 through 12, to the first meeting
of the Space Cub, Whirlybird and Jet Cadet Club
Programs on Wednesday, Sept. 12, from 5:30 to
6:45 p.m. "These Bible Club Programs help the
children to learn about God's love in an atmosphere of caring and fun through singing,
games, crafts and incentive awards program
and basic Bible study especially designed to
their age group," said Barbara Shores, director
of Christian Education.
All interested children who would like to participate in the Space Cub, Whirlybird and Jet
Cadet Club Program as well as their parents are
invited. First United Methodist Church is located
at Fifth and Maple Streets at the southwest corner of the court square. For information call Ms.
Shores at the church, 753-3812.

Scouts plan recruitments
The Murray-Calloway County Girl Scout
Association will have recruitment for members
and leaders during the week of Sept. 10, according to Edith Clark, core director. The Core will
have its meeting on Monday, Sept. 10, at 9:30
a.m, at the Girl Scout cabin on Sharpe Street between North Eighth and North 10th Streets. This
is for all grades as follows: Brownies, grades 1 to
3; Juniors, grades 4 to 8; Cadettes, grades 7 to 9;
Seniors, grades 10 to 12.
Recruitment dates are as follows: Sept. 10 North Elementary at school; Calloway Middle,
Calloway High and Murray High at 5:30 p.m. at
Girl Scout Cabin; Sept. 11 - Carter and Robertson, both at Carter; Sept. 12 - East Elementary
at school; Sept. 13 - Southwest Elementary and
Murray Middle, both at schools.

Choir program on Sunday
The Children's Choir, "God's Kids," from
Cherry Corner Baptist Church will present -this
Is The Day" on Sunday, Sept. 9, at 7 p.m. The
program will finalize a summer project that includes a story in song. The public is invited to attend. The Choir will have a wiener roast following the program.
Cast members include Rhonda Kimbro,
Jonathon Bell, Wesley England, Lori England,
Leslie Fambrough, Christy Bell, Curtis Bucy,
Regina Kimbro, Amy Wilkerson, Stacy VanDyke, Leah Fambrough, Jennie Bell and Allan
Fambrough. Debbie Bell is director, Kelli
Burkeen is sound equipment operator and Lisa
Coy is assistant.

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Tuesday, Sept. 11, at 9 a.m. at the
club. The lineup wli be as follows: Court One Patsy Miller, Cathy Young, Vickie Baker and
Gayle Foster; Court Two - Janie Ryan, Janice
Howe, Marilyn Adkins and Mug Rigsby; Court
Three - Annie Knight, Jennifer Hewlett,
Frances Hulse and Norma Frank.

North plans skating
A skating party for North Calloway Elementary School will be held Monday, Sept. 10, from 6
to 8 p.m. at Roller Skating of Murray. Children
may skate for $2.50 each with $1 going to the
Parent-Teacher Organization. Parents and
teachers may skate for $1, according to a PTO
spokesman who urged each one to attend.

Need Line board to meet
The board of the Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Association, Inc., will meet Monday,
Sept. 10, at noon at Pagliars. This 111 the first
board meeting since June and all members are
urged to attend, according to Sid Easley,
president.

Sasso has exhibition
Sandy Miller Sasso is presenting her thesis exhibition on the upper level of the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Murray State University, through
Wednesday, Oct. 10. Included are oil paintings
and drawings in mixed media. Miller is an MA
candidate in painting. Admission is free

Hornecoming announced
Alumni of Murray State University should
mark an important date, Saturday, Oct. 20, on
their calendars. That's the date for Homecoming
1984 with weekend events to begin on Friday
evening, Oct. 19, including departmental banquets and the Golden Memories Dance. Saturday's schedule starts at 9:30 a.m. with the
Homecoming Parade headed by Distinguished
Alumnus Bob Burton, class of 1962, as the grand
marshal.
The Murray State Racers will meet the
University of Akron Zips at 2 p.m. Saturday in
Stewart Stadium. For the second year, alumni of
the institution's decade classes, 1034, 1944, 1954,
1964 and 1974, will be special homecoming
guests. Additional information about homecoming events will be announced later. Information
may also be obtained by contacting the Office of
Alumni affairs, Sparks Hall, MSU, Murray, or
phone 782-3737.

Students recognized
Local students have been recognized for their
outstanding academic records for the past
semester at Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn. Qualifications for the list are that students
receive grades equivalent to a 2.5 on a 3.0 grade
point average scale or a 3.4 on a 4.0 grade point
average scale for the past semester's work.
Students include the following: James Donald
Moorehead, Jr., son of the Rev. and Mrs. James
D. Moorehead, 160 Idlewild Dr., Paducah; Hemant Kumar Roy, son of Dr. and Mrs. Hirendra
Kumar Roy, and David Clark Gray, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Manley Gray, both of Rt. 2,
Cadiz; Nancy Carroll Edwards, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William F. Edwards, 1110 County Cork
Dr., Murray; Elizabeth L. Stout, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Richard Harold Stout, 803 Olive St.,
Murray.
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2nd Hilarious Week!

Their time has come!
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Rajneesh
spokeswoman Ma Prem
Sunshine said about 50
people, mostly men, on
two buses from New
York and one bus from
Portland had arrived by
Wednesday. Other
buses from New York,
San Diego, Seattle,
Washington, D.C., San
Francisco and Santa
Cruz, Calif., are due this
week, she added.
In addition to the
homeless, about 1,000
people will be paying
$250 a month to the trust
to experience the Rajneesh commune, Rajneesh officials said.
The nearby town of
Antelope was taken over
by Rajneeshees after a
majority was elected to
the City Council,

Ill I %1Noft141.11\ 101

Prog. Info
753-3314

Friday - pimento
cheese sandwich,
balogna and cheese,
carrot sticks, fresh
fruit, chips, ice cream
Milk and fruit juice are
available daily.

are questioning the
motives of the Rajneeshees, who say 2,000
homeless people could
eventually arrive here.
"Where are they going to stay? Where will
they vote if they do
vote?" asked Jefferson
County District Attorney Michael
Sullivan. "If they don't
stay out there, and they
come to a nearby community, will our social
services be able to handle the increased load?"
A large portion of
Rancho Rajneesh, the
central Oregon ranch on
which Rajneeshpuram
Is located, is in Jefferson County.

DATEBOOK
Auditions scheduled

Wednesday - pizza
boats, chef salad and
crackers, broccoli
casserole, black eyed
peas, fresh fruit chunks,
applesauce; Thursday
- hamborgers,
chuckwagon, green
peas, macaroni and
cheese, pear halt
w/dressing, fruit salad,

Homeless people are being
bused to Rajneeshpuram

Come Help Us Celebrate
Our First Sunday Open!

Hwy. 94 West

creamed potatoes,
green beans, tossed
salad, peaches, Tuesday - taco dogs, pizza,
corn on cob, mexican
beans, lime congealed
salad, macaroni salad,

7
-1‘111,./1.1.1,11E-

r

I al

_//teatte

Thur. Thru Sun
Open 7:15
•Start 7:45

SAT. 8. SUN. ONLY
Cheri & Cine
All Seats $2.00 til 3:45

LONDON (AP) John Hurt, the British
star of the film, "The

A FRANC KONIGSBERG PRODUCTION

teft
‘*OF
Somewhere

BARGAIN MATINEES

COUtEN ,_Advf BZNIE

HUDSON

Central Center
ENTIETH CENTUOIY-FOX

•1.1111•110401, PIC•ION

•

1:30, 3:15, 7:06, 8:56

An Advent/no In Ecstasy.

2nd
Big
Hit

ica

Gigolo
A Pawl un

BO
DEREK

Elephant Man," has civil ceremony.
wed a Texas actress,
The two tied the knot
Donna Peacock, in a Sept. 6, then were to attend the premier of
Hurt's new film, "The
Hit," in which he plays a
contract killer.
Hurt and his bride
met in Los Angeles last
year. They kept their
wedding plans secret
Bel Air Center
until Miss Peacock
showed up wearing a
ring at a London party
for the Queen rock
group.
Hurt has the lead role
in another new film due
out next month. He
plays Winston Smith,
the hero of George
Orwell's "1984."

Pier 1 Imports

between Virginity
and Senility
lies Paradise.

r Cute

Actor John Hurt marries Donna Peacock

Thursday is $5.00 A Carload

We are pleased
to announce that
Angie Hamilton,
bride-elect of Bill
Ed Murdock, has
made her selections from our
bridal registry for
decorative
accessories.
) Angie .1 Bill Ed
will be married
Se.tember 22.

-A day is a miniature
eternity."
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

First Feature Repeated Fri.-Sat.

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

ROBERT REDFORD

69,8249

DINNER
AT...

A CANNON FILM

No One Under 18 Admitted
No Permission Slips Accepted
1:30, 3:20, 7:10, 0:06

indamood's

„

CLIN1 EASTWOOD
A cop on
the edge...
•

••
init

1111.7111,1 I
rirILI1-''I= CI
1:90, 3:30,7:06. 0:15

Mon.-Thurs.
7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Friday
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Closed Sunday

WE'LL BE SERVING...
7533149

*Friday Night

*Saturday Night

*Beef Short Ribs
*Beer Battercd Shrimp

*London Broil
•Chicken & Rice-

All You Can Eat Frog Legs Served Every Weekend.
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Friday,Sept. 7
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
----

Friday, Sept. 7
Murray High School
Varsity Football game
with Mayfield will be at
8 p.m
at Holland
Stadium, Murray

Daniel Jones, 1701
Ridgewood, Stephen
Maynard. 1603 Magnolia
Dr ;
Mrs. Jean Hale Stimson, Box 524, Mayneid;
Terry E. Allbritten, 102
South Ninth St.; Mrs.
Barbara A. Stroud and
baby boy, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Saundra C. Clinton, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Debbie G. Bushart and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville,; Mrs. Eva
Hartley, 1702 Farmer;
Jesse Bryan Story,
Rt. 7; George Ernest
Henke, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Preston Harris, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Tommy D.
Workman, Rt. 1; Mrs.
Mary Elizabeth Watson
(expired), Rt. 2.

Glenda and Steve McCuiston

Amvets, Auxiliary
win state honors
Amvets and Amvets
Auxiliary Post 45 of
Paris Landing, Tenn.,
received awards and
trophies at the state convention held in Knoxville, Tenn.
Accepting the
trophies and awards on
behalf of the Auxiliary
was Angie Gardner,
president, of Murray.
Awards were as
follows:
*First place - Child
Welfare of state of Tennessee, Community Ser-

Tennessee and also Post
45 Amvet of the year;
*Post 45 - largest
post in state of Tennessee, largest percentage of increase of
renewals in state of Tennessee and
Americanism Award of
state of Tennessee.
The Post also was
recognized as the only
post in the state of Tennessee to have a Sons of
Amvets.

Friday,Sept. 7
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m
at J U Kevil Center,
South 10th Street Extended, Mayfield
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include The Rival of Mars
at 7 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center and Night
Visual at 8 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center
---Dorothy Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 6
p.m. with Roberta
Tarry.
-- -Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include games at 8 p.m.
and entertainment by
David and Larrie in the
lounge from 8 p.m. to
midnight.
---Greater Paducah
Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, Paducah, with
Jessie Dortch, an
elementary teacher, as
speaker. For information call 1-554-5071.
---Saturday,Sept.8
Dance featuring
Country Time will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight
at the Murray Moose
Lodge.
---Members of Single
Connection taking
ballroom dance lessons
will have a practice
dance at Thurman's at
1101 County Cork Dr.,
Murray.
---Yard and bake sales
by HOSA - LPN Class
at Murray Vocational
School will be from 7:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
Murray Middle School.
---Festival '84 Arts and
Crafts Show will be
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Paris Landing State
Park.
---Supper honoring the
Rev. and Mrs. Clayton
D. Weeks will be at 6

Saturday,Sept.6
p.m at First Christian
Church
- -- Murray High School
Tiger Band and
Calloway County High
School Laker Band will
perform at Trigg County Invitational Marching Band Contest at
5:30 p.m. at Perdue
Field, Cadiz.
-- -Writers Potpourri will
be at 11:30 a.m, at the
Calloway Public
Library.
--- Soccer Team of Murray High School will
play Madisonville here
at 12:30 p.m.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Weaving
Workshop from 9:30
a.m. to 4:30p.m. at Empire Farm; Snakes
Alive at 1 p.m. and
Timber Harvest for
Wildlife at 3 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Puttin' Up Food
at 2 p.m. and An Eveninga tThe
Homeplace-1850 at 7
p.m., both at
Homeplace.
---Sunday, Sept.9
Children's Choir of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church will present a
program at 7 p.m. at the
church.

Homecoming will be
at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
---Second day of
Festival '84 Arts and
Crafts Show will be
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Paris Landing State
Park.
- -Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
4 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or

Sunday,Sept.9
753-7764
-— — —
The Darnall Family
Reunion will be at
Kenlake State Park
- -- Mr. and Mrs. Charles
R. Rains will be honored
with a reception in
honor of their 50th wedding anniversary from 2
to 4 p.m in the Community Room of the
North Branch of the
Peoples Bank
- - -Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Chain Saw Safety
at 1 p.m. at Empire
Farm and "Golden
Bass" from 1 to 4 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature
Center.

Angie Gardner

Monday,Sept. IS
-- -Recruitment for Girl
Scouts will be at North
Calloway Elementary.
also for Calloway Middle, Calloway High and
Murray High at 5: 30
p.m. at Girl Scout
Cabin.
- - -Student auditions for
singers and dancers for
"The Gondoliers" will
be at 7 p.m for singers
at Lovett Auditorium.

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza 753-2380
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

'1 in physician and
pharmacist recommendations

Min:SPRAY

NASAL

immediate relief
/
1
2 Oz.

Economy Size
1 Oz.

$ 1 99

America's
#1
I Pharmacist
recommended
cold and
sinus product

$289

Arm
NASAL
SPRAY
12 HOUR RUA I

DRIXORAL

•

AIRINISIMINE/NAIALOECOMIESTANT

10's

$219

Angie Hamilton
bride-elect ofBill
Edd Murdock has
selected
their
housewares with
us.
Angie and Bill
Edd will be married Sept. 22.

Chestnut Street

Monday.Sept. le
Monday,Sept. DI
Alcoholics
Reservations for
Anonymous and Al- ladies day luncheon on
Anon will have closed Wednesday at Murray
meetings at First Chris- Country Club should be
tian Church, Benton. made by today with
For information call Tara Dennison or
753-0061. 762-3399, Georgianna Moffitt
753-7764 or 753-7663
---Week of Prayer proJackson Purchase gram will be at 7 p.m. at
Audubon Society will First Baptist Church.
meet at 7 p m at 2400
Circle- of Love
Adams St , Paducah
For Information call meeting will be 7 p.m. at
First United Methodist
753-9385
Church

ROY'S

Mond-ay,Sept. 10
North Calloway
Elementary School will
have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of
Murray.
---Suburban
Homemakers Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at, the
home of Lillian burin,
West Olive Street.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
senior citizens.
---Golden Circle Sunday
School Class of
Memorial Baptist
Church will have a salad
supper at 6:30 p.m. at
home of Joyce Thomas.
---Murray Neighborhood
Girl Scout Core will
meet at 9:30 a.m.
---Board of Murray Calloway County Need
Line will meet at noon at
Pagliai's.
---Mettle Bell Hays Circle of First United
Methodist Church will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
church.

12 hour relief
of Cold,
Hoy Fever
and
Sinus
Symptoms

SUSTAINED-OCTOPI TAILETS

e•lPeetit,
e gi

z

//tat varza) 153 357:

Saturday Only! Opens 10:00 a.m.
Calvin Klein Girls

Inventory
Reduction Sale

vice of s(ate, publicity of
state, scrapbook of
state, and best attendance at S.E.C.;
*Third place Scholarship of state of
Tennessee.
Mrs. Gardner said
since Post 45 is so close
to the state line, the services also include Murray and Calloway County In Kentucky.
Amvets Post 45
received awards as
follows:
*Glenda McCuiston
of Murray - post commander of year of state
of Tennessee, and
distinguished service
award as second vice
commander of state of
Tennessee,
*Garvin Phillips Green Hat Amvet of the
Year Award of state of

PAGE 5

Coming community events listed through Monday

Patients named
Census at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Sept. 1, was not released
by the hospital.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Zimmer,
parents, Drinda and
Dennis, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Baby Boy Paschall,
parents, Linda and Daryin, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.
Baby Girl Wiggins,
parents, Deborah and
Kerry, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Baby Boy McKinney,
parents, Bonny and
Fred, Rt. 3, Murray.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Kimberly D. Owens
and baby boy, 812
Guthrie Dr.; Frederick

FR1DA V SEPTEMBER 7, IM4

•50% Off Most Prints I
•25% Off All
Posters In Stock
•25% Off Framed
Prints
•$5 And Less For
Decorator Prints(Large Solection)
*All Greeting Cards 25*
Sal* Good Thru Sat., Sapt.

The Blackford
House Gallery
416 Main

753-8301

4-14 Reg to 30.00 Now

Group
Members
Only
Jacket 11

Girls
Levi 504pr
Reg. 30.00
Now

10•88

Assorted Colors
Reg. 40.00 Now°1

, Over 500 Pieces
Summer Wear To Sell
Odds & Ends Limited Quantities

Boys & Girls
Shirts, Slacks, Dresses,
Blouses, Shorts
Values To $64.60
Sale Price $1, $2 and $3

• n.
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Murray-Calloway County Devotional Page
Church Directory Is Sponsored By The Firms Listed
On This Page

SOUTHERN STATES
uu-uPERATIVI
CA
E

Various churches In by Gene Orr Miller with
the city and county have Oneida White as pianist
announced speakers and Gwyn Key as
and services for Sun- organist. A ladies trio
GOLDEN CORRAL day. Sept. 9. as follows will sing "Greater Is He
—— — —
That Is In Me" at the
Home Of The
CORRAL
Hayman Chapel
morning hour and the
Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
The Rev. Richard Youth Choir will at the
—719 South 12th
753-3822 Drew of Paducah will evening hour.
speak at the 3 p.m. serSunday School with
vice at the Wayman Don Bailey as director
Chapel A.M.E. Church, will be at 945 a.m. and
111C100
will be an apprecia- Church Training with
West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist This
tion day program for the Pat Hutson as director
WE DELIVER
Rev. William Pratt, will be at 6:30 p.m.
CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROO church
pastor.
——— —
1301 W Main — 753-7715
—— — —
Episcopal
Hazel Baptist
Holy Eucharist serThe Rev James T. vices at St. John's
Garland, pastor, will Episcopal Church will
speak at the 11 a.m. and be at 8 a.m, without
7:30 p.m. services at the music and at 10:30 a.m.
Hazel Baptist Church.
with music. Fr. David
701 Main — 753-5273
Music will be directed Robinson is vicar.
LMINIY
Roid 113-1

753.0182

VICTORS

FORD

I

Parker
_ Ford Inc.

BAPTIST

JCPenney
411141rom 4t=ai
Toe

%Ippp

Sa.vg Place'

Open All Year
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables

Barn

111111A1111 STOCKADE.
Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Salim
Feoturing Doily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Center

753-0440

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove

435-4415

Com

Buck's Body Sho
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

'900 Sycamore

753-5142

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES • SERVICE
Horne Owned & Operated by
Max & Mane Keel

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753-2706

Ann's Ceramics
Free Instructions

Certified Teache

Mon., Tues., Thur. 6-10 PM
Any Other Time By Appointment
492-8869 2 Mies West Of 641 South On Lancing Roe

Roy's Discount Pharmac
E.,ecycloy Low Price Prescription Service

ley McIesiree

Pkornarist

Olympic Plaza

753-

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
7 71

1105 Pogue 7531409

test
of S 12th

1 , Blocks

UNIIWYAL

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Wonhip
11 Cam
Eoering Worship
'Wpm
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
II CO £55
Evening Worship
lapin
CliESINLT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 OD a an
Monung Wonlilp
LI 00 a m
COLD% ATER
Morning Vrordup
11 Cam
Evening Service,
1300pm
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunfty School
aSSailS
Monung Service.
11 Cam
Evening Sennces
6 Oh p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
1130pm
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Serino
11 a•re
Sunday Night
600pm
EASTViOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
•ioday School
it aim
Monurm Worship
1100am
Evening Worship
6 CO p m
Wednesday Evening
lapin
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
morning Worship
II aim
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
lanen
Evening Worship
6 30 p rn
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
II Cam
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Worship
00•0a00 k 7 Wpm
Church Training
6611pen
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 Warn
Evening Worship
aanpm
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45•in
Morning 51 antup
1045am
Singing Eve Worship
6 BO p m
HAZEL BAPTIST
Surtda3 School
0 46 hm
Morning Worship
11 Cm rn
Church Training
500prn
Evening Worship
6 OD pin
Wednesday Evening
7 ape
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday Sch.'
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 Cam
Evening Service
030pm
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Vionto
Ii Cam
Evening Worship
7
pm
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 OD a no
Preaching
1100•rn 460Dpm
Wednesday Night
lapin
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Wondup
11 00•m
Evening Worship
lapin
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
ist Sunday
2 00 p m
Ird Sunday
lapin
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning %Ironton
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
1100prn
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30• m
Worship
1100am
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Iforrung Worship
1100arn
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 OD • rn
Evening Worship
700pm
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
II Cam
Preaching Sere
11 00•m
Nightly Service
1103om
iiAIS Giro\ h.
OS vi -.hip
11 I
11
,in,roui ion •
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worstup
11 aim
Evening Worship
•30 p rn
PLAIN GOSPEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
MISSION
Sunday School
10 Carl
Worship
11 Ca m
Woe-snip
iprn
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 OD • m
Evening Worship
tapir
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.00•rn
Evening Worship
7.15 p rn

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
Shell

We tnathll auto glan''
Auto Paint hil•tenal

753-4563

5125. 12th

BAPTIST
B1JI S GROVE
Worship Service
II Cam
SINKING SPRING
Mo7ing Worship
11 Marc
Everting Worship
743pm
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 Cam
Inning Worship
1100am
Training Union
1130pm
Evening Worship
30 p m
Wed Norslup
7 ape
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
Morning Worship
I/ 46 a rn
Sunday School
11 Cain
SUGAR CREEK
Morning norclup
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
WEST FORK
Morning domino
11 Cam
Sunday Evening
6 00 pm
Wednesday Evening
7 00 pm
NESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a rn
Morning Worship
.0 Ma m
Evening Worship
600prn
Wed Evening Sen.
Ieopm

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
10 45 a m
4600pm
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Isaac
Worship
Bible Scnool
9 30 a m
Evening Service
swam

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO
Bible Study
10 Cam
Morning Worship
II Ca in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
COLDS ATER
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
1100pm
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10 Warn
Evening Worship
600pm
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 Ca m
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
in Ca in
Morning Service
10 atom
Evening Worship
pm
Wed Worship
7 10 pin
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
1000am
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6
pm
Mid-Wend Worship
lap vi
HIC3CORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000arn
Morning Worship
II Cam
Evening Worship
60(ipm
KIRKSEY CDR RCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a no
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
7pm
Sunday Ir Wednesdays
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 Cam
Morning Worship
II Cam
Ei ening Worship
600pm
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10 So. m
Evening Worship
6 114 p
NEW PRO% IDENCE
Morning Worship
11 Cam
klvvoing Worship
600pm
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45• m
Es ening Worship
1100pm
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45• in
F.vening Worship
1100prn
SEVENTH B POPLAR
Worship Senor.
Ca in
Bible Study
0 45 a in
%borsht!, Service
10 Cam
Evening Worship
6 00 p no
Wed Bible Study
7 30 p m
%inter
40 p m Summer
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 loam
Evening Worship
11Cdpm

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

lobb•rs of 51.441 0410re-41441s
S•rving Callouray, *raves cad Corgis'* Coteettlies

The Rev C.I. Jones, dation, will speak about
AND SOFTWAP• 46•S1EMS
arch deacon to mis- "Just Rewards" with
Olympic Plaza Murray
• 753-7733
sions. will be at the 10.30 scripture from II
a.m. service. Following Timothy 46-18 at the
TERRY'S PAINT
the service will be a 8:30 and 1050 a.m sercovered-dish luncheon vices at the First United
I, DECORATING CENTER
and a discussion about Methodist Church. This
Wall I, floor Covering
the potential for will be Student RecogniSouthside Shopping Center
ministry in the Pur- tion Sunday and a din•4
753-3321
chase area and possible ner for the students will
shapes that ministry follow the later service.
might take in the years The Chancel Choir
ahead.
will sing the anthem, "I
Assisting will be Lay My Sins On Jesus"
Brian Krizan, Luke Har- at the later service with
Hours: Toes. & Thai 9.10 am. 0o4 p.as..S,,phes
rington, Heather Doyle, Paul Shahan as director
&6:30 p.m to 10 p
Tracy Harrinton, and Bea Farrell as
753 2540
Mullo*WeR. & Fri. 1 p.n, lo 4 p its
Claudia Moore, Kathy organist.
Gentry, Pat Harcourt Leslie Welker will
and Lisa Glassco.
play a flute solo,
West Kentucky Rural Electric
————
"Adagio," at both
Co-Operative Corp.
First Methodist
sevices.
Dr. Ben Boone, direcPhone 753-5012
(Cont'd on page '7)
tor of the Wesley Foun-

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop crtc„',',edo„,TO'rd'ehe'rs

CHURCH OF CHRIST
LlNIVERSITY
First Worship
030am
Sunday School
0 30• m
Second Nurship
10 Slam
Evening Worship
600pm
WEST MURRAY
Morning NrinhiP
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
BMW Study
10 CAM
Morning 41 orship
II Cain
Ned Eve Bible Study
7 00 p m

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
0 30 a m
Sunday School
10 Xi a in
2nd & 4th Sun Night
1100pm
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000arn
MornIng WorsNp
11 00 a m
1st k Ird Sun Night
7 00 p m
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service II 00 1st B awl Sunday.
10 00• in 1rd & 41.11. Sunday School 10.00
me Ist 2nd Sunday I/ 00a m 3rd & Ith
Sunday
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
ISO
Sunday School
11 45
DEXTER•HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
ID Cam
Worship
beam 6.00prn
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
a41&iolgam
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Senile
11 Cam
Sunday School
maim
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10 Cam
Worship Service
11 00•m
Evening Sec Wor
630pm
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
worship
10 Cam
Sunday School
11 Cam
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 Cam
Morning Worship
II 00 am
K/RKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
in 00 •.m
Morning Worship
11 Cain
Evening Worship
lapin
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 45 a m
°non School
10 45• rn
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
Norship Service
930arn
Sunday School
10 30 a.in
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
10 aim
Sunday School
II Cam
MT CARMEL
Worship Service 10 Cam Sol Sunday,
O Cam 4th Sunday. Sunday SO100110110
am 1s1 Srd4th Sunday. 11 a in 2nd
Sunday
MT HEBRON
Worship Service 10 CO• in 1st Sunday ir
U 00 bed Sunday Sunday kind II 00
• ro. 1st Sunday — 10 00• m 2114 3rd d
4th Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45 a rn
Sunday School
II 06am
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
maim
Morning Worship
10 45 a rn
Evening
1100pm
STOREY'S CHAPEL ukrreu
Sunday School
10 GO a.m
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
TEMPLE RILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 am
Sunday School
11 Cam
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 Ca in
Morning Service
1100am
Pular WUBO1.r I Pratt

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Northlp
hi Cam
Sunday School
10 06 a m
Evening Warship
6 Col p
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
45 a ro
;Joining Worship
10 45 a In
Evening Worship
600am
Wednesday Worship
4 30 p m
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
9 W• m
Worship Service
10 4.5 a rn

South 12th Stroot
Southold* Co*

753-8971

753-1333

oocrafte
°u sA

THOROBRED
COMPUTER

Community churches list services

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
759-4522

641 Super Shell es
Orem li:30 min.-Close 11:00 p.m.
Unsay Open 8:00 e.m.-Clese 10:00 p.m.
Seetb 124 -Phone 7534131

1.
4-

entricky rria Ckieka
Jack Marshall Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore at 12th
Cell in Orders 7534101

God Is Love

Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
• SUPER MARKET

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

Lynn Grove, Ky
Owners Ruble & Johnnie Ta)rlor

Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak. Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759 9555

Murray Moose
Lodge #2011

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

400

N.

7336779

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-Midnight

PRESBYTERIAN

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday kiwi
10 00 a m
Worthy Service
11 CC a rn
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45£ m
Norship Service
li Cam
JAN GROVE
Sunday Schosl
10 00• rn
Worship Service II CIO•rn 1147 00 p m

Beading Necks & Reedy Mix Concrete

ast Main Street

753-3540

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

PENTECOSTAL

Joe Todd & Lorry Hole
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00 mm
Worsrup Service
ii Cam
Evening Worship
700pm
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 Cal cm
Morning Worship
II 00arn
Evening Worship
6 30 p rn
Wed Service
730pm
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Height!
Sunday School
ISaam
Worship Service II Oa (II 010Rpm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
Sur Ser
1011am 700pm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10 Ca no
Morning Worship
11 00• rn
Sunday Evening
7 OD p m
Thur. Nile
7.0)p in
LAKE LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday. Services
10 00 a no
6 00 p rr
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
Ugh at Calloway
Church School
10 Ca r,
Worship
II 00 a ci
Sunday Evening
6N p o
L'NITED PICT:TS:COSTA
C14URCH.NEW CONCY/1411
Sunday School
WOMIM,Sew.
Wed. Bervlee

501$. 124

753 2614

Storey's
Food Giant
Bel Air Shopping Center

Compliments of
BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

=MIK

-Complete Milling facilities'
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

WALTIMART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

10•40 a 011.111•616.4:1110 pin
7,00 p rri

INDEPENDENT

DEALERS ONLY • TORRSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-0300

CHRISTIAN
COICARNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
I 30 a no
Morning Worship
10 Cue
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road, Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
11 00 rr
BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symsond Hwy Syrnsonia
Sunday School
C 45 a ry
Morning Worship
II 00 a rr
Wed Evening
7 03 p rr.

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR

OTHERS

GERALD BOYD — OWNER

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 5 1601 St
Sunday School
II 00• m
Sacrament Meet
11 boa m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Fanner Ave B 1750 SL. Murray
Sunday
11 Cam
Sunday School
11 CO a.m
2nd Wed
7 30 p
RR 3nd Wed.
12 oov 00 p rn
IMMANUEL LLTHERAN
Sunday School k
S 45• m
Bible Class
10 00• m
domino
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30• m
Bible Lecture
0 10• m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath Seim*/
Sat 9 13 a m
Worship
Sat 11 Sloe
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1.10 mm
lialy Communion
Chriallan Education
Ica a.m.
10-30
Holy Communion
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p m
Sunday
0 00 a m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses
I 00 pin Sat
Ol• m Sunday
II Siam Sunday

Major Engine Repair • A/C Tune-up Service
Automatic Transmission Service
907 South 4th
753-1750

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING I. AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING • SHEET METAL
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

202 CHESTNUT

753-8181

County Line Grocery
Groceries & Gasoline

6 Days A Week 6-7

Hwy. 121

489-2533
Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grove Rood

753-5742

Auto Vaughn's Plumbing
Moat 501 N 4thJimmy Lamb, Owner 753-6168
Let Us Entertain You

N. 12th St.
Attalla Church

Murray
Theatres

ft t

Regularly

Breakfast Served
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Everyda) Lowest Preacription Prier%
Byron Forhus, Pharmachit
Glendale Al Whitnell ilt..isimd 151g John vi 75:4-4175

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North

LH.CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

PIZZA HUTs
'
411°

75

Hendon's Service Station

Murray Electric System

COMPLETE CAR CARE
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
l'hone 753 1921
N 4th Street

401 Olive - 753-5312

—

—

•Plizs•Pssts•Ssittlwiclies
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

—

,
• .

•

5,•

•

lifo,„15

1721
Sunday services...
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Jones will be organist Matthew
15.21-28 at the McCord, 0.B Boone, Joseph Ravi-nal Ile:aeon
Sunday School will be chwide potluck will be students at Murray
and Anita Smith will be 10 a.m service
Evening services will
at the Jr.. Joe Rigsby. Nor- of the week. Todd Har- at 9 30
a m and Chur- at noon to welcome State University
pianist
be at 7 p.m. in Hale
Hazel United Methodist man Hale, Elmer Col- rison and the Rev G T
Sunday School with Church and
Chapel. Church School
the 11 a.m. lins, Ron Gray. Sandy Moody. associate
James Rose as service at
will be at 945 a.m and
Mason's Lucas, Benny Maddox pastor
UMYF will meet at 5 superintendent, Regina Chapel United and Jim Stickler
Wayne Halley,
Peeler
as
organist
p.m.
and Methodist Church.
minister of music, will
————
Susan Jones as pianist
— — — —
J W. and Toni Jones
direct the music with
First Baptist
will be at 9 45
Memorial Baptist
will direct the music at
The Rev Mike Glenn, Allene Knight as pianist
——— —
The Rev. Jim SimHazel with Sunday pastor of the First Bap- and Joan Bowker as
Immanuel Lutheran
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
morui, interim pastor,
INVESTMENTS
School at 11 a.m. Frank tist church, Edgefield, organist. Christopher
The Rev. Clarence Coles will
will speak about •'Stuck
direct the "S.C., will speak at the Thompson will play the
In Neutral" at 1050 Helmich, pastor, will music with Sharon 10:45 a.m. service at the violin Offertory
at the
a.m. service and also speak about "Faith — Myatt as organist and First Baptist Church. morning hour
and Keith Industrial Ai,eragr
-443
I.B.M.
DI% ./
1
4
will speak at 7 p.m ser- Getting the Job Done" Karen Coles as planizt Dr. Greg Earwood, Roberts and
471/4 .%
Gus Air Products
Jerricti
16% •1
/
4
vice at the Memorial with scripture from at Mason's Chapel
with pastor, will speak at the Robertson, Jr., will be Apple Computer
/111% unc
Johnson
a Johnson
WA •1
/
4
Matthew 21-28 at the 10 Sunday School
Baptist Church.
soloists at the evening American Telephone
at 10 7 p.m service.
18%
Kinart
33
/
1
4 4-1
/
4
Assisting will be Guy a.m. service at the Im- a.m.
Briggs & Stratton
Assisting will be Dr. hour
ri1/4 -1
Mary
/
4
Ray
Comm.
10/
1
4 +1
/
4
Cunningham, deacon of manuel Lutheran
Chrysler
— ———
20% -1
J.C. Penney
/
4
49/
1
4 use
the week, and Roy 7.'hurch.
Dollar Gen. Store
Goshen Methodist
Penwaft...
20% inir
37
+54
— ———
Gresham.
Dupont
The Rev. Don
Quaker Oats
482
/4 -%
WI% -54
WestsIde Baptist
The Sanctuary Choir,
Ford
Faulkner, pastor, will
43% -%
Sears
345/a unc
The Rev. Don Farmer speak at the 11
directed by Milton
G.A F
a.m. ser24/
1
4 +54
Stuart Hall
no trade
Open Everyday
Gresham, will sing will speak at the 10:50 vice at the Goshen
General Motors
Texaco
72% •/
1
4
35/
1
4 •1
/
4
We've Expanded...
"Glory In God" at the a.m. service at the United Methodist
31% .1/3
GenCorp. Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
87%
+ 1/4
Come Se. Our New Showroom
morning hour. The Westside Baptist Church. He will be
Goodrich
Wal-Mart
27%
+'/
44
/
1
4 •/
1
4
hew items Include. beautiful corner china
Youth Choir will sing at Church. Jim Neale will assisted by Ronnie
Goodyear
2•71,4 uDC
Wendy's
cabinet, tall
19% + %
walnut cupboard, unusual wedding ring iron
the evening service. assist.
Home Health
Hutson.
bed,
A.L.
matWillituns
10%
+IA
ching throe-94c* oak bedroom set, wing-ba
"We Will Cast Our
Care America
Randall Winchester,
ck chairs,
Randy Wilson will
7 -54
C.E.F. Yield
11.04
walnut chest of drawers, oek )641y sale, tin-door
Margaret Wilkins and Crowns At His Feet" give the children's devosafe. Chippendale
secretary, wicker rockers, Larkin desk, oak
Michael Wilkins will be will be sung by the tion. Sunday School will
railroad bench, fine glassware and china
Church Choir with Tom. be at 10 a.m and revival
accompanists.
302 Main In Hazel, Ky.
Sunday School will be my Scott as director, services will start at 7
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
"The Antique Center"
MUTUAL FUNDS
at 9:40 a.m. and Church Susie Scott as pianist p.m
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER
SIPC
and Patsy Neale as
Training at 6 p.m.
————
organist. Ray Conklin
————
Seventh and Poplar
and Tommy Scott will
South Pleasant
John Dale will speal
The Rev. Paul sing a duet.
about "Jesus. Friend o
The congregation will Sinners" with scripturt
McAdoo, pastor, will
The Calloway 4-H Craft Club
speak from Romans 12 meet at 4 p.m. to go to from Luke 7:36-37 at
will demonstrate candyat the 10:45 a.m. service Jonathan Creek Baptist 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. ser
at the South Pleasant Encampment for bap- vices and about "The
making
on Saturday morning.
Grove. His children's tism at 5 p.m. followed Use of God's Gifts" with
sermon will be from by a service and a scripture from Luke
picnic.
Matthew 15.
12:16-21 at the 6 p.m.
Sunday School will be service at the Seventh
Lurine Cooper will
direct the choir as at 10 a.m.
and Poplar Church ot
————
members sing "Breathe
Christ.
Sinking Spring
On Me" with Tommy
Assisting will be Jerry
The Rev. Eddie Bolls, Jerry Ainley, Jay
Gaines as organist and
Kathy Erwin as pianist. Young, pastor, will Lamb, Ted Howard,
Darrell and Diane Clark speak about "The Michael Baker, Danny
Ascension of Christ" Cleaver, Keith Farley,
will be greeters.
The Rev. Kenny with scripture from Earl Nanny, Chuck
Locke will speak at the Ephesians 4:8-10 at 11 Adams, Tommy Car6:30 p.m. service. Sun- a.m. service and about raway, John C. Steele,
day School will be at "The Seven Field Richard Duke, Jack
Brook" with scripture Rose, James Gibson
9:45 a.m.
Miss Brock
from Rev. 5:1-10 at the George Patterson
Clorox Bleach
————
•1 Gal.
7:30 p.m. service at the Aubrey Hatcher, Jame;
Presbyterian
Hair Spray
The Rev. Thomas Sinking Spring Baptist Lee Harmon, B. Stew
•90z.•Reg L17
Schellingerhout, pastor, Church.
Simms, S. Steele and E
The Church Choir Manners.
will speak about "Hy
Worship?" with scrip- with Max McGinnis as
Bible classes will IN
ture from Psalm 95 and director, Sharon Fur- at 9:45 a.m.
96 and Colossians 3 at ches as pianist and
————
the 10:45 a.m. service at Laura Paschall as
Kordite Foam
First Christian
the First Presbyterian organist will sing "A
The Rev. Clayloi
Plates
Panasonic
Crown of Thorns" at the Weeks, missionary tt
Church.
or Polaroid
The Church Choir will morning hour.
Zaire, Africa, will speak
Sunday School will be at the 10:45 a.m, service
sinrg the anthem,
Video
"Hosanna," with at 10 atm, and Church at the First Christian
•Party Pkg.
Cassett
Phyllis Slaughter as Training at 6:30 p.m.
es
of 50
Church. He also will
————
guest director and Cyn•87A In.
speak at 9:30 a.m. Adult
T-120 VHS
Hazel and
thia Scribner as
Size
Sunday School Class.
Kleenex Facial Tissue
Mason's Chapel
organist.
•Reg. 1.46
Margaret Boone wil
•Reg. 78'
The
Rev. Bill Fisher, direct the music with
Church School
(
K
200
Assembly will begin at pastor, will speak about Emily Davis as
"Extending
9:30 a.m.
Our Reach" organist.
L; 2.00
with scripture from
————
Assisting will be Don
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe.
Wilson Pro Star Football
pastor, will speak about
•Official *Genuine Leather •Reg. 13.96
"Results of True Repentance" at 10:50 a.m. serBolo
vice and about "RepenWindmere
tance and Restitution"
Dog Food
at 5:30 p.m. service at
Mini Pro 1200
•15 Oz. Can
the Grace Baptist
•Reg.
FOO
Dryer
Hair
Church.
•Reg. 8.86
Leland Peeler will
direct the choir as
members sing "Til The
Storm Passes By" at the
morning hour. Dwane

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

Miss Martha's Antiques

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

WAI:MART

.22

CORRECTION

Bolo
as DOG

J & L Meat's
Hours Are Mon.-Fri. 10-6
Saturday 9-3

Scotts Grove
Baptist Church

Save 3. 12

Coleman
Sleeping Bag

Invites You To
Attend Its

Marlin Lever Action Rifle
•30/30 Caliber •6 Shot magazine
•Lever action •Block walnut stock
and fore-end •No. 336CS

2nd Annual Homecoming
September 9, 1984

•33 Inch x 75 Inch
*Green cotton cover
•4 Pound Acryfil
•100 Inch zipper
•No. 8211-718
•Reg. 1996.

Former Scotts Grove Pastor, Bro. Leroy Vaught. Speaker
All Day Singing With Dinner On The Ground
All friends Are in dud
Hwy. 641 !North
Lao Prx Every Doy
GotiI 41111Guart

II
Ii

Ceeler Mort
•Hopod 4 •Skrdy handles
•Non clog dram plug
.High dom.% boom mnolobon
1948

Schrade Knife with Sheath

Murray Rental & Sales Center
DOES IT AGAIN!
0044
You Can Rent

Pederel Shoesuse
She& •1164 01 50
*Rog 129

•7 1/4 Inch •Sharp finger 31/2 Inch
Blade
•Genuine leather sheath •No. 15201

1400UND 4

Or

Rent to

Sow 19%

Own
Universal Gun Cleaning Kit
pistols and sttotgons 0nd...des-cloning
•For
rod, gun oil, patches, and complete instracnont
•No. PI60 •Reg. 6.88

,

26
So'.
Ivenvoody Conwnendlor Lantern with Bettor,
•inrIodlet 6 rob boftry •Poworlol long <Into,* boon,
•Pc4yorbyloro to..*•.Ø roil chornocels •No 5127W11
•log 593

95

Hwy. 641 N. Central Cogito,.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12:30-5:30 =
Prices Valid Thru Mon. 9/10/84

4

Seen*? Meet*,
.to. humvng soorAng
•••••4% •11. 1,
00
corno taboo •Ecny
N Corry Neght
000glo•No A43129
•Iog 4 96

WALMART

• atAPT'S ADVOIMIOND IDOCODII0414 notr
r/eohnn to h•••• every m0..4boed 4.61 on slot ••
•••
to my unlonneon nomon 48,44oerbod rIcrrn
IAA*
nurtboo6
Marl *Al owe a Ron Cow• on tr,aros, bC•• •
rfflochwoloo en.poiNhoodawe %le oaoftwornA 4rooto
o voli we you a sa.al kw aI • co/oponNe roam Non nor.,
,o4
lc mot goololoo LooloOnno .41 ta• N.
/11.1411.0

I
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Prep Football Tonight:

Murray hosts Mayfield; Calloway Co. at Ballard 1

8 p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium

7:30 p.m. at Ballard Memorial Stadium

SPORTS

Mirrray Ledger ik Times

Racer harriers
face tough foes
in season opener

Mancini cuts eye;
fight with Bogner
on Saturday nixed
NEW ORLEANS I AP)- A cut over his left eye
forced Ray "Boom Boom" Mancini, former
lightweight champion, to cancel Saturday's nationally televised fight against Kenny "Bang
Bang" Bogner in the 1984 World's Fair
amphitheatre.
"I wanted to fight this guy," Mancini said, but
he added that his doctor told him the cut would
"would open right up."
"If it was up to me, I'd fight him with this
eye." Mancini said.
"I'd bust Bogner open," he told a press conference late Thursday afternoon.
Earlier Thursday, at a press conference at the
World's Fair, Mancini displayed the inch-long,
tender-looking scar over his left eye. His camp
said he sustained the cut during training in the
Catskills before moving fight preparations to
New Orleans on Monday.
Gerry Rosenberg, a doctor appointed by the
commission, had said Thursday that he would
decide Saturday morning whether the cut was
bad enough to stop the fight, but Mancini's doctor didn't wait when he got to town.
"It takes six weeks for a cut of this nature to
heal," said Dr. Jeff Schwartz.
"When the cut opened about 10 or 12 days ago,I
thought it had a good chance to heal because it
was not swollen," said Schwartz. "But as soon as
I saw it today, I knew he couldn't fight."
This is the second time in a little more than a
year that a Mancini-Bogner fight has been
cancell4K.2be preilotsti, cancellation happened
last summer when Mancini, 29-2, broke his collarbone while training for a fight against Bogner,
22-1-1.

SALE
Apple Ilc

1195.00

Macintosh 2295.00
(Includes Macwrite/Macpaint)

Apple lie in Stock
=7=-=
E
==
=

=
==

= =

=

602 Broadway
Paducah
442-9886

Bel Air Center
Murray
759-4131

AWARD WINNERS - Murray State's cheerleading squad brought home three trophies during the
University Cheer and Spirit Camp in Memphis this fall. The three trophies Included a first in cheer competition, second in fight song and third in sideline routine. The I4-member group, plus mascot
Dunker,
won all excellent ribbons during the camp evaluations and won more trophies than any of the other 19
schools represented. The 1984 squad includes (front row, from left) Bill Hoffman, Jim Henson,
Jerry
Larmee, Stuart Fleischaker, Mike Young, Jeff Hughes,(back row,from left) Lori Webb, Valerie
Meter,
Betty McGee, Jan Oglesby, Elaine Byrd, Mary Zinoble and Bee Bates.

NEW YORK (AP) The past, Jimmy Connors says, is not
necessarily prelude.
"I feel I've gotten a
little bit better along the
way with each match,"
he replied when asked
whether he could beat
John McEnroe Saturday
in their semifinal at the
U.S. Open Tennis Championships. "That's what
they put the net up for.
Every time is a new
time. Forget about what
happened the last
time."
Or, in this case, the
last two times.
They met last June in
the semifinals of the
French Open. McEnroe
won 7-5, 6-1, 6-2.
They met again a
month later in the final
at Wimbledon. McEnroe

won even more decisively, 6-1, 6-1, 6-2.
But this is the U.S.
Open. Connors won it
last year - and two
years ago, too.
In neither case,
though, did he have to
face McEnroe along the
way. Both times he
def eated
Czechoslovakia's Ivan
Lendl, who plays Saturday's other semifinal
against Australian Pat
Cash.
Connors and McEnroe
haven't played here

since 1980, when
McEnroe won a five-set
semifinal en route to the
second of his three consecutive U.S. Open
titles.
Today, top-seeded
woman Martina
Navratilova took the
next step toward what
she hoped would be a second consecutive crown
here. She played No. 13
Wendy Turnbull of Britain in a semifinal. In a
later match, secondseeded Chris Evert
Lloyd played No. 14
Carling Bassett of

Laker frosh beat Lone Oak
A 32-18 victory over
visiting Lone Oak
Thursday night put the
Calloway County
freshman football team
in the win column for
their season opener.
The Lakers received
two touchdowns from
Monty Thompson who
carried the ball nine
times for 61 yards;
Kevin Doyle added 75
yards on 11 tries; and
quarterback Cary Alexander rushed for one

To Great Savings

touchdown and scored
on two two-point conversion runs.
Fred Jones was the
leading CCHS receiver
with two passes for 40
yards and one
touchdown. Chad Stubblefield drew the defensive spotlight after he
made one interception
and had several key
tackles from his secondary position
Next Thursday the
Laker frosh travel to
Reidland.

GRAVEL

- COUPON CHEVRON SAYS YES
The Next Time You Get An OIL
CHANGE, FILTER AND LUBRICATION
You Receive The LUBRICATION AND
WINDSHIELD WASHER FLUID FREE Of
Charge With Coupon.
Offer Expires Oct. 10, 1984

We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

Canada
On Thursday, the
third-seeded Connors
reached the semis by
fending off John Lloyd
of Britain 7-5, 6-2, 6-0.
Then McEnroe, the No.
1 seed, turned aside
Gene Mayer 7-5, 6-3, 6-4.
"John has to play subpar to lose at any time to
anyone right now,"
Mayer said.

McEnroe said Connors "has nothing to
lose. He's going to have
a lot of people on his side
and he's got nothing to
lose against me."
Later, asked to assess
Connors' chances,
McEnroe revealed a
moment of candor.
"This is the best court
for him to play on,"
McEnroe began. "The

An
.

We Offer A Complete Line Of
Atlas Tires, Batteries & Accessories. And When We Say
Full-Service We Mean FullService The Old Fashioned
Way.
11•1=1
Ch."'NNO
. "CNA

VISV
00
.
00c0

to°^

VIMIP`

Your Ovely hill Service Chevron Station

EST MAIN CHEVRON
Our people are horst to servo you in every way possible
Mickey Cochran
01nber / MOINVOr

Ed Elkins
Joe Suitor
IMMO ilvaley

1417 Main Murray
733-2393

Paila
INC

By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer
TORONTO (AP) Detroit Manager
Sparky Anderson, a
staunch advocate of the
"one game at a time"
theory, feels that the
Tigers' series with the
Toronto Blue Jays this
weekend is, indeed, a
big one.
Not crucial, mind you,
but important enough.
The Tigers, who have
lost four of seven to the
Blue Jays this season,
will send Dan Petry,
16-8, to the mound
tonight against Doyle
Alexander, 13-5.
"They're gaining,"
Anderson said, pointing
to the Blue Jays back
8% games in the
American League East
standings "I think
Toronto has to be pleas.

ed. Anytime you can
come from 121, back to
where they are, you
have to be happy."
The Tigers have been
a slump during which
they have lost six of
their last eight games,
including two of three to
the Baltimore Orioles.
They needed an
unearned run to edge
Baltimore 1-0 Wednesday night
Somebody asked
Anderson if this was a
sign his club is starting
to crack.
"To me, there's no
such a thing as cracking," Anderson replied.
"They're just not hitting
or pitching very well.
but they're not cracking. They're just
losing."
Still: the Tigers, who
sprinted out to a record
35-5 start and have not
been seriously challeng-

Morgan,
Trevathan
& Gunn

I
Day sr °MO(( all

753-6363
9,)

Is Pleased To Announce The
Association Of Robert Lough
With Our Firm For The Purpose Of
Serving The Life, Health & Group
Insurance Needs Of Our Clients,
Both In Murray & Benton.
310 Main

balls are fast. The ball
stands up pretty high
..."
He paused.
"I mean, if he's going
He paused again.
"I would think that
He paused yet a third
time, then said: "He'd
better play well
Saturday."

Detroit follows 'one game' theory
in race for baseball World Series

- COUPON -

Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
6:30-8:00
Saturdays
6:30-6:00

dan is redshirting this
season.
"He's got two years of
school left," explained
Flanagan, "so we decided to have him sit out
this year so he could
develop. He's got a
legitimate shot at
becoming an AllAmerican in the 800, and
that's what we're aiming for."
In pre-season practice, Flanagan has been
pleased with the work of
sophomore Lance
Winders of Mansfield,
Tenn., and freshman
David Otis. Senior captain Damon Geiger also
will be counted on to
support Racer effort'
this weekend.
"Those three have
been running well," said
Flanagan, "but we need
to have a couple of
young people help us."
A pair of Marshall
County graduates from
Benton, Keith Abell and
Kent Lovett, could be
the two Flanagan will
see emerge. Both
freshmen who red shifted last season,
could use their year
layoff from competition
to an advantage.

Connors says past forgotten with McEnroe ahead

West Main
Chevron
Says Yes

Full Service
and
Self Service

Murray State University men's cross country
coach Jay Flanagan
isn't confusing cross
country with the
steeplechase when he
says his runners "will
get their feet wet" this
weekend.
Instead, he's making
a critical evaluation of
his youthful team stacked up against Arkansas
State and Southeast
Missouri State in a
triangular meet today in
Jonesboro, Ark.
"My philosophy is to
take young people and
expose them to topflight competition,"
said Flanagan, who
begins his third season
with the Racers. "They
seem to improve faster
that way. We'll find out
today, because I've
thrown them into deep
water. Arkansas State
has had a good program
for a number of years,
and SEMO is one of the
favorites for the Division II title."
Adding to the dilemma is the fact that 1983
Ohio Valley Conference
Runner of the Year and
defending cross country
champion William Jor-

753-4000 or 753-6434.
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ed since, appear to be
safe
"Sure, I think the 35-5
was the key," Anderson
said "Getting off to a
good start is always important, (but) it really
boils down to 162 games
That determines the
best club that year."
Anderson will start
Jack Morris, 17-10,
against Toronto's Luis
Leal, 13-5, on Saturday.
Sunday, he will send
Milt Wilcox, 15-7,
against Jim Clancy,
11-13

Peete back
in top form
after stroke
SUTTON, Mass,
(AP)- Veteran Calvin
Peete, healthy again
after collapsing in
withering June heat at
the U.S. Open, fired a
5-under par 66 for the
first-round lead in the
$350,-000 Bank of
Boston Golf Classic.
Peete breezed
through swirling winds
with six birdies and just
one bogey in mastering
the 7,119-yard layout at
Pleasant Valley Country Club.
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Umping for a living

Making Majors same for umps and players

OUITA THERE — Major League umpires are the elite of their profession
earning $28,500 per year their first season with $97 per day for travel expenses, two weeks vacation, free medical and dental care, plus their
own
clubhouse boy in each city who sees to it that shoes are polished, clothes are
cleaned and the locker room is in order.
AP Laserphoto

NASHVILLE, Tenn
(AP) — In the minor
leagues of professional
baseball, umpires and
players share the same
dream
For both, the goal of
t.arning their pay in the
plush ballparks of the
major league cities
keeps them working in
small stadiums, in front
of small crowds, for
generally small
paychecks
Chuck Morgan and
Vic Travis, both of Lexington, Ky., and Bobby
"Spook" Jacobs, of
Milford, Dela., make up
a crew of umpires working in the class AA
Southern League. For
them, the April through
September season
means living out of suitcases and long, latenight drives from city to
city. It also means a
chance to prove
themselves qualified to
umpire in the major
leagues.
All three attended umpiring school and worked their way up through
rookie league and class
A baseball. Class AAA is
their next goal. But umpiring, like playing,
gives the advantage to
the young.
At 33, Travis weighs
his age against his
career in baseball.

"With my age, I would
feel one more year,
possibly two in class
AA). If I felt I was not a
prospect (for class
AAA) after three years.
I would have to evaluate
myself," he said.
"Young guys have the
advantage. We (older
umpires) gotta hurry
up," says Morgan, 34.
who has been a professional umpire for five
years. "All a guy wants
is a shot."
The routine of the
minor league umpires is
not what some people
might imagine it to be.
"Everybody thinks
you've got it made
because you're in professional baseball,"
says Jacobs.
Actually, umpires are
required to buy their
equipment, maintain
their uniforms, provide
their transportation,
and pay for their meals
and lodging when on the
road. And on the road is
where they spend most
of their time, with only
two scheduled days off
during the season.
What's life like for
major league umpires?
"It's unreal," says
Morgan.
Major league umpires
have their own
clubhouse boy in each
city who sees to it that

College football preview:

Clemson, Nebraska kick off seasons Saturday
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
From what they say
about their teams, you
would think football
coaches Danny Ford of
Clemson and Tom
Osborne of Nebraska
were headed for
disaster this weekend.
Instead, Ford and
Osborne are at the
helms of two of the top
three teams in the nation as college football
gets into full swing
Saturday. Clemson,
ranked third and coming off a 40-7 romp over
Appalachian State,
visits Virginia in an
Atlantic Coast Conference night game.
Nebraska opens its
campaign hosting
Wyoming.
Neither the Tigers or
Cornhuskers figure to
have many problems
Saturday — though
you'd never get that
feeling by listening to

the coaches.
"If we're going to
have a reputation for being a great team, we've
got to be good enough to
back that up," said
Ford, who was unhappy
despite last Saturday's
rout of outmanned Appalachian State.
"Sometimes I don't
think the players listen
to me when I tell them
an opponent's going to
be tough.
"But I keep telling
them Virginia's a good
team."
The Cavaliers, 6-5 last
year, have not beaten
Clemson in 23 tries.
"They're going to look
forward to playing
Clemson, and I think our
team's got a hard job in
trying to get ready to
play Virginia and trying
to win a football game at
Virginia," said Ford.
Osborne is concerned
that his Cornhuskers
will have trouble with

CCHS cross country teams
place 1st and 4th in meet
Calloway County
came in first and fourth
in a quadrangular cross
country meet at Marshall County High,
Friday.
The Lakers placed
first overall with 24
points, beating Trigg
County (48), Fort Campbell (79) and Marshall
County (118)

seventh; and Kevin
Garland, eighth.
The Lady Lakers
placed fourth in their
meet with 71 total
points. Host Marshall
County came in first
with 39 followed by Ft.
Campbell, 43, and Trigg
County, 65.
Pam Knight placed
fourth overall with a
12:10 clocking to lead
Barry Knight cap- the Lady Lakers. The
tured top individual other CCHS runners inhonors by posting a cluded Connie Ross,
16:40 winning time for Sheri Lamb, Jeanetta
CCHS. His scoring Geurin and Lisa Henry.
teammates included
Saturday both
Mark Charlton, third Calloway squads travel
overall; Timmy Mann- to the Marshall County
ing, fifth; Randy Sons, Invitational.

.
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Wyoming's wishbone offense. The Cowboys
rode that attack to a
31-13 victory over South
Dakota last week. But
no one is mistaking
Nebraska for South
Dakota.
"Wyoming is going to
be a difficult team for
us," Osborne said.
"Their wishbone
presents some unique
problems for us. If you
blow an assignment on
an option play, you can
give up six points pretty
quick."
Nebraska defensive
end Bill Weber also is
worried about Wyoming's wishbone.
"It puts a lot of
pressure on the
defense." said Weber.
"You have to play the
run and the pass. It requires you to pay attention and do your job.
You can't afford too
many mistakes."
Nebraska usually
doesn't make many
errors.
Elsewhere in the Top
10, No, 1 Miami, 2-0, is at
No. 14 Michigan; No. 4
UCLA visits San Diego
State at night; sixth-

rated Ohio State hosts
Oregon State; No. 7
Notre Dame plays Purdue in the Indianapolis
Hoosier Dome; ninthrated Alabama entertains No. 18 Boston College at night, and No. 10
Iowa takes on Iowa
State.
Also, 11th-ranked
Penn State hosts
Rutgers; No. 12 Arizona
State plays at home

against Oklahoma State
in a night contest;
Baylor is at No. 13
Brigham Young; Stanford travels to No. 16
Oklahoma, and No. 19
Washington hosts
Northwestern.
Ranked teams not
playing are No. 5 Texas;
No. 8 Auburn; No. 15
Southern Methodist;
No. 17 Pittsburgh, and
No. 20 Florida State.

Couple married at track
FLORENCE, Ky.
(AP) — Latonia Race
Course Publicity Director Andy Furman has a
reputation for unusual
promotions, such as the
match race he staged a
year ago between Cincinnati Bengals wide
receiver Cris Collinsworth and a race
horse
On Thursday, Furman took center stage to
help kick off Latonia s
fall thoroughbred meet
Furman, 34, and Wendy Loney, 26, were married in the Latonia Race
Course paddock gazebo
Part of the ceremony

was aired on live local
television.
"We met at the race
track, so we thought we
might as well get married here," said Mrs.
Furman, whose father
is the former track
superintendent. "I
guess there aren't many
girls whose wedding picture is apt to show up in
Sports Illustrated."

shoes are polished,
clothes are cleaned and
the locker room is in
order. Umpires fly from
city to city and recieve
$97 a day for food,
transportation and lodging. They receive free
medical and dental care
and have a pension plan.
They have two weeks
paid vacation a year —
during the baseball
SPA eon

A beginning major
league umpire receives
$28,500 a year A minor
league umpire receives
81,500 a month
throughout the sixmonth season

game and want to be
around it," says
Morgan
"It's a
challenge You have to
challenge yourself "

"Umpiring is the only
job where every night
Differences aside, you're expected to be
umpires in the major perfect, and the next
and minor leagues night be even better,"
share the same feelings says Travis. "You're
for their job.
the only person who
"You have to love the needs to be satisfied

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car 14 truck parts...save 10-50%

Major League Baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L
Pct
Ga
Chicago
• • 607 —
New York
78
63
347
7
Philadelphia 73
66
525 114
St Lout.
71 • 522 12
Montreal
68
•89 164
71
Pittsburgh
61
436 24
79
WEST 04Y159:114
San Diego
80
81
567
Houston
71
70
12
504 Atlanta
OD
71
493 104
Lae Angeles
05
72
468 14
Cincinruttl
50 62
411 21
San Francleco 56 82 .414 214
Thursday's Germ
Houston 14. Sinn Francisco 2
Cincinnati 10, Ban Diego
Chicago 4, Montreal 1
Pittsburgh 2, New York 0
St Louis 8, Philadelphia 5
Atlanta 3, Loe Angeles 2. 18
innings
Friday's Games
Ph.liadelphia
Rawley 841 at
Montreal Smith 10.111, (n)
St Louis (Horton 941 at Pitt.
&burgh i Tudor 8.10). In1
Chicago lRothvm 5-91 at New
York Gooden 144). (n)
Haug., (Metro 11101 at San
Diego 1Lollar 10111, In)
Cincinnati (Robinson 1-1) at Les
Angeles (Honeycutt 10-0). (ni
Atlanta tPeres 11-61 at San rran.
claao (Grant 021. In,
Saturday's Games
Atlanta at Seri Franciwo
St Louis at Pittsburgh, n
Philadelphia at Montreel. In
Chicago at New York, fl
Cincinnati at Loe Angeles, n
Gimes
Philadelphia at Montreal
St Loll..) Pittsburgh
CMcago at New York
Houston at San Diego
Cincinnati at La Angeles
Atlanta at San Francisco

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIV3S4001
W
L
Pff. GI
Detroit
• 51
PS —
Toronto
a
34
571 84
Baltimore
75
63
543 13
New York
74
04
531 14
Boston
74
05
582 144
Cleveland
62
79
440 274
Milwaukee
57 82
410 81(4
WEST DIVISION
Kansas City
70 • 506
YU:aerate
70
SI
504 Califorrda
se
el
500
04
Chloago
is
74
448 •
Oakland
60
71
441 •
Seattle
63 77
450 Pe
Texas
61
77
442 84
Thunders GaAs.
Chicago 7, Oaklend
Only game echeduled
PrWars Games
Oakland (Conroy 1.40 •I
Cleveland . Myles
.
, 104 Itt
Detroit (Petry 164. at Toronto
Alexander 13-5), 1 11 1

New net(Metro 10
-Tot &elm
0)44.00-11). In)
Milwaukee I McClure 44. at
Baltimore I D.Martines 271. In)
California (Zahn 104) at Chicago
Burn. 2.10 I. (NI
Seattle (Yams
at Kansas Cl.
ty I Black 14-111. (ti
/
Minnesota
14.12),
(
'S Games
Int Minnesota
ow York at Boston
DetrOff at Toronto
California at Chicago
Oakland •1 Cleveland
Milwaukee at Baltirnore. n
Seattle at Kaneas City n
Sunday's Games
Oakland at Cleveland
Detroit at Toronto
Milwaukee at Balurnore
New York at Boston
Texaa at kttrinesom
Seattle at Kansas City
California at Chicago, In

II)

Minor League Playoff Series
Miner Lawn Basebell Plasells
TRIPLE A
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
Fourth Koos Pinyon
Tender,Seat 4
Louisville 3 Wichita 0. Louisville
win. playoff
PLATCPCS
Meet el seven)
Tore*.Sept 4
Denver 0 lows 3
Seedneadey. SKIL S
Denver I. Iowa 0
Louisville 5, Indianap.Mis 1
Thursday. Sept.6
lowa 3. Deaver I. Denver beds
eerie. 3-1
Louisville 1, Indianapolis 0

AL Playe
NEW YORK (AP) —
Ward hit .391 with 10
Outfielder Gary Ward doubles, three triples
of the Texas Rangers and seven home runs
and Roger Clemens of during the month, drivthe Boston Red Sox ing in 24 runs. Clemens,
have won the American a rookie, was 4-0 with a
League's player and 2.89 earned run
pitcher of the month average and 52
awards for August, ac- strikeouts in 43 2-3 inncording to the league.
ings in August.

753

Louisville lead. series 2-0
Fre*.Sept 7
lows vs Denver at Des Sloths.
Louisville at Indianapolis
Siftedsp.Sot. II
lowa vs Deaver at Des Moines, If
neceseary
Indianapolis at Louisville
Steelsy. Sept 9
lowa vs Deaver.1 0.. Moines. 1/
neceseary
Indianapolis at Louisville. if
necessary
likestry. Sept. 10
Iowa vs Denver 11 0.. Moen.. If
necessary
Indianapolis at Loulaville. If
neceseary
%mu*,Sept 11
Indianapolis at Louleville. If
riec•eary
(Game• 4.7 of lowa•Denver
eerie. will be played at Dee Molnee
with Deaver
•
lieene learn
CNIANNONSMIP SERIES
Omit it seven)
Game One—Wednesday. Sept 12.
or flrff day following playoffs
Game Two— Thureday Sept 13
Game Thyee— Tricksy, Sept I.
Game rm.—Saturday. Sept 15
Game rive—Sunday Sept to. If
necessary
Game Six—Monday, Sept 17, If
necessary
Game Seven—Tuesday Sept 18
If neoessary

-8971
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1977 Monte Carlo

4
.

Ace 2-Piece
Propene Torch Kit

Power steering, power brakes,
air, automatic, low mileage.
$3,477
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DWAIN TAYLOR
GHEVROLET
753-2617
e

Levi's® 501
Button Fly Jeans
In A Class
By Itself

GRAHAM Et JACKSON-

641 S. Murray

753-3361
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Payment to crime victims
advised by attorney general

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
AC11066
1 Top of heed
5 Deity
8 Aromatic
ointment
12 Ths test man
13 Regret
14 Century plant
15 leg
18 Skill
17 Tattered cloths
18 Spirited
hOrtell

20 Eagles' nests
22 Tear
23 Anger
21 Crtfical
situations
27 Spears
31 Pronoun

32 Anglo-Saxon
money
33 Standards of
perfection
37 Worn away
40 Decay
41 Coniunction
42 Cylindricai
45 Snakes
49 Emerald isle
50 Priests
vestment
52 Short iacket
53 East Indian
Palm
54 Wire measure
55 Ox of Celebes
56 God mounds
57 Diocese
58 Lantern,

FRANKFORT. Ky
AP — All people convicted of a crime that
carries imprisonment
as a possible punishment should pay an additional $10 fine to the
Crime Victims Compensation Board, according
to an attorney general's
opinion.
Previous opinions
have varied as to who
should pay the money to
the board.
The most recent opinion held that only those
actually sentenced to
prison or jail time must
pay the money.
although the original
opinion on the matter
said all those convicted
should pay.
Attorney General
David Armstrong made
the announcement
Thursday at a conference of the Kentucky
Council on Crime and
Delinquency.
Armstrong said his
opinion reflects what he
believed to be
legislative intent in
passing the law.
Thursday's opinion
said the $10 should be
paid by anyone 'convicted and then sentenced to either imprisonment, probation, parole
or a fine.
"Too often. victims

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Sales Persons•New

SOUTHSIDE
BARBERSHOP
Announces

Ray Paul Sanderson
Formerly Of The Downtown
Barber Shop Is Now
Associated With Southside
4 Barbers To Serve You!
Charles Outland
Ray Paul Sanderson
Fred Doughty
Fred Garland
753-8772
Southold* Shopping Cogito,.
•••••••••.-•••
•

4 Burning coals
5 Clutches
6 Possessive
pronoun
7 Minor item
8 Unproductive
9 Turkish
regiment
10 Theater box
11 Army meal
19 Expire
21 Period of time
24 Greek letter
25 Crimson
26 Anger
28 Food tish
29 Before
30 Mournful
34 Places lor
combat
35 Parcel of land
36 Emits vapor
37 Empower
38 Land measure
39 Severe trial
42 Shelter
43 Great Lake
44 Mature
46 Sicilian volcano
47 Space
48 Break suddenly
51 Falsehood

New Business Seeking
Sales Persons
$20,000435,000 Realistic
Ground Floor Opportunity
And We Train
Part-Time or Full Time

Interviewing at the
Holiday Inn
641 S. Murray
9:00 A.M. Mon. Sept. 10

are left out of the
system entirely, left out
of a system designed to
protect them," he said.
Use R. Dickerson, executive director of the
board, said it is not
possible to determine
exactly how much more
money this will mean.
When all convicted
people were fined, Ms.
Dickerson said the
board took in about
$35,000 per month. When
people who were only
fined were relieved of
the additional fine. Ms.
Dickerson said that
amount dropped by
about $10,000 per month.
The board provides
financial assistance to
crime victims.
Armstrong said the
fund is particularly appropriate because, "the
convicted criminal, not
the taxpayer, provides
the money for the
assistance."

Loretta Lynn
resumes tour
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Country music
star Loretta Lynn will
resume her national
concert tour Sunday
after more than a
month's rest following
the death of her oldest
son, according to a
spokeswoman.
The singer will perform at the Kansas
State Fair in Hutchinson, Kan., Susan
Hackney, Mrs. Lynn's
publicist, said
Thursday.
Miss Lynn's son, Jack
Benny Lynn, 34, drowned July 24 while crossing a river on horseback
and was buried in the
family cemetery at the
entertainer's famous
dude ranch.
The 52-year-old singer
was recuperating from
exhaustion in an Illinois
hospital at the time of
his death.

By Abigail

Dealt)

Van Buren
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Busy Mother Is on the Ball
With Telephone off the Hook
DEAR ABBY: Concerning
"Mother," who complained that her
inconsiderate son takes the phone
off the hook when he wants his
privacy—bully for him!
I am the mother of two small
children, and my days are hectic.
One day I counted 17 telephone
calls! Only five were for me. The
others were wrong numbers, hangups and sales pitches.
I know that phone companies
recommend telephones that can be
"unplugged" whenever people don't
wish to be disturbed. I don't like that
idea because often burglars will
telephone a home they have targeted
for a robbery, and if the phone is
unplugged, they hear it ringing and
assume nobody is home. Easy prey.
So for my money, I'll take the
phone off the hook whenever I
choose. I get my privacy; pests and
burglars get a busy signal; and I get
my housework done. Don't use my
name. My husband works for "Ma
Bell."
OFF-THE-HOOKER

wedding date without even consulting me.
Don't you think this was rude of
them? I have a large family and
they all live 900 miles away. Most
would not be able to attend on the
date selected. Both my brothers are
in college and my sister is a school
teacher, so it's impossible for them
to get away before the Thanksgiving
holidays.
I feel that since my parents were
asked to help pay for the wedding
and agreed to go 50-50, it should be
held when my family can make it.
What do you think?
NOT OONSULTED
DEAR NOT:I think you should
tell your girlfriend that the date
she selected is unacceptable.
Then insist on one that's mutually convenient.
P.S. You're lucky. Not every
young man about to be married
gets a preview of what his married life will be like.
•••

DEAR OFF: You're "right on"
for your own convenience, but
here's a message from the
friendly folks who beseech us to
reach out and touch someone:
DEAR ABBY: I work for the
telephone company, so before you
approve of taking the phone off the
hook, please consider these facts:
R.O.H.s (receivers off the hook)
decrease service and increase everybody's phone bill.
Repairmen are often dispatched to
locate the trouble when people phone
to say their telephone must be out of
order, it's been busy for hours.
Also, taking the phone off the
hook ties up the equipment for
others.
F.K.L.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend and I
are getting married in a couple of
months She and her mother set the

DEAR ABBY. In a recent column,
"Hungry in St. Paul," a pregnant
woman, stated that she is eating
Purina Dog Chow as a protein source
because she can't afford other protein
foods.
As a registered dietician, I suggest
that this woman eat dried beans,
powdered milk, eggs and peanut
butter for protein. They are sure to
taste better and are safer for human
consumption than dog food.
Furthermore, "Hungry" should
contact the WIC program (special
supplement food program for
Women, Infants and Children)
through her local public health
department.
Many people either do not know
about this program, or they assume
it's for welfare recipients only. Not
true. A family of four can have a
gross yearly income of up to $18,870
and still be eligible.
W.I.C. DIRECTOR,
NELSONVILLE, OHIO

ANNOUNCING
FIDELITY CREDIT CORPORATION
715 SOUTH 12TH

MURRAY, KY.

753-4006
Larry Brewer, Manager
Connie Jones, Secretary

Murray Office

Larry Brewer

Connie Jones

Loans From $100 to $15,000
Up To 10 Years To Repay
*LOANS *CONSOLIDATIONS *AUTO FINANCING
Larry And Connie Invite Their Many Friends To
Visit Them At Their New Office.

Fidelity Credit Corp.
Loans & Financing
, 715 South 12th
4

Murray, KY.
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GRANDPARENTS DA Y
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1984
The following pages contain photos of those persons
who made us what we are being honored for today.
CHILDREN ARE LOVABLE AND FINE,
BUT GRANDCHILDREN ARE WONDERFUL
IF WE HAD ONLY KNOWN IT
WE WOULD HAVE HAD THEM FIRST.
GRANDPARENTS
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Joshua Eugene &
Keill ne Griffin
•
Jesse Orlon Kinsolving
Jeffrey Lee Mohler
Joshua Joe Smith
Mitchell Willoughby
Granddaughter of
Grandson of Ted & Helen ••
Grandsons of
Grandson of
Grandson of
Noble & Lucille Griffin,
McCuiston, William Kinsolving •
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Brandon
• Eva & Henry Willoughby
Odell & Edna Lamb
Sue Nance and the late
and Mary Kinsolving
•
and Mr & Mrs. Bobby Mohler
and Mrs. Fracia Miller
•and Jenny & Fred Thompson
•
•
•
Joe Richard Nance
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Rachel Oliverio
Granddaughter of
Henry & Mary Richardson
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•
Kimberly Ann West
•
•
Brent & Justin Humphrey
•
•
•
Granddaughter of
Sarah Lindsay Lee
Shawn
•
•
&
Matt
Claude Donovan Breisford
Grandsons of
Darnell
•
Mr & Mrs Buddy Windsor
•
•
•
Tax & Polly Lamb and
Granddaughter of
Grandsons of
Grandson of
•
•
and Mr. & Mrs. W.P. West
•
•
Stanly & Fern Darnell
d & CarolynWi •
Rep & Ruby Humphrey
R.J. Brelsford Jr.,
Beasley
•
•
•
Great-Granddaughter of
• and Edward & Jewell Lee • and Robert & Linda Young •
•
Great-Grandsons of
Bennye Phillips and
Mr. & Mrs. 011ie Brown and •
•
•
•
Mr. Lois Lamb and
Mr. & Mrs. E.J. Ordiway
•
•
Mr. & Mrs R.B Windsor
•
•
Mr Rufus Rule
•
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Jason & Ashley Kirks
•
Hind Abdelrahman
• Justin Michael Boggess
Grandchildren of
Shawna Rene Scott
Michael Paul Eldridge
Granddaughter of
James Milton Wright
•
• Brooks & Carolyn Darnell
Grandson of
Granddaughter of
Grandson of
•
Mustafa & Asia Ahmed and
Grandson of
• Romel Kirks and Dean Housden•
Jerry & Marilyn Travis
Jerry & Margie Dodd
William & Fronie Eldridge
Ahmed & Fatma Abdelrahman •
Cathryn & David Wright
•and Mason & Mildred Canady •and Mickey & Della Boggess
and R.C.& Betty Scott
and Dale & Eva Bynum
and Columbus Waldrup
•
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Adam & Rachel Clayton
•
Grandchildren of
•
•
Betty & James Clayton
el
and Payne & Shirley Daniel .
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Mitch, Matt & Chris Elkins •
• Andrea Mane Paschall •
Kelly a Sara Kidd
Misty & Jessica Bogard
Great-Granddaughters ul
Grandsons of
•
Granddaughter of
•
•
Granddaughters of
Granddaughters of
Oveta & Mary Bogard
Marjorie & James Elkins
••
•
• Mr & Mrs Everette Miles •
John & Eleanor Noonan
Bill & Junita Collins
Betty Morns and
•
and Eulia & J.L Green
•
:and Mr & Mrs Noble Pascha, •
Dolly Adams
and Bill & Evelyn Kidd
Larry & Nanc Bogard
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••••
•••••••••••••••••••%0000000000000000••••••••••••••"•••
••••
•••••••••••••••••I
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kellett Nkcole Cunningham
a Kory Wayne Cunningham
Grandchildren of
Joe Pat & Shirlie Hughes
Bobby & June Cunningham
and T.G. Curd

•

Michael David Williams
Grandson of
Bobby & June Cunningham
and Glynn & Jeanette Williams.

Cassondra Kaye Lamb
Granddaughter of
Ralph & Brenda Mason
Tar & Polly Lamb and
kt,c. kathenne /Wirer

at•ganegii
Mickey & Bill Phillips7
Alice & Bert Hook
and Grace & Gene Page
Great-Granddaughters of
Leon & Jessie Phillips
and Charlotte Osburn

•

Brittany Joy Bodine
Granddaughter of
Dan & Jean Miller
and Teddy & Aieta Beane

•_Iminsmasmammusa:
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•
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•

Terry Wayne Duncan
,3ra r-r3son of
.(otr,, Baker
..

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Philip & Ricky Powell
•
Grandsons of
•
Mr & Mrs Roy D Barrett •
•
Great-Grandsons of
•
Mr & Mrs. Ray Holt Sr

.
44

Adrian* L. Schrader
Granddaughter of
Gene & Faye Schrader
and Christine Southard

•
•
Jason Allen Thompson
•
•
Grandson
••
of
•
• Raymond & Mildred Crawford •
•
• and Ivan & Nelma Thompson

?Mifflin, Morris
Grandson of
Jerry & Ginn, Hopkins

•
_
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0•••••••••••••••••1••••••••••••••••••$••••••••
•
•

••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tamara Lynn Tucker
•
Granddaughter of
•
•
Jerry Don & Shirley Tucker
•
and Ted & Norela Potts
•
•••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chase Redden & Erica HUI
•
Joshua arren Schaefer
Scotty Arvin Scheeler
Jonathan & LeAnn Jones
Carotin* Gallagher
Grandchildren of
•
Grandson of Jackie Newberry,•
Grandson of Jackie Newberry.
Grandchildren of
•
Granddaughter
of
•
Housden
Ronald
Housden
and
Martha
Janice Newberry and Arvin •
Janice Newberry,
• George & Mable Gallagher •
Mrs. & Mrs. Gayle Finney
•
•
•
& Clara McCuiston
Arvin & Clara McCuston
and Mr. Basil Jones
and Melba Suiter
•
••411••••••••••••••••••••••••0•••%••••
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•
•
•
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•
•
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•
•
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

••

•
• Tiffany Jordan Shemwell •
Robert Perry Arnett
•
Granddaughter of
,:
Grandson of
•
•Mr & Mrs. Pat W. Carra way and. Mr. & Mrs. Hassell Windsor
• Mrs & Mrs. Li/burn Shem well •and Ronnie & Georgia Arnett
•
•
•
•
•••••••l••••
•••
••••

Jonathan Noah Duncan
Grandson of
Gerald & Della Duncan

OOOOO•
•

•••••-••

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Miranda Jade Underwood
Granddaughter of
•
R.J. & Shirley McDougal, •
Martha Underwood and the
late Stacy Underwood
•

Jentry & Isaac Ralph
Grandsons of
Judy Fortenbery

Chris and Kayla
Cunningham
Grandchildren of
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Litchfield,
Mrs. & Mrs. Guy Cunningham
Great-Grandchildren of
Mency. Balentine

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•

•
Rachel Nicole Grogan
•
Granddaughter of
•
Earleen Thurmond &
•
•
the late Euell Grogan,
•
Barbara Crittenton and
•
James & Alice Crittenton •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Jared & Clinton Adams
randsons of Earleen Thurmond
and the Late Euell Grogan
and Bill & Janice Adams

••••••,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Jessalyn Hope McKendree
Jessica Ann Houston
Justin and Jason McKendree
Ashley Gall Wilkins
•
Granddaughter of
Granddaughter of
Grandsons of
Granddaughter of
•
Calvin and Norma Wilkins,
Don & June Wooton
Calvin and Norma Wilkins
• _Calvin & Norma Wilkins,
• Elizabeth McKendree and the
and Mane Houston
Elizabeth McKendree and the
and Mrs. & Mrs. Robert Croft
• late Jesse W McKendree
late Jesse W. McKendree
••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Kirks
Jason
Ashley &
•
Bobby Le* Riddle
Meredith
Carswell
Tommy Dale Starks
•
•
•
Grandchildren of
Allison & Rachel Haugh
Grandson of
•
Jenna K. Hartfield
Granddaughter of
Grandson of
•
•
Granddaughters of
Burley Kirks, Nancy Burkeen
Bobby Lee & Melinda Stone • Jimmy & Bonnie Gallimore •
Granddaughter of
•
Mrs.
Virginia
Riggins
•
Tupy & Dot Rowland and • Freddie & Juanita McDaniel
and Virgil & Othamae Damell
and Eddie & June Holt
Great-Granddaughter of
• and Jack & Maxine Starks •
•
Charlie
&
Barbara
Haugh
•
•
Mrs. Neva Riggins
•
•••••••••••••••!•••••••••••••••••
e•••••••••••••••I••••••••••••••••••••••••••••se.
• ••••••• •••••••
t
•
•••••••.•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amos Manske,
Grandson of
Mr & Mrs Bill Mansker
and Mrs Elizabeth Morse

4

—"V

Tony Robertson
Grandson of
Cleveland & Faye Foy and
Ralph & Doris Robertson

Kevin Daniel Chambers
Grandson of
Georgia Arnett and
Kevin & Sara Chambers

Angola Faye Baugh
Granddaughter of
Irvin & Robbie Miller
and Lucille Baugh

r

•
•
•
•
Matthew E. Kell•hor
•
•
Grandson of
•
Mr & Mrs Bill Mansker
•
and Mr & Mrs. Del/es Reagan •
•

LaDon Wilson
Granddaughter of
Earleen Thurmond
Manon & Dalphus Wilson and
Ray & Emma Jean Thurman

outiTtiellef
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PAGE II

Let's Share
A Little Love
With Our
Special
Grandparents
This Sunday
In
Appreciation
Of The Many Moments
Of
Joy They've Given To Us

• Jeremy & a no Sanchez: Kristi & Kala Morton
Christopher Clay Faughn
•
•
Franklin Crouch
•
Granddaughters of
Grandchildren of
Grandson of
i
•
of
Grandson
• Homer & Phyllis Lusk and I Paul & Charlotte Wilson and •
G W & Suzie Faughn and
•
Jim & Pat Ashcraft
•
*Mary Jayne Bozeman Davidson° Mickie & Margaret Morton •
Fred & Tommie Lou Sandefer
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111••••••••••••••••••
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•
•

•
•
•
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•
•
•
Tiffany Brooke Cunningham
•
•
Granddaughter of
•
•
Samantha Leigh Gibbs : Miranda ligoth Turner
•
Bobby & Wanda Osbron
& Michael Crouse
•
Michell
eEmily
Holland
•
Granddaughter of
Granddaughter of
•
*
Grandchildren of
W A & Hazel Cunningham
•
Granddaughter of
•
Gibbs
•
C.
James
Randy
& Willie Mae Kursave•
Mr & Mrs.
Gail & Bobby Boyd, Robbie
and Rupert & Roy Mae NIX
• Robert & Ruth Cunningham
•
and Louise Hill
Crouse & the late Lavern Crouse
• and Sidney & Levie Holland
• and J C & Clara Turner •
•
I•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

p

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Michelle McClure
•
Granddaughter of
•
Patrick and Jessica
• Floy & Laval! McClure and
•
Connelly
Tiffany A. Taylor
Robert C. Taylor
• Jerry & Margaret Camp
Grandchildren of
•
• Great-Granddaughter of Fred ,
Granddaughter of
Grandson of
Audra Bennett and
Richard & Virginia Smart
•McClure & Murrell 0. Thorntonp
Carlton & Barbara Brantley
•
Margaret Connelly
and Robert & Simone Taylor
•Great Great-Granddaughter of
and Robert & Simone Taylor
•
Wave! & Lola Outland :
3•••••••••••••••••••I••••••• •••••••••••
••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charlene Taylor
Thomas Taylor
Granddaughter of
Grandson of
Mr & Mrs. George Boucher
Mr. & Mrs. George Boucher
Mr & Mrs Robert P Taylor and Mr. & Mrs. Robert P. Taylor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Sabrina Lynn Emerson
•
Amanda Jo Rudolph
•
M.J. Farley
Whitney Landolf
Gary Bront Cooper
•Whitney Niccloe Alexander •
•
Granddaughter of
Granddaughter of
Granddaughter of
•
Grandson of
Granddaughter of
Grandson of
•
•
Thurman & Lillie Mae Pace,
Rafe & Helen Brooks
•Dr & Mrs. Eldon E. Heathcot•
Rob & Nancy Miller and •
June Whitford and
Dan & Linda Cooper
•
•and Joe Ed & Juanita Pritchett•
•
Mabis Emerson & the late
and Joe & Jean Rudolph •
Joe Pat & Billie Farley
Gene & Lochie Landoll
•
•
Clifton B Emerson
•
•
I
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
//
•
•
•
Shawna Kelly Nance
0
•
KW* Landon Smith
Chris Burk•en
Ann Taylor
Clint Burkeen
•
Brittany Jane* Overby
•
Granddaughter of
•
•
Grandson of
Granddaughter
of
Grandson
of
Grandson of
Granddaughter of
•
•
Bob & Peggy Parrish
Bob & Peggy Parrish. °bed •
Douglas & Evelyn Tucker : Orvin & Mary Hutson and
Elisha & Delpha Taylor
•
Bob & Peggy Parrish Obed
and James & Myrtle Nance
and
Burkeen
•
Tommy
and
&
Madge Williams:
and Bill & Betty Smith
Burkeen & Louise Washam
•
Louise Washam
Robert & Reda Overby
•••••••••••••••••••1,•••••••••••••••••••••••••ww••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•s••••••••••••••••••
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
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•
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•
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•
•
•
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•
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•
•,
•
•
•
Ashley a Rums, Cleaver
•
•
Valerie Hopkins, Chose' •
Grandchildren of
•
•
Mr & Mrs Ralph Durwood Lovett •Gallimore & Bradley Gallimore•
•
Grandchildren of
and Mr & Mrs Hoyt Cleaver. Jr •
•
Jimmy & Gall Gaihmore •
•
•
•
•
•••••

Tiffany Rows
Granddaughter of,
Tommy iS Evelyn Tapp

••••_•••_*•••

,

-.. *

Leslie Marie Cooper
Lynda & Gerald Cooper
and Gerald & Rose Walk*,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hannah Guthrie
Granddaughter of
Herman & Jeritza Guthrie and
Terrell & Barbara Darnell

Ell Linn
Grandson of
Herman & Jeritza Guthrie and
Terrell & Barbara Darnell
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Civil Action rue No. 114-CI-211
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky
Calloway Circuit Court
William R. Vartmeter, Plaintiff versus
William Nall Pasco, Administrator Of The
Estate of John 0. Pasco, Sr , Deceased,
Commonwealth Of Kentucky, County Of
Calloway. And City Of Murray, Kentucky,
Defendants,
Notice Of Side
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court, rendered at
the August 10th Term thereof, 1984. in the
above cause, for the sum of Thirty-six Thousand One Hundred Four and 29/100 Dollars
($36,104.29) with interest at the rate of 16%
per annum from the 28th day of June, 1984,
until paid, and its cost therein. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder at public auction on the 24th
day of September, 1984, at 10:00 a.m, or
thereabout, terms being ten percent(10%)
cash day of sale and balance in thirty (30)
days, the following described property,
to-wit:
(A I Lot No. 56 and 25' from the West side
of Lot No. 55 as shown in the Replat of
Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray,
Kentucky and recorded in Deed Book 100,
page 97, in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
(B ) Lot No. 74 as shown in the Third
Replat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City
of Murray. Kentucky and recorded in Deed
Book 108, page 471, in the office of the
Calloway County Court Clerk.
(C) Lot No. 75 as shown in the Third
Replat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City
of Murray, Kentucky, and recorded in Deed
Book 108, page 471, in the office of the
Calloway County Court Clerk.
(D) Lot No. 90 as shown in the Third
Replat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City
of Murray, Kentucky and recorded in Deed
Book 108, page 471, in the office of the
Calloway County Court Clerk.
(E 1 Lot No. 92 as shown in the Third
Replat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City
of Murray, Kentucky and recorded in Deed
Book 108, page 471, in the office of the
Calloway County Court Clerk.
(F) Lot No. 93 as shown in the Third
Replat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City
of Murray, Kentucky and recorded in Deed
Book 108, page 471. in the office of the
Calloway County Court Clerk.
For Source of title of all of such properties, see Deed Book 81, page 471, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court, in which John 0. Pasco received onehalf interest in the above property, the remaining one-half interest Mortgagor obtained by surviving his wife, Ruth E. Pasco,

YES 5IR„MR.PRINCIPAL...
MY NAME 15 PATRICIA,.

L .al
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L

•
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who died July 27, 1977
For Purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond with approved securities,
bearing legal interest from the day of sale
until paid, and having the force and effect
of a Judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan,
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
Civil Action File No. 83-CIE33
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky
Calloway Circuit Court
Debra Shelley Outland versus Leslie Hugh
Outland, Alan Dean Frenette, a single person, Ralph Valente and wife, Beatrice
Winifred Valente, Rob E. Smith, a single
person, Joseph H. Kerr and wife, Toni A.
Kerr
Notice of Sale
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of
Sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered
at the July 13th Term thereof, 1984, in the
above cause, for the sum of Five Thousand
Nine Hundred Thirty-eight and 51/100
Dollars ($5,938.511 with interest at the rate
of $1.4790 per day from the 31st day of May,
1984, until paid and its cost therein, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 24th
day of September, 1984, at 10:00 a.m, or
thereabout for cash, the following described property, to-wit
All of that portion of the hereinbelow
described property which lies North of a
gravel road known as the Sulphur-Buffalo
Road; beginning at a state the S.E. corner
of the J. V. Willoughby homeplace; thence
West 64 poles to a hickory tree; thence north
with Allie Hodges east line about 115 poles
to a stake corner to said Hodges; thence
east about 64 poles more or less to a stake
corner to said Brack Willoughby; thence
south with his line 115 poles more or less to
a stake, the point of beginning.
EXCEPT: There is excepted from this
Deed and not conveyed herein a one-acre
tract out of the East side of this property
and on the road which is 420 feet north and
South and 106 feet East and West and
heretofore deeded to Max Anderson dated
the 20th day of April, 1966, and recorded in
Deed Book 125, page 635, and south of the
road.
ALSO EXCEPT: All of that portion of the
hereinabove described property which lies
south of the Sulphur-Buffalo Road.
The property herein conveyed being
thirty-five acres more or less.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the

SCHOOL HAS JUST
STARTED, AND I'M IN
TROUBLE ALREADY, NUN?

WELL THIS KID SORT OF
INSULTED ME 50 I KIND
OF BOWLED HIM DOWN
THE Al5LE..I SHOULDN'T
HAVE DONE THAT,HUH?

1

Legal

1

6

Legal

day of sale until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms
Frank L. Ryan,
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
2

9

r.

NEED babyadtter near

North School. Call 7599737 after 4p.m.
REGISTER NOW
job caring for
WANT
tel Session Begins
anyone hospitalized or
September 10
homebound
Have
Call 753-6702
transportation and rear
Start At
ferences.
3
years
ex•
Mon & Wed
perlence. Willing to
9 Weak Soma.
work 7a.m.• 4p.m.
Dave & Evenings
35 Pl(er 1000
Monday through Friday
Will also do
Fun! Choreographed!
housecleaning. Will alert
Progressive Workout!
clean offices, churches.
linscr Am Engles. 141.Ed
Will also address mail,
Martin, TN
Fltrwma SPOCEIAN
telephone solicitor. Call
anytime. 753-71.29.
587-2301
WfLL, do baby sitting in
my home, day or night.
Call 759-4803.
WILL do house cleanBRINTS Wommack,
ing. Excellent house
formally of Headlines
keeper, honest, reliable,
and Fantastic Sams is
dependable. Call 753now at Doris's Beauty
8595.
Salon. Call 753-6474
WbuLD like to babysif
LYNDIA Coc ran
in my home days in
Dance and Gymnastics.
Kirksey area. Call 489them
grew
We
Register Now! 753-4847.
2346_
ourselves. Big beautiful

Face
Brick

1K

Vowell &
Son Inc.

pa

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Spouse
Abuse
Hotline
759-4050
9.00x20 Used
Farm
Truck tires,
$20-$35
Call
Murray
Livestock &
Trailer Sales
753-5334

A
PENALTY BOX?

DO YOU HAVE

hardy Garden "Mums"
$3.95 each.
Hoffman's Nursery

10. Business Opportunity
"CASH MONEY" $25,
000 a year part time.

Hwy. 94 East
759-4512

Your complete invest
ment under $50. Receive spendable cash
after 24 hrs. Perfectly
Legal unlimited cash
program. Work at
home-simple and fun.
Not a get rich quick
scheme. For free information write to:
FINANCIAL
FREEDOM: 9071 Metcalf, Suite 426, Dept.
465; Overland Park, KS
66212.
CHRISTIAN Bookstore
for sale. Serious inquiries only. Call 7532769 or 527-8433.

3. Card ol Thanks
CARD OF
THANKS
We deeply appreciate all of the
kind and generous
help
we
have
received since our
home burned on
June 29, 1984.
There are not
enought ways to express how grateful
we are to each and
everyone of you. It
would be impossible
to
thank
everyone personally for their kindness so we hope
that this will show
how thankful we
are for each one of
you.
The Thurmond
Family

11.Instruction
KEtrINNERS folk art
classes start 9-10-84 at
the Tole Gate. Morning
and night classes. Call
759-8972.

13. For Sale or Trade
TWO chest of drawers,
white, will trade or sell
Iwo dark colored also
want to buy iron bedstead. Call 753-7975.

14. Want to Buy
USED weed eater. Must

6. Help Wanted
MANAGER needed
[mimed., local part-time
work, to $800 month
(714) 530-0621.
VONEYMAKINC
books. Up to $750 next
weekend guaranteed!
Send for Free Information. Pender Publishing
Company. "Dept." A
Box 54, New Concord,
Ky. 42078.

NEED extra cash/
Earn super money,
have fun, make new
friends Demonstrate
Toys and Gifts till
Thanksgiving. Samples
are FREE. We train.
Phone 753-3693 after

BEETLE BAILEY

••t:

IS unlgod Femurs &racer los

I WONDER WHY THE
GENERAL CARRIE6
THAT SWAGGER STICK
2
.-

0.7

IT PROSABLY
PROVIDES HIM
WITH AN
ARTiFICIAL
SENSE OF
POWER

Situation Wanted

ECLE NT. .
ExCellent work. Have
references. 753-2358.

Notice

Total Fitness Progress

HelpWanted

WANTED house
keeper
Must have
transportation and re.
ferences Call 753-7267
after 4 p m

ART-time Kernel help
at Veterinary Clinic.
Must have own transportation, be dependable, trust worthy, hard
worker. Hours 6: 30a.m.
to 8:30a.m. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040
V. Murray.
PROCESS MAIL! $75.06
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI•N41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL.
33495.
WANTED over the road
driver. Must be 21 yr. old
:and 2 yrs. experienced.
Apply at R&D Trucking,
Paris, Tenn.
RN Supervisory position available for the
days shift position. Full
time with every
weekend scheduled off.
Excellent salary and
benefits available.
Apply in person at Care
Inn, Mayfield or call
247-0200.
ROOFING laborer
needed.
Some roofing
experience necessary.
Must be dependable.
Call 435-4354 after 6p.m.
ALE SRY.
PRESENTATIVE
EARN $8.00 hour. Represent a major fashion
accessory company.
Full or part time.
Dedicated hard working
only. Good public relations required. Immediate opening. ACT
NOW. Call 642-2304.
Give name and phone
number.
THE Ken Bar Inn
Resort and Club needs
professional commission sales people to sell
club memberships.
Prospects furnished,
excellent working con.
ditions Must be en•
erglc, enthusiatic and
clean cut. Potential
earnings $35,000 per
year. Call Larry Sutter,
9-5 ainly. aur-anterotir?'
IMPORTUNITY for a
career in computers.
Thorobred Computers
Is expanding the West
Ky sales staff. Some
experience with computers is essential. Call
758 - 7733 for an
appointment

be gas power and able
to take a blade. Call
753-3711.
1/TELXI"? bed for long
wheel base 3/4 ton
pickup. Call 753-7875.
WANTED to buy: Hardwood timber. Call
753-0338.

15. Articles for Sale
Office Furniture
New shipment from
New York
Partial List: Wood Chippendale desk. Credenza
and phone stand Very
large selection of metal
desk, chairs, files,
tables,
bookcases,
folding tables, excellent
quality end condition_

CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah 442-4302

BOYS

3 piece maple
bedroom set: bed, chest
and desk with bookshelf
1250. Beginners guitar
in silver tone $30. Call
489-2483 after 6 p.m.
WINDOW air con.
ditioner. 753-6719.
COUCH & matching
chair, coffee table &
matching end tables.
dinning room table & 6
chairs and matching
buffet. All in excellent
condition. Call 753-3645
or 753-4454.
/CNIGHT automatic
wood burning stove with
blower and a drum set.
Call 753-7645.
MARLIN 444 rifle with
scope $180. Call after
Sp m. 753-3185.
ll'ANO bench, rollaway
bed & mattress, lamp.
vinal chair and love
seat. Call 4,36-5324

20

Sports Equipment

TEN speed Neshilti 25
Inch bicycle $85 Call 7599717 after 5 PM
22

Musical

33

Rooms for Rent

SLEEPING roonsa, excellent location

753-5641
ROOMS for college
students, for boys, one
block from university,

utilities included, single
TAMARA classical or double
occupancy
guitar 0•225 with case, 753-5M1
books, and stand price
$150 Call 759-1030 after 31 Houses for Rent
Y Clarinet and I BR house. 1639 lstiller
misc, sheet music, good in Murray. 492.8225.
POUR room house fur.
condition, $100. 762-2758
rPKIGHT Plano, good fished, good furniture,
condition
afer 5 pm

24

Call 759-9848

Miscellaneous

12 x 50 House Trailer,
good for storage. stripping shed or could be
repaired $1,000. Call 7537975.

PC. Bassett BR suite,
25" color Quasar, set of
golf clubs with bag.
759-1867.
NEED Storage? Bus
Bodies have lots of
space, storage, are water
tight.
$300 delivered, $250 if
picked up. Call 753-9251.
SEASONED firewood
for sale, $30 rick delivered. 436-2744.
SHARP -front load Video
Cassette -Recorder.
Programmable 7 day 1
event timer. Records up
to 8 hours. $399.96. Coast
to Coast Hardware,
753-8604.
ROLM Railroad Ties, $6
and up. 753-2905 or
435-4343 or 435-4319.
gPAGHNTIM peat
moss, 4 cubit ft. bales.
$6.69. Gas Weed Eaters.
15 inch cutting path,
$99.88. Coast to Coast
Hardware, 753-8604.

27. Mobile Homes tor Sale
12 x 60, Three bedroom,
refrigerator, gas stove,
carpeted. $2600. Will
consider
trade. Call 436-2506.
1974 NEW Moon, 12x45,
central heat and air,

extras. Priced reduced
Call 437-4703.
1976 SCHULTZ 14865, I
BR, partly furnished on
approximately 3 acres
with 2 car shop, 24
southeast of Murray.
753-7627,
1978 ATLANTIC 52 x LI
Mobile Home, Call 4928989.

1960 LIBERTY 14x52, I

all carpeted electric or
wood heat metal siding
storm windows and
doors, deep freeze, air
cond. $70. Call 753-5284
/ BEDROOM, one bath.
Located in Lynn Grove
on main highway. Ideal
for couple. $150 per
month. Call 753-2905.
TWO BR brick, range,
refrigerator, air cond.,

large lot 8 miles S.E. of
Murray. Married
couples only. Ref, and
deposit. Call 4e2-11594,
1 BEDROOM furnished
house. Part of utilities

furnished, air condition,
near university. Call
753-5310,
36. For Rent or Lease
ROR LEASE or sale •
Spacious home on large
lot at 1100 Sycamore, 3
BR, 2 baths, full basement. $350 per month
LAKE BARKLEY
REALTY, Cadiz 9245361. Locally call 4362415.

37. Livestock-Supplies
GILTS, total of 14 pigs
average 2 weeks old.
Must sell. $550 or best
offer. Call 489-2691
REGISTERED AQHA 4
yr old chestnut filly
broke, very gentle and
chestnut yearling colt.
Call 492-8456.
RIDGE WOOD
STABLES
Horses
boarded. Stalls and
pasture space available. $20 per month
753-3010.

38. Pets-Supplies
I WEEK old Beagles
pups. Call 436-2902 or
753-9998.
AKC Basset pups. Also
ARC Beagle puppies.
Call 489-2599.
2 CHIHUAHUAS. unregistered, 1 1/2 yrs
old. One male, tan
color Female, spotted,
due to have puppies in
Oct. 550 ea. Like to have
good home with children. Call 436-2635.
SMALL. 2 year old,
neutered, male
Chihuahua Call 7533177.

BR furnished, washer
and dryer, underpinning, air conditioning,
central gas heat. 7538825 or after 5p.m.
753-4443.
14x65, 2 BEDROOM, /
bath, central heat and
air. Excellent condition_
Lots of extras. • Call 4 1 . Public Sales
753-6420.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
I BR 10x40 trailer. Near
Murray. $150/month
354-8795.
NICE 2 BR trailer for
rent near Murray, no
pets call 489-2611.

MAILER for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Ct

29. Heating and Cooling
RING wood stove $150.
Electric range $50. Paul
Cadmus, New Concord,
17717=
1y.
Heaters for
mobile homes UL approved, $299 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris

30. Business Rentals
FOR sale or lease, 1500 Sq
Ft brick building, 3 years
old. 7 offices, waiting
room, kitchen, well insulated, paved parking,
Busiest street in Paris
Tennessee Plumbed for
doctor or dentist. Low
utilities, telephone wiring
included, walls easly
removed for other uses.
Call 901-642-6126

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
32. Apts for Rent
2 BEDROOM apart-

ment 3 mi, from town.
No pets. no children,
1165. Call 753-8 84 8
before 9 p.m.
ATTENTION! Look No
BR furnished apt.
Further For Your near downtown and
Housewhole Needs
large 1 BR apt. 420 S.
Bamboo, Dinette -6 8th. Lease and deposit
chairs, sold new for required. No pets.
$1,200, ONLY $495. Solid Adults only. 753-9208
Cherry Dinette Set, after 4p.m.
Hutch, Buffet, table and I or I BEDROOM apt.
6 chairs, top shape, near downtown Murray.
$995. Also maple table Adults only. Call 75,3and 6 chairs, $175. Plus 4109, 762-•8660, 436-2844.
many other nice items. 0-7fEbedroom un
Fine 30 and 20 inch furnished apt,washer,
Electric Stoves Like dryer, stove and renew Refrigerator Frost frigerator, also carport.
Free Plus other kitchen $200 month, $100 deposit.
dinette sets. Cider Mill Call 763-0206,
Old Wood Cooking
2 BR apt for rent
Stove. Many other in, Stove, refrigerator,
teresting items. At dishwasher,
ELLIOTT'S FURNI microwave, washer and
TURE, 408 Main, dryer hookup. All elec•
Murray, Ky.
tric. Call after 5 p.m.
759-1503.
19. Feu% Equipment
TAKING applications

HUGE 5
PARTY
MOVING
SALE

15

Me
chi
Ho
plia

& I

A-16
Fox Meadows
Sat., Sept. 8
No sale will be
made before 8
a.m.

GARAGE
SALE
1517 Canterbury
Drive
Friday &
Saturday
7 a.m. till ?
Something
for
everyone.

FIVE PARTY
YARD SALE
1524 Kirkwood
Corner of S. 16th
Thursday,
Friday &
Saturday

16. Home Furnishings

'ntrxTryr8(7(5 corn

for Section 8. Rent
bine. both headers Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
sharp. One owner. BR. Apply Hilldale
$6500. Call 755-8848 Apts., Hardin, Ky
before 9p.m.
Equal Housing
00x26 USED Farm Opportunity
Truck Tires, $20-135 3 Mr. stove, refrigerator.
Call Murray Livestock car port. Deposit reand Trailer Sales. 753- quired. Married couple.
5334
No pets. Call 755-0291.

Garage Sale
1519
Canterbury Dr.
Sept. 7-8
8:30-2:30
Seeing kerns such as
boys clothing. size
7.10, Mersey, ladies
clothes, Idtchenwares
(popcorn popper. etc 1,
furniture, children's
toys. baskets

Multi-Family
Garage Sale
1522 London Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
Pool table, furniture, bicycles,
Cameras,

toys,

tires,
baby equipment &
weights,

clothes,
more.

books,

CI
ChE
Pad
ed i
sior
can
put
plut
peni
Mai
Lou
50:
Net

.f."1241
y•
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Public

Sales

Moving Sale
Sat. Only
8-2
Old Salem Rd.
3Y2 miles South
on 121
Quality baby clothes,
womens

clothes,

the 12, garden tiler,
gas grill, lawn furniture, oN paintings,

41

Public

Sales

YARD
SALE
1604
Miller
Saturday
8 til ?

Fri. & Sat
121

S

to

Locust

Grove Church Rd. Go
1 Ya

miles.

Follow

signs.
Dinette

41

big

Public

Garage Sale
Sat. Sept. 8
700 Earl Ct.
off Fairlane
8 til ?
Bedspreads
&
Draperies, lamps,
electric heater,
clothing and other
items

GARAGE
SALE
1559 Oxford Dr.
Sat. 7-5

mans

winter

clothing,
clothes.

blankets,

35mm

camera & misc. items.

6 PARTY
YARD SALE
Saturday
September 8
8-4
1608 Sunset
Blvd.
just off South
16th Street.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
905 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturday
Clothing, toys,
pictures & odd
and ends.

Housewares,
clothes,
riding
mower,
weed
eater, toys and
much more.

Garage
Sale

YARD
SALE
Saturday
Sept. 8, 1984
8 to 5
120 N. 14th
Baby items, motorcycle parts, lots
more

Sat. 7-5
4 miles on
Hwy. 732. Irvin
Cobb Rd. off 94
east.

YARD SALE
Sat. Sept. 8th
109 William
8-4

Toys & More

Garage
Sale
Corner of
Sunny Lane &
Henry Street
Saturday
8-5 p.m.

Coleman campstove,
cot,
household items,
collectibles, ladies
clothing and more.

YARD SALE
at Almo Heights
west on 464
Sat. Sept. 8
8 am-4 pm
Items

GARAGE
SALE
Saturday
7:00-12:00
1528 Oxford Dr
Mena, womens,
childrens clothing.
Household
appliances, furniture
& antiques.

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
8:30 a.m.
Friday &
Saturday
711
Sycamore

include

0.6

carat

gold

engage-

ment

and

wedding

ring set, rabbit coat,
lots of miscellaneous
items

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7-4
1/
1
2 miles east
on 94 turn, turn
left - 3/4 mile on

Van Cleave Rd.
Household

items.

clothing, water ski's
and more

Happy
13th
Birthday
Kim
Roberts
Love
Mom & Dad

Help Wanted
Manager: Food Service
Degree in the field preferred, proven
experience will be considered. Candidate should possess good marketing
skills and be willing to work evenings
and weekends.
Contact: Joe Dyer
Director of Food Service
Murray State University
302-762-4179 or 762-6990
EOE/M-F

IUDINE.

L

13111111111318 98111111111111

cfr) PIONEER

CAP STErteo
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

43.Real

Estate

STROUT
REALTY
Lou Ann Phipot 753-6843
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Joe L Kennon 436.5676
1912 Coldweter Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(5021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

05 ACRES with remodeled farm house
and 3 outbuildings Will
sell or trade for anything 474-8884
44.

Lots

for

Sale

lot on
Barkley Lake. Donelson
Bay. Call 502-676.3759
after 5p.m.

LAKEFRONT

45.

Farms

for

Sale

87 A
S-Farm bottom
land with good tobacco
barn Has 1 8/10 acres
of dark fired tobacco
base planted in beans
this year. Located at
Bell City. Priced
$35,000. Call 382-2868
after 7p.m
ATTLE Farm on 286
at Cherry Corner Rd
109 acres. 85 acres in
permanent pasture
completely fenced with
woven wire. Plenty of
water. $75,000. Call
753-3625.

Customer Support/Office Mgr.
Challenging position available in
Paducah, Ky. for person experienced in customer support & supervision of office personnel. Health
care experience desirable & computerized billing experience a real
plus. Salary commensurated w/experience, excellent benefit plan.
Mail resume to: P.O. Box 4478
Louisville, KY. 40204 or call
502-585-1391. Health Data
Network

FOR
SALE
120 acre

farm, 3
miles east
of Murray

State.
$1800 acre.
For
information
call
753-0415

for

Sale

BR, garage, workshop
attached. approx
s.
acre lot with garden
spot. 2 large outbuildings. interior
completely remodeled
including builtin
bookcase, range, bar.
corner china cabinet.
and garbage disposal.
Has built In front porch.
Fully carpeted with
wood heat or has access
to natural gas, 200 amp
electric service. Call
after 5p.m weekdays or
anytime weekends. 4928126 or 492-8526 Priced
In the twenties.
RANK of Murray and
FmHA repossed houses.
Murray Calloway
County Realty, 304
North 12th St. 753-8146
or Ron Talent 753-9894.
13-Y owner, leaving
area, must sell, 3 BR,
114 bath, fireplace.
equipped kitchen, 2 car
carport, less than 1 year
old. Gatesborough area.
Low 350's, Call 759-4587.

49.Used Cars

ac , AM/FM cassette,
good concntion1 $1.700

762 2758
1981 PONTIAC Li,
Sharp, low mileage.
36.500 753 4647
1982 CUTLASS Supreme
Broughm, sun roof, all
power, cruise. AM FM
stereo cassette. $7,800
759 4944 after 5p.m.
1 9 7 4 PLYMOUTH
scamp, 34,000 actual
miles. Like new. Call
753-7523.
1981 CHEVROLET, I
door, air condition, sun
roof, cruise. Perfect
condition,39,000 mi. Call
762-2559.
1972 Camaro black, a few
rough

spots $1503

Services

53

1981 CHEVET. blue 2
door, AC, moon roof and
lettered fires. Very
sporty Call 753 9592
1977 CHEVETTE, red,

Offered

krgation R•fsilfintiel
CAMPBELL WELL

DRILLING
McKenzie In
Ceti Collect
901 352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Ft.. Esliffiale•

53. Servicas Offered

53

rates. Cali 753-0211

Cali

753-3306.
1923 T- Roadster, 406
Pontiac. 2.4 barrell
carbs, center lines, lots
of chrome, chrome
rear-end, wheelie bars,
street-legal. Must see
$6500 or best offer.
Candy metalflake paint_
Call 492 8208 after 6

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.

Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689

Offered

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S

more

ROOFING
Free
Estimates
753-5459 or
753-8072

Services

55

Feed

and Seed

roK

NEED work on your
trees!Topping. pruning. shaping. complete
removal and
Call
HOVERS TREE

SERVICE for Professional tree care
753-0338.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Siding. Additions,
BLOCK Building, Painting, General Carba•ements, garages. pentry. P.A Molony.
footing. floors drive- 753 - 8628 . Free
ways Also brick work, Estimates.
large or small jobs 24 TREE Work, complete
years experience 753. removal. topping and
5476
I rimming
Ex.
perienced Reasonable

CARPENTER. 26 years
experience, building. re.
pairs, barns. additions
Free Estimate Call collect 345-2024
LLSTOM Bushhogging
Call 474-8081.
nAliE S Cleaning
Windows. commercial
& residential also carpets Free estimates.
1975 CONTINENTAL, Call 436-2845 between 9
town coupe white with am. & 10 p.m
red interior, two owner S.
oily
car. Call 436-2427.
•
1975 MERCURY Bob •
1,1 by s Finest
Cat, 4 speed, engine
i:ARTER STUDIO
rebuilt, body in good
'c.) Main 753 8298
shape. Call 753 2506
before 5:00 p.m.
1966 MUSTANG A one PENCE sales at Sears
mechanical needs little now. Call Sears 753-2310
body work. 53,500. Call for free estimate for
ROME or Investment- 492-8343.
your needs.
Used as a duplex.
GENERAL HOME
Rented at this time. All 50 Used Trucks
REPAIR. 15 years ex.
aluminum. Has been 1072 EL Camino, excel- perience. Carpentry.
remodeled. Upstairs. lent condition and
care. concrete, plumbing.
Rough-in for more be- 350 engine.
mags. stereo roofing. siding. NO JOB
drooms. Nice home or speakers, local,
57,Loor TO SMALL. Free esrent to students. 507 miles. 753-8585 timates. Days 753-6973.
Poplar near downtown evenings.
nights 474-2276.
and hospital. Reduced
1 9 79 STLVERADAto $21.000. Kentucky
Lake Realty, 15021 354- loaded. 51,000 mi. Call
753-7523.
6325.
LAKEVIEW Home in 51 . Campers
Pine Bluff Shores. 3 BR,
2 bath, big living room AOLIDAY camper, 20',
with fireplace, front completely self conporch and sun deck. tained, excellent condidouble car garage with tion. Call 759-1867.
work shop. $53,000. 502- 18 FT. Golden Falcon
Keith Black's
camper. Call 753-9342_
436-2877 or 314-479-3845.
Painting
LARGE shady lot, 406 1977 AIR stream 27 tf
Interior & Exterior
North 7th, two story, 4 excellent cond air
BR, 2 baths, living room cond.. electric
reasonable rates. Col
has fireplace, large jack,many extras. Call
Keith Slack 753-6244
dining room, outside 753-7792.
for free estimate.
storage building, large
garden space. Priced in 52. Boats-Motors
17 FT. Mark Twain 186 GUTTERING by Sears
530's. John Randol
Realty and Auct n mere cruiser. Also 23 ft. Sears continuous gutIC
,
,
To
riwan_y. 753-5561.
self-contained prowler ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Y on the marke , camper would consider
753-2310 for free
this versitile home might trade for property north Sears
just fill all your housing of Murray of equal estimate.
INSULATION
blown in
requirements. This house vaJue. Call after 5 p.m.
by Sears. TVA aphas two bedrooms and 3 753-0410.
full baths plus 20 x 52 18' MARK Twain. open proved. Save on those
room for expansion. bow, 165 Merc. i/o. high heating and coolDon't hesitate any longer. Boat good condition. ing bills. Call Sears
Call Century 21, Lorette mechanically excellent, 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492
Call 753-7322.
today.
22 FOOT Fiberglas boat,
RERDUCED. Will con- 150 HP I/O, tamdam
Aluminum and Vinyl
sider contract nice trailer. $2500 Will considing and Aluminum
starter or retirement sider trade. Call 436.2506
trim for all houses. It
home. 2 BR, 214 acres. 7 14 FT. Fiber glass ski
stops pointing.
miles 280 East, 438-2802.
boat walk through 65
Jack Glover
New 3 br 2bath house H.P. Mercury Must
753-1873
with 2 car garage. Will sell. Call 759-4664 after
consider any reasons. 5• 30 p.m.
ble offer. Call 753-3903.
JOINER'S Tree Ser.
53. Services Offered
vice. 30 years exSMALL contractor. perience. Also bucket
Handy man service. 30 truck for hire. Call
year experience. 753-0366.
Specialty masonry. Call LEE'S CARPET
438-5800.
CLEANING. Murray's
Remodeled Coun- APPLIANCE SER- only
professional Car•
try Home. Easy 12 VICE. Kenmore, pet Cleaning Company
Westinghouse. with over 12 years
Mile Drive from
Whirlpool. 21 years continuous local service
Murray
with experience. Parts and using the most powerful
service,
Bobby Hopper. cleaning system made.
Barns, Pastures, Bob's Appliance
Ser- Hundreds of satisfied
Woodlots
vice.
and
202 S. 5th St. repeat customers.
753-4872,
753-8886
Licensed and Insured.
Stream. 5 or 76
We move the furniture
I home I.
Acres.
Free estimates, 24
free.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for hour service. 753-5827.
Call 474-8029
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
PAINTING
electric ranges,
and
47. Motorcycles
microwaves, dishwashers. reRONDA 125 three
wheeler like new, ex- frigerators. etc. Earl
INTERIOR
cellent condition. Honda Lovett. 354-6956 or 753EXTERIOR
550, 4 cylinder, excel- 5341
PAINTING
lent condition. Call 753.
a
5341 or 753-8766.
WALLPAPERING
1982 750 YAMAHA
Virago with sport fairing, low mileage, 2
helmets and cover in24 hr. Service
cluded. Will negotiate.
753-3.534.
3 WHEELER and Dthf.
r FREE ESTIMATES*
Bike Repair. Call after
5p.m. L&W ATV Service, 753-9346.

Out

For all your
budding needs

Sale Ky
95 75 Germination
Ju cents lb 901-642-8544
days 9016428542 or
642.7432 everungs

759 1099

56

Free

Corner of Industrial Rd

Rn

S

Column

that

will

be

lung hair cats
Call 753-8446 after 5pm

small

Onury•s
CUSTOM KI I CHEN CABINt TS
X, COS tOM WOOf WV(1148.INC;

•
•
210E83 WOOD CABINETS II
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Brach • OM • Walnut • Cherry •
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOORCASES •
KITCHEN CABSNEI TOP'S • VANITIES
CUSTOM BURT FURNITURE le FURNITURE REFINISHING •
COMPITRIVE PENCIS INee By • SO.
•
Coleelay
•
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•

•
•e••••Q•••.•••e•,•s••

We
make wet basements
dry Work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Construction Co Rt. 2. Box
409A. Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WE repair, buy and sell
used air conditioners.
Call 753-9104.
JACK'S Plumbing Repair Call 759.9335
WET BASEMENT"

ROOFING!
15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimates

436-2999

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
.LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Fre. Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits

1x12x16 Lap Siding
$3.00
Shingles.. . 415.00 sq. and up
Over 200 Rolls No Wax
Vinyl Flooring$2.99 sq. yd. & up
Roll Roofing
$9.95
Tar Paper
$7.95 roll

PASCHALL SALVAGE
/
1
4 Mile South Hazel, Ky.
On 641-901-498-8964

EVERYTHING WE f•••
TOUCH TURNS TO

COUNTRY SO/JIM
Liustif & liveable, Leming room. Prang room both
with ante-rooms lobrary. ph.4 bedrooms, three
baths Reduced to 559 500

CRANKING COLONIAL
Thee totally remodeled honer alters almost twice
ene Hoof spec. tor Ihe money •a MINN/ harm*,
14..p10.• large famed, Preced at S69 500 Phone
PappOrtid Rutty, 753-1222

TINE MIAMI OF IINCIELLENCR

MAR TINE UTINVWNEITT

bedrooms. 3 Mths. timely roorn tenth fireplace,
beamed ceder's, & Oar Modern kitchen. utility
,00rn .90 2-Car garage Preced in the 590 •

Very mewled wee-owed for ham in an excenent
locatron No mainlenenc• Heck Galena, pth
alunanurn Udine Onc•O me °nil. 542 500 Phone
753-1272

FOR SALE
OR LEASE

Stubblefield
Electric

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

759-4899

48

Auto,
.Services

GOOD Reconditioned
Auto Batteries,
guaranteed' $15 ex
change. Call 753-3711
49

Help Wanted

Homes

FOR SALE BY OWNER
4 bedroom brick colonial style and 3 acres
Living room, dining
room, den. new bult-in
kitchen appliances.
Barn, pond, fenced in
pasture and workshop.
Lovely tree setting.
Less than 15 minutes
horn Murray $49,500.
Cell 1-345-2817

Sales

set, school

desk, radio, telephone,

46

WANT to buy siarnese
kitten Call Nancy 7530025
SCOTTISH Terrier
puppies. 12 weeks old,
ARC registered Call
333-2731

lots of bargains

Garage Sale

Pets•Suppli•s

38

Used

Cars

1950 CHEVROLET club
coupe restored engine
overhauled, new up•
holstery, has all 50's
extras. 1524 Kirkwood
Dr. Call 753-7190,
1975 CUTLASS
SUPREME. Runs excellent. Body Fair 1.500
miles on rebuilt engine
80.xxx miles on original
engine. Asking $995
7519311
1975 EL Camino, p s
p.b., air, AM-FM cats
the with topper
1964
Chevrolet to rebuild or
for parts. 759 1867
1977 FORD LTD Good
condition, local car
Good family car Call
753 7707.
1973 PINTO, 1350. Fair
condition. Call
after 6 p.m,

753 9344

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 338.50
Opened
335.75
Today
3.75
Down

LAKE HOME
Large fornely Mom oyerloolung Ky Lake .r
Beautikil Panorama %Ores. F,1 .eoNi-oor basemen,
often room Its soore CoN today

MCI JUST 11101.1CILD 22.000
Th.. Rom* otters oh •xcellent 1100e plan for the
groareng tame, 3 bedrooms 2 bens 2 Imo/R.b
centre i gas Met End pmed en the $40 a Contact
hopperud Realty

STOP! LOOK! SAC!!
COMIOrta01.13 to•dr0Ont 2 Nth temck Procne with
CiIntrall Dos n•ai 2-Cs. garage hod • eery *Mr
dati• gpce 12.20 outsade Home bldg enemaed Preced en Ma 550 a Phom 753-1222

NNW QATINIONO1J011 LISTING
Non 0 *Mechem 3 bedroom 2 bath home pit,
economectO central gas Mat e04 neve Make 01050 wends:ma A barge, at Only S60.000

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday

7 22

Opened
Today
Down

711
11

INDUCBBI
Pm* mit reduced 12000 on iSe. °Machu* 3
bea,com $ome ,osi orbs or Wormy Comement
and economP 151,000

POCKETIBOOK KUSER
Ettrerneey well maintained lanal neat 2 bedroom
norm en Ham] Othwed at *My 1,9 SOO 'Mom
Kopmered ReM17 753-1772

ComplirrinnIs of

A SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
GOLD

751 7 I 1 1
We. buy Gtelt4 %oleo. A Ommoeld•
10 8 Doily 12 5 Sunday
ii

[WS DItCOUNT PANELEN
Paneling

7.305.30 MON "at
MI 7.30 410 100 PM

100 Patterns

$3.75

K•LII INTO •WEARTY

1401/1111 MOO II ACRES

Moo listing in Cernerbery on • tomer lot meng
room family room with tlrepece kernai dnyong
room 3 bedrooms. 2 1 1 bealm leaNNIN decoreNd
93 '222
and 00.0.4 .1 180 000 ,

t ac•••• 0.05 ens not.from city arraltta 4 Memo,
Ito,,.. Pus Nip Kap buildl/G and 2-.Ml, Mabee
for Um*. Priced fa °My 001.1100 C.tI 1,
00Pon
Reedy 7S3 1273

Plywood•Pill
Wenn LAN

up

leItt;Ar

wane ravivisii

Dow thin
Rachel Caleerni
leerroese TKNORS
Keehn IFRWRA

Hwy.43 1 Mi. So.
Martin. Tn.
901 /5117-3000

753-1222
(24 Hour
Phone)

711 Main
Murray,
Ky.

eau,
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Coleman and Brown face kidnap charges

OBITUARIES

Ohio AP
tests
Mr. Crutcher Brother of local woman dies — DAYTON.
Alton Coleman and
Montgomery County
Brown,
facing
Debra
Sheriff's Sgt. Henry
Waid Hopkins. 79,
Friends may call at
found dead
federal
kidnapping
Kresse said Ms. Brown
brother of Mrs. Lexie the funeral home
charges and considered was transferred from
Wilkerson of Murray, tonight (Friday I
in office
suspects
in
a
six-state
the Montgomery County
died Thursday at the
Midwest crime spree, Jail about 815 a.m
Regional Medical
Clyde C. Crutcher,
Revival
will
North
Carolina Thursday to a federal
are in
formerly of Calloway Center, Madisonville.
and Kentucky, respec- prison for women in
Survivors include his
County, was found
be
at
competency
tively,
Goshen
for
Lexington. Ky
wife, Mrs. Jenny
murdered in the office
Coleman was
of his used car lot at Jenkins Hopkins, two UM Church
Trinity Center transferred about noon
New Port Richey. Fla . sons, Craig Hopkins.
to a federal prison in
Revival services will
Wednesday morning. Owensboro, and Greg
Butner, N.C.. Kresse
revival will
according to law of- Hopkins, Washington. be held at the Goshen
said.
D.C.; three United Methodist
ficials there.
Coleman, 28, and Ms
Church starting Sunday, start Sunday
Mr. Crutcher had grandchildren.
Brown. 21, both of

been residing in New
Port Richey since 1979.
He had retired after 30
years service with the
Ford Motor Co. at
Detroit, Mich.
Born Feb. 11, 1911. in
Calloway County. he
was the son of the late
Walter Crutcher and
Lillie English Crutcher.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Shirley Barrow Crutcher. to whom
he was married on Oct.
6. 1930; one daughter,
Mrs. Verline Gantt,
Florida; two sons,
Hollis Crutcher, Detroit,
Mich., and Norman
Crutcher, Florida;
seven grandchildren; 11
great-grandchildren.
Two sisters, Mrs.
Mattie Thomas, Rt. 3,
Murray. and Mrs.
Codell Harper, Irons,
Mich., also survive,
along with one brother,
William N. Crutcher,
Hazel, and several
nieces and nephews.
The Max Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs.
Wilkerson, Murray. and
Mrs. Ruby Dobson and
Mrs. Maxie Boyd of
Wingo; one brother.
Bowd Hopkins of Water
Valley.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Hopkins
and Brown Funeral
home, Wing°. The Rev
Charles Nelson will
officiate.

Sept. 9, and continuing
through Wednesday,
Sept. 12
The Rev
Paul
McAdoo, pastor of the
South Pleasant Grove
Church, will be the
speaker for the services
to be at 7 p.m. each
evening. Special music
will be featured at each
service.
The pastor. the Rev.
Don Faulkner, invites
the public to attend.

The Trinity Christian
Center, located on North
18th Street at Calloway
Avenue, will hold
revival services starting Sunday, Sept. 9, and
continuing through
Wednesday, Sept. 12.
The Rev. G.W. Foister
will be the evangelist for
the services at 7 p.m.
each evening, according
to the pastor, the Rev.
R.W. R1gler, who invites
the public to attend.

Homer Burnett Colson, father of Mrs. Jimmy (Peggy) Greer of
Murray, died Thursday
at 9:30 a.m. at the Trigg
County Hospital, Cadiz.
He was 68 years of age
and a resident of Cadiz.
A veteran of World War
II. he was a member of
the Canton Baptist
Church and Canton
Lodge No. 242 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Mr. Colson was a
retired truck driver and
was employed by the
Tennessee Valley
Authority for a number
of years.
Born March 2, 1916, in
Trigg County, he was
the son of the late
Robert (Bob) Colson
and Sadie Futrell
Colson.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Lorene
Shelton Colson; one
daughter, Mrs. Greer,
and one granddaughter,
Miss Kaci Greer, Murray: two brothers,
Calvert Colson. Dexter,
and Marvin Flood,
Murray.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of the Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadiz. The Rev. Ronnie
Slvells and the Rev.
Wesley Hibbs will
officiate.

VS 1 *WM lbs
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Fraaces Drake

Sale
10.99
Save 35% on

FOR SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,
1964
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say, read Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
You bring good cheer to someone
the forecast given for your birth sign.
confined. Something catches your eye
ARIES
when shopping. Leisure activies are
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19!
As the day progresses, it gets bet- most gratifying.
ter. Two minor disappointments are SAGITTARIUS
overshadowed by exciting romantic Nov. 22to Dec. 21
Be sure to acuept invitations. A new
and job developments
romantic interest awaits you. Lock is
TAURUS
with you in connection with money
(Apr.20toMay 20)
Trust intuition regarding career. and real estate.
Then turn your attention to romance CAPRICORN
which has you happily intrigued till (Dec.22 to Jan. 19
Get away for the day if you can.
the wee small hours.
Fresh air relaxes you. An offer of
GEMINI
business support comes from an unexi May21 toJune20)
Business interests should improve pected party.
now. Love at first sight makes this an AQUARIUS
exciting time for you. Existing rela- Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're the life of the party and not
tionships sparkle.
above a flirtation or two! A businessCANCER
money opportunity is for real. Accept
(June 21 to July 22)
Travel puts new life into a partner- it.
*Sr
ship. A pleasant surprise makes for a PISCES
wow
,lelightful evening. Good news comes IFeb. 19 to Mar.20i
You're more confident than usual
from afar.
and plunge into your activities with
LEO
gusto. Others take favorable notice of
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
An investment pays off, but this is you.
not a cue for furthur speculation. YOU BORN TODAY have drive and
Weekend jaunts lead to romance and ambition. Attracted to large ventures,
you have a talent for making money.
unexpected adventures.
However, you are not always wise in
VIRGO
14:
(Aug. 23toSept. 22)
the handling of your funds and may
Quite by chance, You'll discover experience fluctuation in your forsomething very pleasing when shopp- tunes. You may have an interest in
ing. Even the most confirmed technical writing and also would
bachelor meets romantic opportunity. make a fine accountant. You should
learn to specialize for your greatest
LIBRA
Zet success. You belong in a leadership
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 i
Creative types are newly inspired. position. Birthdate of: Peter Sellers,
You have an unexpected admirer. actor; Jimmy Rodgers, country
Financial and domestic interests are singer; and Sid Caesar, TV personality.
happily highlighted.

DeVanti's

men's plaid
sportshirts.
Orig. $17. Classically tailored long
sleeve button-down sportshirt of
polyester/cotton. Assorted plaids in
men's sizes.

Sale
14.99
Save 40% on
twill slacks
for men.
Orig. $25. Polyester/cotton twill slacks,
continental waist. Casual solids in men's
sizes.

Chestnut St.
753-1314

Labor Day Special
Friday, Aug. 31 through Sept. 9, 1984

Prime Rib 8 Oz.,
• $595
Potato and House Salad. .
Rib Eye 5 Oz.
$ 389
Potato and House Salad. .
Top Sirloin
• $ 309
Potato and House Salad. .

Burial will follow in
the Lawrence
Cemetery. Masonic
rites will be conducted
at the gravesite.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today (Friday).

Catering
753-1314
Now Open Til 1 AM Each Day

hey're Here — They re Here — They're Here — They're Here — They're Here — They're Here .3.1

THEY'RE HERE
Pick Up Your Free 1985 Hillmark
;
4. Gift Catalog. 6000 Name Brand Items 1_,
,=
At The Area's Lowest Prices.
;
;
Register For Thousands Of Dollars ,
In Door Prizes. Help Us Celebrate The 1
4
a Grand Opening Of Our New Store At .
.
,
.
;
;
314 Main On The Court Square.
They ,
0 tolfLre

—

o o oi •C` Nrore

— Ple
.y fp...dere — Thadas
.
Here — They're

Sale
49.99
Save 29%
on men's
corduroy
sport coat
Orig. $70. Men's fully lined corduroy
sport coat. Features sporty suede
elbow patches and contemporary
styling. Men's sizes.

i

SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
a;

Hog market report released

Your Individual
Horoscope

orit

Mrs. Greer's
father dies
on Thursday

kidnappinsr
Waukegan, Iii., were ar- ty pleas to the kidnapp- nn th
rested July 20 in ing charges, pending an charge stemming from
Evanston. In. They are evaluation of their the July 16 abduction of
suspects in a six-state competency
a Kentucky college professor, Oline Carrnical,
Midwestern crime spree
They were indicted He was found unharmed
that includes slayings,
beatings and Aug 21 by a federal In his car trunk July 17
grand Jury in Cincinnati in a Dayton park
abductions.
U.S. District Judge
Walter Rice in Dayton
ordered the competency
1.414.44.414
US I 514.410/ 5..
1,
441.4ral Sala Illffittall 54,444 Sae
10-44.114
tests Tuesday, and said gigs Friday -_•- 1. ISI4
US ss awns N.
Sem
assluely Pyles. Anm.• nog
they should last no
1181.64/4.10
US 11 1111444 5.
Marla &yen Inhainia• 4 11.471.4
longer than 30 days.
ssiss.aJv
US 11 555414 lin
111414isse
oas-sraa.ms
Rice rejected an atwes.. 004 1.5 use err US S 404-4101156.
ON= 41./6
rpm a 004 All 1614.r I.woody
tempt by their attorneys US 11114-1411 5.
11141.1041/8/
US 1 II NS-4041/1*.
11.14.40-44.411
4511.111184110
US 4-1 10144•4
last month to enter gullFro se 411.14

-4
7

Watch For Our Brochure
..,
."
.c.
,,.
a Prices Good For The Both The Murray & Paducah Stores. ;

1,JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
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Fall Fashion Section

ouoh,„
g ""(1141/49
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Trtihteci

Standard & Customized
•Monograms
'Heat Press
*Transfer
•Silkscreening
•Personalized Gifts
•Jackets
•Caps
•T-Shirts
'Purses
'Garment Bags
'Emblems
'Patches

••••••

Visit us at our
new downtown
location: 115 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
(502) 753-7743

THE Barrom LINE
ON HEMLINES-The
big news this year is
skirt length. While every
woman has a length that
looks best on her, this
fashion isn't being dictated to everyone. But 34
Inches is causing talk.

Mon-Fri 10-5
Sat. 10-2

Vg3$VV
4 /L111 Fashio
t\V 4
Begins With A
---- V
Slimmer Trimmer You. tt3
'ea

Come meet the Diet
Center Counselors and
see how you can lose
that stubborn weight
on a diet
tailored to
your needs.

Counselor
Patty Mahoney

UNSTRUNG
HEROES.
.
.
,
.
:
.... •. . _

Counselor
Sandy Fulton
44(

DIET
CENTER

4:3
Hwy. 641 N. Th• Why,
Mon-fel. 700-12:30, 2:20. 3:20
1:41: 10-214266

Onmaelsr
Sas Sills

. 7

OVVVVVV4

wan.

Velcrothoes frOm NIKE.
Strap your kids into a pair today. It's the
mostfun they can have.
With no strings attached.

Southsido Shopping Center

5.

.

IV
753-4383

Fall Fashion Section
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Sweaters...sweaters...
Easy shapes and nubby textures
Simplicity

Adventurous New Fall
And Winter Styles
For Men and Women

aMOM
:
I
the original
Our classic boiled wool ikirt — in
a range of colors, coordinated with
any number of matching jackets.

...WM.

4gese

SOUTHS1DE MANOR

Mti9RAY, KEN T UCK V

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP

Downtown
Ct. Sq.

7
,
1 Igs2

Air -

•,40,
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Fall Fashiou Sectiaq,

Individual color and style options mark fashion season

You'll flip
over Dexter boots.
This is the hottest boot in America. Dexter's version
features son k•ather uppers and convertible tops that can
flip up, down, or anywhere in between. And at Dexter's
price, this season, everyone can aftord to be in fashion

Taupe
Black
Raisin
Grey

Fashion has always had its ups and downs, its ins and outs. Skirt lengths have risen,
only to fall again. ane alien, only to creep upward, a season or two later. Sleek, narrow
styles have been replaced by fuller, more fanciful fashions, which have reigned a short
season before abdica:ing to lankier looks. And, with each change of shape, has come a
related change of mod — sophisticated or playful, quintessentially modern or "retro"
in the most distinctive sense of the word.
Fall '84 seems to defy this trend toward exclusiveness, this seesawing of "out- and
"in," as it dispells many of the myths surrounding fashion by being essentially a season
of many moods, one of almost limitless options.
For, fall '84 provides a rounded picture
of the contemporary American woman,
and provides her with a multitude of fashion alternatives to suit the many facets of
her lifc, and her own special style, as well.
Pants are in the fashion forefront, but so
are skirts. Sportswear is easy-wear. even-

ing dress an excursion into all-out glamour.
Therea plethora of narrow dresses and
skirts for fall. so, too, is there a wide selection of looser looks.
Even with all the options available,
however, Seventh Avenue's designers have

set some trends, expressed certain distinct
preferences as to what looks right for this
season, fall '84.
Again and again in the collections of
fashion's superstars was seen the full,
boxy jacket, short enough to skim the
waist or big enough to brush the hemline.
leg...most frequently paired with long,
narrow (or shorter, even narrower) skirts
or sleek trousers, cuffed or rolled at the
ankle. The most fashionable alternative to
the Jacket is the cardigan sweater single or
double breasted which goes anywhere
with elan.
Another important look was layer upon
layer, featuring a counterpoint of colors.
Continued On Page 5

FirstImpression's Fall
Line Is Here. The
Very Lastest In High
as
' Wear

b

e

16

Central Shopping Center
Open Nights,
Sunday 1-5

hack
Layaway

REMEMBER.
THERE'S NEVER
A SECOND
CHANCE TO
MAKE A.

The

Shacase

121 By Pass
Murray, Ky.
We have short formal
and party dresses for
all of your.
special happenings!
A super selection
of the latest styles
and colors —
Dance and Pageantgowns too!
(Juniors and Misses sizes)

) We're more than a bridal store!

A
SHOWN
IS
"T'REVHtA" knit twopiece dress by Body
Eagnsh, with suede collar and three-quarter
length sleeves, in an
asymmetrical design
and a slenderising
silhouette. It's perfect
for traveling and Is
lightweight
and
wrinkle-free.

40-A"...f-

•
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Individual color and style options...
Continued From Page 4
textures and patterns. Large scale herringbones mixed with tiny glen plaids in coordinating colors — jacket on vest, worn
with tweedy pants to match.
Skirts were long for the most part. as
full or as narrow as you pleiKe. and worn
with intricately patterned sweaters or
menswear-inspired shirts, feminine
blouses accented with lace or simple cash-

mere sweaters whose quality and subtlety
were key to their appeal.
Color provided as many options as style
— for those with a flair for the dramatic.
brights worn with black or gray, for a
more low-key, yet still high style look, a
pairing of neutral with neutral, often utilizing several shades of essentially the
same hue in a single outfit.
For the first time in several seasons,

winter white is an important look, in soft
wools and loose, decorative knits, with
variations on white and off-white mixed
and matched with off-handed elan.
For day, shoe heels tended to be low for
comfort, practicality and fashion sense.
For evening, height adds style, an essential adjunct to the rich, elegant fashions of
shimmering silk velvet in deep, resonant
shades or of dark wool shot through with
gold or silver or bronze.
-

The shearest organzas enlivened by a
metallic sheen competed with sequined
and beaded extravaganzas for evening
honors, full of dazzle and glitter. and designed to bring down the house.
It all adds up to fashion as it was meant
to be — flattering to the uomen who wear
it. dazzling the people who see them, and
ultimately expressive of a personal style
which is each individual wornan's distinctive signature.

NOW OPEN
TAFFETA AND RUFFLES ARE COMBINED
in those two dresses from
the Flirtations Holiday
Collection.
Reminiscent of the'Ws,a layered
tartan plaid taffeta skirt
bells out from a strapless
black velvet bodice on
the dress featured at
right. On top, a drop.
waist dress of taffeta —
the fabric
of
the
season—has a neon
bright sash for wintertime glamour.

Phyllis'Beauty
Shop
Located at Coldwater
on 121 North
Open Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
For your new fall hairstyles call
489-2697

ty
35;,,
fi

11 I

"Ir

Fall Is Upon Us. Sweaters, Long Shirts,
Unconstructed Jackets all are part of the NEW Look! We Offer You A Choice.

Li

lia0
011
04116
Oft CAf86)4t
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POLISHED CABUCHONS of semi-precious stones — jet,jasper, tiger's
eye, soda-llte, and adventurine
— are set by jewelry designer Alexis Kirk into rounded
bezels of pewter triple•dipped in gold to form
the graceful Harlequin necklace. Sweater set: Bern Conrad.

„ Less • woWsled Sells tor

s • is

art Sails tor Less •WoSkliost Sells kw less •

al Mari Sells for Lass •Wei Mort Sails for Lost

WAI:MART

Fall Fashion Sale
Junior and Misses
Corduroy Blazers
•100% cotton, 100% Nylon
taffeta lining •Classic
styling •Assorted colors
•Sizes 5/6-15/16
,.Reg. 19.58

Style
Selection
May
Vary
Iv Store

Ladies Bike Jackets
•Cotton corduroy-nylon -polyester-cotton-poplin
•Assorted styles & colors •Reg. 37.88

Basic Fleece Top and
Fleece Pants
•50/50 Cotton/acrylic •Tops one
long raglan sleeve •Sweat pont
has elastic waist ond onkle
•Assorled colors
•Sizes S-M-L
,

N\A\

occasion
an9 g,ift of
with a
special gold.
karat days and
real
i
roe"
15:ttlet
real

Junior Knit Top

tne
rnortlen
give
for all
special,
little
10e". See
for
selection
lite gold
soon.
Karat
Woolen
Wide
FEELS
od and
El.SE
Wen
001tittiG
GOLD

•Short sleeves, rib knit sleeve,
cuff and collar, button placket
•Assorted solid fashion colors
and stripes •65/35 Poly/cotton
•With or without embroidery
izeNk-M-1. 'Reg. 8.97-9.97

REAL

6.00
Hwy. 641 N. Central Center 6`
Mon.-Sat. 9-9. Sun. 12:30-5:30
Prices Valid Thru Mon. 9/ 10/84
ills to. Lase •WoWeleme Salts for

• Wolot

.I

L
1.10

1/11l 4.1•11 5 41.1.11111.1111111100.0111••• 001.1e• -••au ••••••••
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Furches Jewelery

113 S. 4th St.

753-2835

einaparescsAttiespk

••••,-
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Warm, lightweight down garments: today's practical
fashion message for an assortment of fall activities
The key to fashion and warmth this
winter is a down-filled jacket or vest. For
walks in the country, outdoor sports and
everyday activities, nothing will keep you
warmer than these lightweight garments
that are a big part of this season's basic
fashion look.
Down garments are unique because
down is nature's own miracle insulator.
There is no other filling which is lighter,
warmer or softer. Down is the warmest insulator for its weight. It provides a combination of comfort and protection which no
other insulator can duplicate.
How it worts
Down is form fitting — down fillings
are really thousands of individual clusters.
As a result, there are no spaces for wind to
blow in through the openings. The garment drapes to the body and conforms to
your shape.
The amount of loft or thickness of the
down filling will be a key to the warmth
the garment will provide. The higher the
loft, the warmer the garment will be.
Garments made of blends of down and
feathers are also popular. These garments
usually cost less than a down garment but
still provide excellent insulation and longevity.
A Mended product is better than a polyester product but will tube as lightweight
and long-lasting as the down ones. They
will cost less than down garments and still
do an effective insulation job.
According to the Feather & Down Association, there are certain ups to keep ir

mind when buying a down garment, so
that you select one that is well made and
designed to last. Check to see that the
seams are well sewn. Check for neatness
of stitching, and avoid garments with exposed fabric edges.
Inspect the surface of the fabric. You
can expect some tiny feathers to poke
through the surface from time to time.
However, if the fabric looks fuzzy, there
may be quite a la of down leakage.
Easy cleaning
Most down garments are easy to clean.
The cleaning technique used on a down
garment is determined by the fabrics of the
shell and lining and any trim or accessories. The manufacturer's permanently affixed care label will give you the proper
care instructions for your particular garment.
The down will withstand as many launderings or cleanings as the fabric, and will
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Read The
Ledger & Times
for all the latest news

actually improve its bulking with each
laundering. If the label indicates that a
garment is washable you should use a mild
detergent or one of the special down soaps
available today.
Spot removal
If you gets spa on the garment, it is ad
yisable to launder the entire garment
rather than to spot wash. You should not
wring or twist the garment_ A garment
that is machine or hand-washed should be
tumble-dried until it is thoroughly dry.
If dry cleaning is recommended on the
manufacturer's label, make certain that the
garment is cleaned by a professional dry
cleaner, preferably one who is knowledgeable in cleaning down-filled items.
A quality down garment is not only
fashionable, it's lightweight and warm.
and is designed to give you years of comfort and value.

Shop Murray
for all your
fall fashion needs

A DashofSpice!
Stop hi, browse, let your Merle Norman Beauty Advisor
show you how to make the most of your assets...a
look
that's just right for your lifestyle. Because there's only
one face like your face. Make up $4.25 to $12.00

MERLE noRmAn®
The Place for the Custom Face®

Bel Air Center

753-6926

The Fall Fashion
Begins At

Factory Discount Shoes
Tuesday, Sept. 11th
Don't Miss Out!

Swing into fall fashion with top quality

name brands from The Youth Center.
New
Ladies Fall & Winter
Name Brand Shoes
Such As Connie, Andiamo,
Hush Puppies, Footnotes
and many others

Only

9.95

New Shipment
Men's & Women's

Ladies
Short Split Leather
Jean Boots
In Several Styles
Colors. Taupe, Rust. Gray
and Beige

24.95
Men's

Dress & Casual
Shoes

Leather Ponys
Converse & Nike
$
At Our
Usual Low Prices
& $

16,$18
20

Good Selection

Men's Dingo Boots
_ _•

38.95
Factory Discount Shoes
16th and Main

753-9419

.00

.„.
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Fall Fashion Section
FOR CENTURIES, WOMEN HAVE HAD LIMITATIONS placed on every aspect of their lives. The
progressive attitude of women in the '50s began a period In which women dared to move and challenge
constantly the boundaries that had been placed around them. This independence has left its mark,creating
a need for hair and clothing that reflects this new breed of woman — determined, sexy and adventurous.
As challenges changed so did the look of women in the marketplace. Conservative, tailored images were
the standard so that being feminine and successful didn't seem to mix. Women today have come to realize
that they can be successful and feminine without apologies. With this in mind internationally recongiz
ed hair designer Rocco Altobeill of St. Paul Minnesota has created the Bubble Cut '84.

New hair styles also in store for fall '84

•

••
•
•

;are

4,
4414 •I

•

From The Azalea
City News
and Review,
Mobile, Ala.
spiked, textured,
layered, tousled, moussed, scrunched, buzzed,
waved and rolled. The
vocabulary changes as
much as the hair styles.
Here is a look at trends,
ideas and directions for
hair in fall '84.
Most of today's top
stylist agree that hair
should be no longer than
just above the shoulders
for to allow the hair to
,>lmove, but many options
still available. What
amay be too long on one
woman may not be on
another.
Texture is the key to
this season's hair cut.
Gone are the smooth
layers of yester year.
Hair styles beneath hair
styles are the new

New Arrivals "

direction.
Multiple layers and
textures blend to create
contrast. Spiked and
smooth, curly and
straight, long and short
mix to achieve a doubled textured look that
gives height while
allowing for health.
Fullness at ttie-top is a
concern this fair as well
as the need for versatility. The bob, originated
with the street kids of
London, has been
adapted to many different styles. This street
fashion is very popular
but the look may be
stronger than most
Mobillans would enjoy.
The progressive hairdresser can delute it
down to a form that appeals to his clients.
Shorter hair is off the
face with swigs of slightly longer hair tapering

down the nape of the
neck. Most lengths are
tending toward the
layered pompadour
tops.
Dimensional shading
is the trend in hair coloring. Using two or three
different colors to
enhance the haircut
results in more flattering, less harsh tints. One
technique involves us.
trig darker shades at the
sides and nape and
graduating to a lighter
shade on top. Another
method highlights the
front of the hair and
steaks the perimeter in
order to frame the face.
Touching up the dark
fall roots to match the
bleached summer ends
can be done with color
blending. Tint backs can
also be added to,clark
hair to deposit hints of
highlights.

Reg. $45-$48

5

Our Price $26
9
10-5 Monday -Saturday

located I.%
Lon Groor Shopping Conn.,
1027 Minprol W.Iis Paris TN 30242

Create A

Calvin
Klein

Reg. To 24.99
IfINJ11
,
1 Jalverttred Cheeno'i in either .orduroy
cotton NW. Corduroy Cheerio... IN fathom color. 01
purple. khaki, grey. "'wad hint.
and burgandy
Cotton twill co/ort of purple. grey. Mick. brown, aide..
khaki and red Rory now for the heti le/et-non in colon
.rndpme.

Designer
Original For Fall!
The Fabric For Fall

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
9:30-9 Mon.-Sat 1-6 Sun.

Most of this season's
perms give hair "bend"
rather than waves.
These soft perms will be
loose and messy, tending toward body waves
rather than tight curls.
"Spot perms" will be used just on underneath
layers or in various vertical sections of the hair.
The important thing,
Is to wear a style that
suits your needs.
Stylists are emphasizing a more versatile cut
that adapts to a
woman's requirements.
Communication and
consultation are imperative. Today's hairdresser is more aware
of each individual
woman's image, hair
texture and personality.
Her priorities and time
demands are taken into
consideration when
deciding on a cut

Fall Faahion Section

Building a
designer
wardrobe

Halston's wardrobe-building fashion
philosophy remains concise as well as
workable: "Begin with five easy pieces —
a pair of pants, a jacket, a skirt and two
blouses_ This plan provides women with a
fashion foundation to build upon season
after season with added color and new
styles," states America's top designer.
Halston incorporates his wardrobe philosophy in the HALSTON 111 Collection
for fall, 1984, exclusively for JCPenney.
This season's highlights include innovative color and fabric in a signature collec-
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tion of wearable classics and accessories The high quality woolen fabrics in medesigned specifically for today's career lange and plaid treatments plus the crepe overprinted rose jacquard
Another interpretation features a meoriented women.
de chine jacquards and melange knits lange wool plaid skirt coordinated with the
New for fall '84 is his statement of me- spell out the designer's fashion point
of rose jacquard blouse, both in cranberry
lange fabrics and colors that create an in- difference.
Halston's monotone sweater dressing
descent effect. The sporty and career
The HALSTON III career dressing belifestyle collections not only echo the gins with a group of high styled, related features a long-sleeve crew neck sweater
richly tailored menswear influence of the separates including sweaters, pants and under a shetland cable vest or an elongated
cable knit cardigan, both styles worn over
season but also work together to create a jackets.
worsted wool flannel tailored pants and
totally coordinated fashion wardrobe.
Adopted from his couture fashions, accessorized with coordinating
knit
The designer's new color palette for Halston's wool jacket in teal features
a scarves, hats and shawls for a one-tone
the season blends tones of carnet and gray longer length with stylized lapels
and a
with rich shades of plum, teal and rust
Continued on page 12
lean skirt plus signature blouse in a teal

c3

FASHION
IMPRESSIONS
Pastel
Zenas
$

1 1 95

Name Brand

Jeans
For Men, Women
And Children

Assortment of
Blouses
$595
New Shipments
Arriving Daily

SUE'S
DISCOUNT JEANS
721 North at Stella

vailmnamp

Singular Elegance

Get your hair cutfamilystyle.
Families all over America are getting their hair cut at Fantastic Sams.
We give a high fashion cut, shampoo and style for a single price that
won't curl your hair. In a clean, fun, friendly atmosphere. And we do
everything with flair, featuring Helene Curtis MQ products. From coloring to cuts, high styling to perms. And you never need an appointment.
So bring your whole family to the original family haircutters. It shows
you're really using your head when it comes to cutting your family's hair.
Perm Special — $19.50
Regularly $27.50 Save $8.00
Murray
Paducah
Olympic Plaza
WAS Park Ave.
753-0542
442-4386
Open Monday Thru Saturday
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSAR rrY
0•••41ED AND OPERATID BY

TOM & YVONNE KEY
The original family haireutters.

-Fugastic
cSants

cuf l-kE

4,100/11111 liPso•

wrAz,
A Single
Dazzling
Diamond
Set in
14K Gold

•

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center

MIT SOON!

Murray, KY
753-1606

a
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Footloose fashions for fall '84
By KATE REEVES
Keeping ahead this
fall is the main concern
of the footwear
merchandisers.
Everyone concurs on
ane main theme: lots of
flats to wear with the
new cropped pants and
skirts.
Jane Lovett, owner of
the Shoe Tree says "flat
moccasins, mid heel
classic pumps and of
course for dress, high
heels are a must for
fall."
"Many of the fall
fashion footwear colors
are taupe, dark green
and purple," adds

Lovett.
The year's fall and
winter shoe style
forecast, Gail Scearce,
owner of Factory Discount Shoes says,
"Everything is in this
year! Everything from
the flat heel to the high,
high heel. It's wide
open, more than it ever
has been before."
Emmy Edwards,
owner of The Shoe
Shack says "the new
color we're excited
about for fall is stone,
which is a taupe-tone
and is an extremely
neutral shoe.
"Everyone is buying

Edwards added.
it,"
"The real trend is low
pumps and flats. The
fun shoes are little moccasins with rubber
cleats which are soft
and comfortable and
come in all the latest
Esprit colors."
Pat Stier, owner of
Shoe Barn, points out
that the main theme is
casual for fall footwear.
"The soft moccasins in
many different colors,
pumps and flats are all
good this fall.
"The leopard prints
are selling, as a matter
of fact, any skins will
go," adds Stier. Stier

also says,"We must not
forget the flat heel boot
that can be worn with
pants or skirts."
For children, this fall
it's just a continuation
of the adults' fashions.
Debbie Grogan, coowner of Footprints
says "the moccasin look
is good and anything
with Velcro is doing
very well: tennis shoes
or leather shoes."
"For the girls, it's the
riding boot and for the
boys, it's topsiders or
loafers, adds Grogan.
All in all, footloose is a
perfect description of
the latest fall footwear

"You've got your casual
and you've got your
dressy, and somewhere
in between you've got
your boots. They'll all
be in this fall!"

SWEATER WEATHER
— This is the season of
the sweater. From cotton
to the acrylic blends —
anything goes

SUBTLE
EXCITEMENT
AGAIN WE SAY THANKS TO YOU OUR VALUED CUSTOMER. WE ARE CELEBRATING OUR
8TH YEAR IN APPRECIATION WE ARE OFFERING YOU A SELECT GROUP OF MERCHANDISE
AT SPECIAL PRICES. STOP BY AND REGISTER FOR "FREE" GIFT CERTIFICATES. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

LADY DEVON
CO-ORDINATED

SPORTSWEAR

$

500

ONLY

EA

That little at
that overlaps this simple leather
pump rnokes all the difference between smelting and
average Its the subee attention to fashion
detail that gives Fontares so much flaw
COLOR. COLOR COLOR leatnet uPIDers,$

3955

foriares
a'aie

YOUR CHOICE OF BLAZER,SKIRT,
BLOUSE OR SWEATER
COLORS PLUM & BLACK
ALSO

EARLY FALL GROUP

MS. RUSS -

200/00FF

ALSO

ONE GROUP

AILEEN II

20%°FF

FREE GIFT CERTIFICATES
FREE
COFFEE &CAKE

1ST PRIZE -$100 GIFT CERTIFICATES
2ND PRIZE -$50 GIFT CERTIFICATES
3RD PRIZE -$25 GIFT CERTIFICATES

$988

LL
PA,1
-rs
$888

SHIRTS
$700

5>SST.

BOXED

SEAMLESS

BLOUSES

NECKLACE & PENDANTS
$500

STOCKINGS
TAN 99c

DRESSE
OtEr S

300/00,,

Reg $2095

BASEBALL

2302 KY. AVENUE PADUCAH. KY.

b

oib
hack

Central Shopping Center
Open Nights.
Sunday 1 6
if= Layaway
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Alexis Kirk:
The winning season
"Thoroughbred accessories are the
mark of a winner,- says Alexis Kirk, the
Cory Award winning designer of belts and
jewelry. "The woman who is a success or
a potential champion has the confidence
and beanng of the odds-on favorite. She's
making a mark in her world and she
chooses accessories that boldly signal her
identification with today's achievers."
For fall and holiday. 1984. Alexis
Kirk's attention-getting collection of belts
and jewelry has the executive suite smell
of succcss. His designs are unabashedly
elegant, each piece incorporating the unmistakable hallmark of thoroughbred
quality: striking design, fine craftsmanship and luxurious materials.

LARRY GATLIN models the
popular eased nappa leather
jacket from "Members Only."

By day, Alexis Kirk is influenced by the
warm, natural landscape of the earth.
Belts, necklaces, earrings, bracelets, and
brooches are sleek body sculptures
molded in undulating, organic compositions or softened geometric shapes.
Semi-precious stones quarried from
deep within the earth —Jasper, tiger's eye,
sodalite. adventurine — are hand-set into
Kirk's jewelry as cut and polished hemispheres, perfect foils for this season's
sportwear.
Pewter, generously dipped not once but
three times in gold, is used alone in Midas.
sparkled splendor or juxtaposed with silvered pewter, also triple dipped. Darkened
copper surfaces glow with a burnished
sheen of antiquity.
Cloisonne-like enamels in rich jewel.
tonedcolors are painstakingly handpainted in elongated strands or intricate
Byzantine patterns of tone against tone.
Soft leather or snakeskin in autumnal or
gemstone shades ribbon the waist, pulling
each sculpted belt buckle close to the body,
highlighting a woman's curving landscape.
The beauty of the midnight sky is reflected in Alexis Kirk's dramatic, opulent
evening accessories. Massive glitteri
ng
crystalline chokers capture the brillian
t
diamond shine of the stars for the celestial
bodies wearing his glamourous jewelry
this holiday season.
Starburst clusters of sunset-hued crystals sparkle on necklaces of burnish
ed
copper chains. An aurora borealis of translucent color glows at the waist, the ears,
the lapel, and the neck in combinations
of
multi-colored rhinestones set in slim, metallic bezels or on chunky textured chains,
or strung on lustrous corded silk.
Fields of flat-faced rhinestones are embedded in silvery triangular plaques enamelled a satellite black for streaml
ined
allure.
"These are thoroughbred accessories
for today's woman — a winner!"
smiles
Alexis Kirk. "They are her personal
laurels of the goals she has won and the
success she plum to achieve."

THAT'S IT
LEVIS
Fall Fashions
For Men
& Women

AN AURORA BOREALIS of translucent color glows
at the neck, the wrist
and the ears in clusters of chunky multi•colored crysta
ls set on chains of bur
nIsbed copper...from the fail/holiday. 1984, collect
ion of Alexis Kirk. Even
ing dress: Bob Mackie.

HOME ECONOillICS
Bey4Napealochine On Sale Mew
- ,..
Free-Arm
t_ _ -t iail
Machine Model 5525
Buil-in buttonholer • 5 butt-in stitches• Universal pressure lets you sew
light and heavy fabrics without pressure ediustment

NOW $
ONLY

•
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,

j
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‘
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AMINO -.,_-.
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Now Available...
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Suede 21
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An Elegant Import
Comparable To Ultra Suede
Available In
8 Beautiful Colors
48" Wide
Regularly 39.93 Yd.

4 t v
4 43
4
41

1

29.50

So•
I

Yd.

'Ladies 501 ® Jeans Are In!

THAT'S IT LEVIS

PAGE II
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/
1
4
44;rdS The Murray Sewing Center

'SINGER
...cioucTs

Bel Air Center - Murray
753-5323

•A 1.clemo5 of The Swipe,C ompany
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Building an autumn designer wardrobe...
contemporary look.
Halston's coverups for fall include a
choice of classic black or winter white knit
ponchos. pea jacket in winter white.
black, navy or lipstick red; angora and
lambswool cape in red, black or winter
white. A tapered princess coat in black
with satin trim makes an easy transition
from day into evening.

Continuing his lifestyle approach to the combinations with Halston's plaid
dressing. Hakton presents mix and match shawl in matching tones. For any occasion
separates. Coordinate skirts and shirts in there are the sophisticated coat dresses in
camel or rust that look terrific alone, or wool gabardine.
worn with a camel and rust diagonal twill
Premiering this fall. Halston introspencer jacket for added dimension and duces a fashion wardrobe designed for
proportion.
petites only. The HALSTON HI Petite
Create a more casual silhouette with Collection, a JCPenney exclusive, feacamel or rust pants, and accessorize any of tures a variety of career and sportive

Shop Early For The Best
Gift Selections At

The Treasure House of Gifts
Southside Manor

New Merchandise Arriving For The
Fall And Christmas Seasons

Now Carrying Fireplace Accessories
Special Order Any Design Or Size
Now For The Christmas Holidays
753-6798

Fall Fashion Section
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Continued from page 9
fashion options.
Team an abstract plaid skirt with Inverted pleat in plum, a tailored blouse with
matching tie and a fitted waist length
jacket in complementary shades. Drape a
coordinated plaid shawl over jacket and
you're ready for business.
For a softer silhouette. Halston offers
the petite customer a selection of soft separates including a wrap peplum blouse with
matching sash and soft dirndl skirt.
Also for the petite women,5'4" and under, HALSTON III separates apply the
"five easy pieces approach" with a variety
of exciting mix-and-match styles.
Choose from the designer's suit blouse
with detachable tie and French cuffs in
ivory, red, royal, plum and gray or a signature "H" print blouse with raglan sleeves
and bow at the neck in red and white, royal
and white, and creme and black.
Incorporate the timelessly tailored
tweed or flannel blazer in charcoal or rust
with a tweed or flannel wrap skirt in coordinating colors, or solid flannel pants in
charcoal, rust or camel.
CollecThis season, the HALSTON
tion for ICPenney addresses every aspect
of a woman's wardrobe from head to toe
with a full line of accessories.
Halston creates signature belts and
bags, hats, scarves, shawls, leather pumps
and high fashion pantyhose all in colors
and textures to complement the fashion
collection.

CLASSIC,
THE
yet
"masculine",
"feminine" look is all the
rage this fall.

